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PASCAS INTRODUCTION: 
 
Documents assembled by Pascas are provided for your individual assessment and exploration.  The 
contents are sourced from a variety of avenues and publications.  Every endeavour is made to determine 
that the contents are of the highest level of truth and veracity.  At all times we ask that you go within 
yourself, to ascertain for yourself, how the contents resonate with you.  
 
Pascas provides these notes and observations to assist us all in the development and growth of our own 
pathways and consciousness.  Pascas does not hold these contents as dogma.  Pascas is about looking 
within oneself.  Much of what we are observing is new to us readers and thus, we consider that you will 
take on board that which resonates with you, investigate further those items of interest, and discard that 
which does not feel appropriate to you.  
 
Kinesiological muscle testing, as developed by Dr David R Hawkins and quantified by his Map of 
Consciousness (MoC) table, has been used to ascertain the possible level of truth of documents.   Such 
tested calibration levels appear within the document.  We ask that you consider testing same for yourself.  
The technique and process is outlined within Pascas documents, such as Pascas Health – Energy Level 
of Food.  From each person’s perspective, results may vary somewhat.  The calibration is offered as a 
guide only and just another tool to assist in considering the possibilities.  As a contrast, consider using 
this technique to test the level of truth of your local daily newspaper.  
 
Contents are not to be interpreted as an independent guide to self-healing.  The information sourced 
herein is not from a doctor or doctors, and any information provided in this document should not be in 
lieu of consultation with your physician, doctor, or other health care professional.  Pascas, nor anyone 
associated with this document, does not assume any responsibility whatsoever for the results of any 
application or use of any process, technique, compound or potion as described within this document.  
 
The sources of contents are noted throughout the document.  In doing so, we acknowledge the 
importance of these sources and encourage our readers to consider further these sources.  Should we 
have infringed upon a copyright pertaining to content, graphics and or pictures, we apologise.  In such 
cases, we will endeavour to make the appropriate notations within the documents that we have 
assembled as a service via our not for profit arm, to our interested community.   
 
We offer all contents in love and with the fullness of grace, which is intended to flow to readers who 
join us upon this fascinating journey throughout this incredible changing era we are all experiencing.    
 

Aspiring to Living Feelings First, John. 
 
 

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the 
availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.”   JD 
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END TIMES: 
 
Yes, humanity has hit a brick wall.   
 
In fact, that brick wall came into being 
on 22 March 2017!  On Wednesday, 
22 March 2017 all interference by 
those with controlling agendas were 
blocked from imposing their desires, 
impressions and ‘guidance’ upon 
others for as long as it takes humanity 
to step out of being imprisoned by 
their controlling erroneous minds and 
embrace their ever true feelings which 
are soul based.   
 
For some 200,000 years humanity has been embraced in 
the control of one’s own mind.  We abandoned 
responding to our true feelings and have used our 
immature and misguided erroneous minds to struggle 
through life.   
 
For 200,000 years we have looked to control one another 
through our minds.  We have repressed our children’s 
free self expression from the moment of their conception, 
yes, even whilst in the womb.  Their immature forming 
minds respond to their environment while they are within 
the womb.  We look at infants and wonder at how 
resilient they are.  We are totally ignorant of the harm we infuse into their developing personalities by 
our incessant barrage of controlling orders and demands which are all focused upon making them 
become replicas of our own damaged personality. 

Further, as we are ‘control freaks’ when we leave our physical bodies we pursue these patterns from the 
spirit mind Mansion Worlds.  We continue to seek control when we are spirits.   
 
However, for the first time in 200,000 years, personalities born into the ‘Rebellion’ and ‘Default’ 
environment of Earth have stepped away from mind controlling ways and embraced their soul based 
feelings, thus creating the conditions by which our Celestial friends have now been able to block all 
mind controlling interference coming to Earth by mind controlling spirit personalities.  People will be 
finding that ‘guidance’ is no longer available.  This will be very disturbing for these people. 
 
One’s soul manifests as two personalities.  The soul is duplex in nature.  The soul incarnates as two 
personalities, one half into a female body and the other half into a male body.  There are no exceptions.  
We each have a soulmate / soul partner of the opposite sex.  This was so also for Jesus of Nazareth, and 
his soulmate / soul partner is Mary of Magdalene.  They are now known as Jesus and Mary of Nebadon. 
 
As stated, there are no exceptions.  The soul of God is manifest in two personalities, Mother and Father. 
 
We are not meant to be alone.  We are meant to be able to freely express our personality.  We are not 

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own. 
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meant to become clones of our physical parents.  We are meant to be 
truly and fully expressing our soul based feelings.  Our soul is founded 
on truth.  We do know what is truth.  We do know what is love.  We do 
know that should we simply embrace our soul based feelings that we are 
also embracing the will of our heavenly parents, our Mother and Father.   
 
Some 200,000 years ago, a soul pair believed that their minds were all 
powerful.  They convince humanity to embrace this belief, hence we 
joined the Rebellion. 
 
Due to a soul pair rejecting this belief and progressing significantly in 
expressing their childhood repressed feelings and injuries, humanity has 
taken the necessary step to end the Rebellion and also the Default the followed after the Rebellion.  
38,000 years ago, Adam and Eve defaulted on their mission to uplift the gene stock of humanity and also 
its level of spirituality. 
 
The Rebellion has hit a brick wall.  
The End Times is the end of the 
Rebellion. 
 
It is the turning point for humanity.  
This is the great U-turn.  This the 
point by which humanity, as it very 
slowly realises, will start to step 
away from past norms of allowing 
control by few, and that includes in 
the form of governments, 
corporations, banking systems, 
religious organisations, education 
systems, etc.  This is the big full stop. 

This is also the End Times of the direct involvement by Jesus and Mary with the people of Earth.  They 
are presently transferring the spiritual leadership to the soul pair who have broken the rebellion.  For the 
next 1,000 years, the Spirits of Truth of the soul pair who have worked through their Feeling Healing 
process, clearing their Childhood Repression, and having embraced Divine Love as part of the process, 
will be released and will be available with the Spirits of Truth of Jesus and Mary.  It is the combination 
of these that humanity will be able to access for the next 1,000 years to enable the Celestial soul 
condition to become universally understood, with Celestial soul condition becoming lived here on Earth.  
Earth will become heaven, so to speak, only for those people who become of Celestial soul condition, 
and the children they might have, while living in the physical condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own. 

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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EXPRESS ALL OF WHAT YOU FEEL, EVEN BY WRITING: 
 
Generations after generation of parents have invoked the control of their minds 
upon their children.  Our minds become contaminated with the confusion and 
errors of generation upon generation of corruption of how we are to live.  Our 
minds are dedicated and addicted to the control of others.  Our mind is like a 
super strong steel ball encasing our all true feelings which are brought to us by 
our pure and loving soul.  We are taught to depend upon our mind, to discard and 
suppress our feelings, right from the time of conception.  Consider how you were 
taught at school, more of the mind control domination that our parents instilled in 
us throughout our early childhood. 
 
Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours 
one’s own. 
 
To find truth, we need only look within ourselves to our soul based feelings.  We are to express our 
feelings at all times.  We are to follow our feelings at all times.  We are to be our true selves at all times.  
We are not to be the façade self that our erroneous and actually evil mind imposes upon us.   
 
We are to long for the truth or our feelings.  As feelings come up, we are to express them to others, be 
that one’s partner, friend, parents, our Heavenly Mother and Father, and even to our self.  If you do not 
have a companion to talk out your feelings, both good and bad, with then talk them out to yourself.  By 
expressing one’s feelings, this releases them.  Even by writing them down expresses you feelings: 
 
“Write this, your feelings, for yourself.  Start with a feeling and write it out.  It doesn’t have to make 
sense, it doesn’t have to be for anyone, it is for you, it is you, what you feel, and that is all that matters, 
nothing else.  You can be your own friend, friendly to yourself saying its okay Robert (or whatever your 
name is), you can write what you feel, there is more truth in your feelings than there is in anything 
else.  Your feelings are the truth of you, so you can explore them, flow with them, through all the good 
and the bad.  This is your path Robert, the way back to yourself, the trip you are now embarking 
on.  This is what we want to read, it’s what we want to hear about you Robert – all how you are, all how 
you’re feeling.  We want to be with you, reading what you write, getting to understand the real Robert, 
the real Robert that comes out of you as you write.  Come to us Robert through your feelings, and you’ll 
be coming back to yourself.  And we all want to know the real you, all that’s going on inside you – 
that’s what we’re interested in, that’s what we want you to tell us. – Your unseen friends.” 
        Note from James Moncrief        8 April 2017 
 
We are to be our true self, not the one modelled by those who were our carers during our early 
childhood years.  We are to express and release the emotional harm thrust upon us from our upbringing 
and to live by our soul based feelings which are expressions of who we truly are. 

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings. 
 

in conjunction with 
 

Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love. 
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The following are extracts from  ‘Pascas WorldCare – Against the Odds’ 

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST 

The New Way:  learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.
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James Moncrief enquiring about Solid Investment:                 Friday, 10 March 2017 
(part of message) 
 
JM:  I’d like to speak with anyone up there and in there who is involved directly with John and what 
he’s doing with the Solid Investment.  
 
Yes James, I’ll speak with you, my name is Zarange and I’m one of the Melchizedeks overseeing John 
and all the mortal spirits who are involved with him.   And yes, I am part of the group of Melchizedeks 
working with you.  There are numerous groups organising numerous things, all of which will be made 
known to you in due course.  
 
Yes, we are going to help you both create a world within the world so to speak, all so people will have 
the chance to have access to your work, and so to work on themselves to heal themselves of their 
rebellion and default.  It’s to ‘earth’ a small portion of the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds, and 
then later into this, a small portion of the Celestial spheres.  So people will have a direct connection with 
us over here, those people intent on uncovering the truth of themselves through their feelings and 
longing for the Divine Love.  All the rest John will provide will be ancillary to this.  
 
JM:  So Divine Love Spirituality is to be the core or a subsection within what John envisages? 
 
Yes, and he sees it that way too, now, he’s been changing a lot the more he reads and the more we 
impress upon him the fundamental importance of your work.  It all hinges around you and Marion, there 
is nothing else, it’s the way, and the ONLY way for humanity to heal itself, so it’s given top priority 
because it’s time now for the change because of you and Marion being here and healing yourselves.  
 
JM:  So nothing and no one will get in the way? 
 
That’s right, they will not be allowed to interfere.  Many will try, but they will quickly see that it won’t 
be in their best interests to keep going that way.  Many people will try and hijack the funds, all the usual 
goings on that happen all the time, but we will see, through the manipulation of light from our side, that 
such things will not gain any traction.  It’s very easy for us to work such things from over here, very 
easy to put the fear of god, so to speak, into someone should they proceed against what we want to do.   
And we now have all the authority to do it, to influence and interfere with humanity in this way because 
of what you and Marion have done and are continuing to do.  With each passing day you give us more 
authority, and very soon we will have absolute authority, it’s nearly there, just a little more, and it will 
coincide with John’s funds being released to him and the others who will work with him in setting up 
that which will essentially be the way to distribute the truth you and Marion are revealing.  
 
Neither you, James, or Marion will be travelling throughout the world, however it will be essential that 
the truths are made accessible to as many people as possible, this being so the status quo so far as the 
religions and New Age mind agenda’s are overwhelmed.  They will not give up their control, but at least 
an alternative will be presented alongside them.  And gradually elements of your work will filter through 
to mainstream decreasing the power of such controlling institutions and beliefs.  
 
We oversee a band of very knowledgeable mortal spirits who are all Celestials and have all been 
involved with the goings-on on Earth in one capacity or another during their lives and time in spirit.   
They are all specialists in their fields and John has been guided to touch on all the necessary elements 
through his life so as to enable his ‘spirit advisors’ to share their thoughts and inspiration with him.   
And he feels totally in their capable hands – as he should, as he will need to feel.   But nothing will be 
too much for him or stress him when it all starts to get rolling.  He will easily be able to deal with it, 
with the right people to help him doing so on Earth too.  
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You must understand, James, it’s for humanity to solve its own problems.  I know you do understand 
this, and have been wondering how much you should get involved and how much you should let it all go 
and let others do whatever they feel.  And this you will negotiate right the way through the rest of your 
life – sometimes more, other times less.  But it’s for these mortal spirits to do what they feel they want 
to do.   They come to us for advice and we provide it, however as much as we can, which is always what 
they want, things are left up to them.  And there are many, hundreds of thousands of Celestials actively 
involved in all the varying parts of what’s taking place.  And these are just the central ones, as there are 
millions more involved as you move away from the John and the core.  However as you sense, John is 
the central focus for the time being.  He will divest himself of this position when the time comes, as 
there will be others to carry the flag so to speak, but for now, and for this crucial and highly irregular 
juncture in humanity’s history, he is the man in the driving seat.  And he feels he is being driven along, 
and all help will be provided for him to use as he understands, as it’s been happening for quite a time.   
And he can easily shoulder the strain, particularly now that you and Marion have come onto the scene, 
because as he shifts his focus, so he feels you are able to help him, which you will do, just as he will 
help you.  It will be an equitable partnership.  And currently you are both building an appreciation of 
each other.   And as you will forward this ‘message’ to him, so I will say to you John, that you will have 
to stand firm in your conviction as to whom you tell what you do.  You might for sentimental reasons 
like to involve someone at some time, but your feelings will say no; or even yes, at other times for other 
reasons, and these feelings will be how you can live true to your feelings in your limited way.  You 
don’t have to concern yourself too much with doing your Feeling-Healing yet, there is plenty of time in 
spirit for that, for it’s more important to keep yourself happy so as to do the work that’s being asked of 
you.  But you understand this as you can already feel such feelings, which are true and will only get 
stronger.  
 
The main thing for you to both to understand at this stage, which is why you are now writing with me 
James, is that nothing will stand in the way of what you are both to achieve, it can’t, it just can’t happen 
because of the Laws of Truth.  And that is all coming about because of the work you and Marion are 
doing on yourselves.  What you do is opening the doorway for this with John and all who are with him.   
It’s been like that all the way along.  So the long convoluted way John is to receive the money is all a 
reflection on a time level of the long convoluted way that you and Marion have worked through your 
Healing.  The two are inextricably linked, even though it might be hard to see it from your side, but to us 
we can’t do anything before you and Marion do what you are doing so far as healing the negative 
unloving circuits within yourselves.  For as you do it within yourselves, so you are opening the doorway 
for humanity to do it too, to follow your lead, which Samantha (in England) is the first, and of which 
others will follow.  But for every person who will fully commit to their Healing, there will be a host of 
other people who will be more than happy to just understand parts of it with their mind and contribute 
through their untrue lives, all of which is necessary to bring about the desired end result.  So it’s not 
necessary for only people doing their Healing to be involved, there will be a minority of people who 
actually want to do their Healing and achieve much with it, but a majority still involved in helping that 
minority in one way or another, even if they never know that is the help they are providing.  
 
JM:  It’s funny writing all this with you Zarange, when Marion and I are working through our not being 
soulmates, that we feel we’ll complete our Healing and then separate – at least that’s where we are at 
presently, which of course can swing around the other way to where we’re back together, but it’s been a 
very trying time of late, which I’m sure you’re aware of.  
 
Yes, but all necessary to break the controlling beliefs you have.  You need to become in a sense, two 
completely free people, being your true selves before you meet as soulmates.  It’s all happening round 
the wrong way; by rights you shouldn’t meet until you are both of a Celestial truth, however as you both 
need to do your Healing, so you can help each other experience a completely unloving relationship 
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together.  You can’t have more of a full relationship experience in the negative, than that of you both 
being soulmates and hating each other knowingly, knowing you are not loving, knowing you are both so 
fucked, knowing that neither of you have any love within you, this being what you need so as to break 
all the unloving controlling beliefs within.  So ironically, the more you reject each other, even though 
you both refuse to leave each other, the closer you are becoming, because you are steadily clearing away 
all that’s keeping you apart, all the untruth that you both received from your parents.  So the truer you 
can be to it all, the more you can agree that you don’t love each other, that you even hate each other, 
expressing all those terrible feelings, so the truer you are both becoming, which in the end will be the 
basis of your love for each other.  And whilst you are both anti love, so anti each other, so you can’t see 
or sense or feel what I am saying, but you can both perceive it, should you want to acknowledge those 
perceptions.  
 

Should we consider all the 
emotional injuries infused 
into each and every child 
en masse – all together, then  
each child would look 
battered and bruised. 
These absorbed abuses 
become Childhood Repressed 
emotional building blocks upon 
which are built related further 
errors, all must be recalled and 
expressed.  Start from the bottom 
and express the core emotional error. 

OUR CHILDHOOD EMOTIONAL INJURIES ARE OUR CORE ISSUES TO EXPRESS: 

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 

Important recommended reading is:      by James Moncrief 

The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God 
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html     ALSO at 

https://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL
%20-%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Rejected%20Ones%20via%20James%20Moncrief.pdf
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James Moncrief further enquiring about ongoing operations:  (part)     Saturday, 11 March 2017 
Zelmar?    (male Melchizedek personality) 
 
I’m here James, go ahead. 
 
JM:  And you’ve been monitoring my thoughts? 
 
As always, however you still need to record them through your writing, so please ask me what you want 
to know. 
 
JM:  Having spoken just now with John regarding what Zarange said last night, I was wondering how it 
is for you over there, as in where you are doing all what you do with us – what’s the set up; how does it 
work? 
 
It’s all being conducted from a main ‘Battle Room’ as we affectionately call it, as we’re being able to 
engage in a more direct way which Zarange spoke to you about.  For so long we’ve had our hands tied, 
however because of all you and Marion are doing, we’re now able to get ‘stuck into it more’, as you 
might say.  Which I will add, we are relishing, we’ve never felt such a common purpose, to hear the 
rallying call-to-arms, to be able to take the bit between our teeth and get our hands dirty, and the more so 
with every passing day.  Things are only now just beginning in this way, and they will continue right the 
way through yours and Marion’s life, most of which you won’t know about as it will involve us on the 
unseen levels, however there is a lot of mobilisation and we’re all very happy to be active finally in it.  
It’s been a long time in coming, slowly preparing and planning, and now we can ACT. 
 
So we are working it all from the third Celestial sphere, which enables us to easily oversee the lower two 
Celestial spheres and all the Celestial mortal spirits and angels involved in all you are doing and what’s 
to come.  It’s going to affect, in one way or another, a huge amount of humanity on Earth and in the 
mind Mansion Worlds, it’s what we are all working on now, no longer having to keep just plodding 
away helping people become further untrue to themselves.  Now we can keep that going whilst putting 
into place the systems and action to help those people wanting to help themselves become true.  So 
everyone you reach out to and touch and who starts to even think along the lines of doing their Healing, 
we can reach out to too. 
 
In the Battle Room we have our main group of governing Melchizedeks and angelic advisors and 
helpers.  From here we step down the control to ever widening groups, all which end up with ascending 
mortal Celestial spirits.  And these Celestials are not just all hanging around wanting to impart further 
truths and understandings about things to people who might call upon them, there are some Celestials 
who willingly want to do that, but the vast majority want to do the things they used to be doing on Earth, 
so want to be able to work with people in business, in government, in art and in fields in which people 
are involved yet who also want to incorporate the truths you are revealing in any way.  And as we’ve 
told you, these people will receive priority help, as the good ‘healing thoughts’ and ‘thoughts along the 
lines of the truth’ will receive more light from those helping behind the scenes, helping the person feel 
better about having such thoughts and going that way.  And each day more power is being given to us, 
power we’ve not been allowed to have, but power we should have.  Power through the light that has 
been denied us all through the years of the Rebellion and Default.  But now we’re getting that power 
back, so we too are able to act and live and express ourselves as we are meant to, not giving over all the 
time to the rebellious ones.  And with the Caligastia’s and Daligastia’s gone, so those on Earth and in 
the mind worlds wanting to have power, which they’ve always had, will find it increasingly hard to have 
such power as they are used to, it slowly being removed from them. 
 
Everything is changing James, and everything will change, the greatest change being a whole shift in 
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humanity’s consciousness when it finally embraces the understanding that it’s living evilly and has been 
led astray and against what would be best for it.  This change all being led from the ground up by people 
embracing the basic tenets of yours and Marion’s work. 
 
So we twenty-four Melchizedeks (twelve soul pairs) sit in counsel inviting those mortal spirits who are 
intimately involved with us to visit us in our sector on the third sphere.  The Celestial spheres above, 
why Jesus said they were without number, being because they are really for Celestials who are done 
with the Earth, who are wholly setting out for Paradise; the three with number, being for the Celestials 
who are still concerned with Earth, having some sort of influence.  The higher Celestial spheres are of 
course all numbered, but it’s a convenient way to show the boundary between still being Earth-focused 
and being wholly Paradise-focused.  And a lot of Celestials move straight through the lower three 
spheres not wanting or needing to have things further to do with Earth, moving directly into their 
Paradise ascent.  And then a lot of Celestials, many whom are still awaiting their soulmates / soul 
partners, are Earth focused, including those working in the mind Mansion Worlds. 
 
And the angels take our orders and suggestions, and our ‘for your consideration’ memos, to the relevant 
mortal soulgroups who are doing the actual hands-on work.  Some of those groups, as Zarange told you, 
being directly working with John and those people associated with him. 
 
And then there are a vast host of angels that keep those people ‘in the light’, those people who are 
working with your truth, or will work with it and are being prepared, protected from the meddling mind 
spirits; so John is off limits to them, as are you and Marion, they not even seeing or knowing you are 
there.  And the angels can work that anywhere and anytime, and even on Earth, so you could for 
example walk around and literally not be noticed by people who are in still wanting to maintain their 
self-denial.  The whole ‘universe of feeling-denial’ and ‘feeling-acceptance for the truth’, being together 
in the same space and time and yet kept separate by the light of the truth you are living. 
 
John has a group close to him who have ‘set up shop’ literally in his house, his new house – yes, they 
too had to move – on the Earth plane level, however they are not always in attendance in these lower 
planes with him, but can come down into them at a moment’s notice should they want to be closer to 
him and whomever is with him.  This being necessary at times for them to examine more closely the 
minds and workings of the people concerned.  However, mostly they are kept well abreast of what’s 
going on and what will happen, as their perception ability is quite extensive.  When John feels he 
literally has a visitor, it’s more than likely that he does have someone with him in one of the two Earth 
planes.  But for the most part, the Celestials can do what they need do, as his mind is readily accessible 
to them, from their home base in the third Celestial sphere (being the 10th spirit world sphere). 
 
His main group is a soulgroup, so twenty-four mortal spirits – twelve soulpairs, all who are experts in 
their varying fields of interest, all who can help him with whatever he will want to do.  And so it’s the 
same for all the ‘main players’ so to speak, and then with lesser people involved so a soulgroup will 
oversee a number of individuals. 
 
John will meet all this overseeing group when he comes over, and he will take up his rightful place in a 
group that will be for him to carry on such work in spirit as he will be working to help humanity in the 
years to come once he has completed his Healing, he will have quite a bit to do with humanity for the 
duration of yours and Marion’s age of the one thousand years, so your relationship with him will 
continue on the other side. 
 
JM:  And what about Elyon and the Teacher pairs through all this?  (Elyon is one of the Teacher pairs.) 
 
They will be specifically working with people doing their Healing.  They are not so much involved at 
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this stage with other ordinary mortal things, however will become more so when people who are doing 
their Healing start living together and start looking to live their material lives in a true state, something 
that is to happen in future once The Change has taken place. 
 
JM:  That change being the Earth changes? 
 
Yes, because then will come a whole vibrational shift, so humanity now will virtually cease to be as it is, 
everything will change, whole new ideas, ways to obtain energy and live, all looking toward the light for 
those people wanting to progressively end their rebelliousness, all needing to do so, so as to ensure 
things don’t just evolve back to how they currently are; which won’t happen, can’t happen anyway, 
because of the vibrational change. 
 
JM:  So things really are of a low material vibration now, compared to what’s to come? 
 
Yes, all in keeping with the outworking of the Rebellion and Default.  Humanity is so shut off to 
anything that one’s feelings provide, you are all but minds robotically carrying out instructions, nothing 
is fluid, intuitive and feeling-free.  Your whole world can’t change as it is, because everyone and 
everything is so bogged down in the mire of artificial laws and procedures.  Look at how difficult it is 
for people trying to live a different way, one that is ‘off grid’, they are not supported, and are even 
looked down upon.  You all have to conform, be programmed at home and school, all so you can keep 
being controlled.  However the controllers don’t understand they are controlling themselves far more 
than they are controlling others, so they will be increasingly marginalised unable to see out of the 
confines of their own box.  So they will literally be passed over, passed by, by people seeking to live 
true to themselves through their feelings. 
 
JM:  So it all is really going to happen, all with John, his money, the changes – it all seems too unreal, 
like some fantasy... 
 
You don’t have to do a thing James, it’s all going to be taken care of for you.  You only have to heal 
yourself, you and Marion, and all the rest is for other people to do.  However, of course, you will be very 
involved in it all; and yes, it’s all going to happen – it’s all happening now, you and Marion are doing 
your Healing, and you are both well advanced in it.  That is what’s happening, that’s what has all our 
attention, that is what this is all about, that is the progress that humanity is largely unaware of presently. 
 
And it’s also because of this that you feel inspired to write to us now, and we can be more 
straightforward with you, not as much as we’d still like to be, however that too is increasing every day 
with every bad feeling you acknowledge and seek the truth of. 
 
So the whole of the lower Celestial heaven is now fully orientated toward humanity doing its Healing, 
nothing else matters.  And gradually, as more people embrace the truths and start their Healing on Earth, 
so the Celestial heavens can ‘reach down’ becoming ‘earthed’, all until in the far off future, the whole 
Earth is Celestial. 
 
So this is the real turning point, humanity will never be the same wrongness, the same evil, again the 
wrongness’ writing is on the wall. 
 
Speak to you soon James – Zelmar. 
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God is God, who is our Heavenly Mother and Father, 
being SoulMates.  There is only one Soul that is God’s 
Soul, that being the Soul of our Mother and Father.  
Our Heavenly Parents are the First Soulmates; The Two 
Who Are One who have brought us all into being. 
 
Jesus and Mary are a son and daughter of God. 

Give yourself time to consolidate your relationship with our Heavenly Parents through the 
partaking of Their Love.  And whilst you are doing this, you can learn about your healing, 
all that’s involved with it, as there are many willing spirits to share their healing experiences 
with you.  
 
When you are ready, it will start happening simply because you will want it to, it all being 
orchestrated by your soul.  And when that time comes you will have developed a strong 
foundation in your relationship with the Father and Mother for you to work from.  We are to 
feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling 
them, express them fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us. 
  
It is to make longing for God’s Love the priority, and then do one’s healing; should one want 
to include God and the Divine Love in one’s feeling healing.  This is doing your soul-healing 
as you are seeking to heal your soul of all evilness – of that which made you become evil, 
and release all the hurt and pain of not being fully and truly loved.  

   Father 
 

 Mother 

GOD 

Jesus of Nazareth and Mary of Magdalene, 
being soulmates, where both free of sin.   
Jesus and Mary, combined in their love for us, 
are our teachers and guidance for us to find our 
way home to our Heavenly Parents.  To start 
this journey we are to liberate our souls from 
being entombed within our suppressive minds, 
through feeling and longing for the truth of our 
feelings via our soul and peel away our injuries 
incurred since conception. 
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      Father 
 
 Mother 

 GOD 

M&F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
J&M 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AVO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HUM 

WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME: 
 
We need the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair to Heal ourselves; then 
once Healed, (and for support (overshadowing) as well through your 
Healing), we need the Creator Pair, Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ Spirits 
of Truth to see us through the Celestial spheres, while at all times 
embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father. 
 
Until Mary and Jesus died and liberated their Spirits of Truth, no one 
from any of the worlds could leave Nebadon, because no one knew the 
way to do so.  Nebadon is our local universe containing some 3.8 million 
inhabited physical worlds and their associated spirit worlds. 
 
When we embrace the truths Mary and Jesus are revealing, and start to do 
our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, Soul Healing, we are then 
freeing ourselves up from our parental and self control. 
 
Thus our journey to Paradise, to the home of our Heavenly Parents, is of 
our choosing as to when we progress, however, there is only one way: 
 
HUM:  Humanity is to ascend.  We are self contained.  Our soul is 
always in truth and perfect at all times.  By living true to ourself, true to 
our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that simple. 
 
We are to recognise that being engaged and dominated by our mind is the 
wrong way for us to evolve and grow in truth.  We are to discard the 
mind enslavement that has been imposed upon as by all of our parents.  
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad and free ourselves of 
the indoctrination that humanity has embraced worldwide. 
 
Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own 
soul, but also true to God’s soul.  So doing your Healing by honouring all 
your feelings, IS living the will of God.  And being fully Healed, IS 
living even more truly the Will of our Mother and Father. 
 
AVO:  We are to embrace the truths and guidance of the Avonal Pair 
through their Spirits of Truth.  It is the Avonal Pair’s guidance that will 
lead us through our Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, we will be 
able to ascend through the 7 spirit Mansion Worlds and enter the 
Celestial Heavens where we also interact with other world’s spirits. 
 
J&M:  We are also to embrace the truths and guidance of the Paradise 
Pair, Mary and Jesus, who will then lead us through the 3 Celestial 
Heavens that are aligned with Earth, and then further on through 
Nebadon where we will then depart beyond on towards Paradise. 
 
M&F:  Beyond the universal zone of Nebadon, we will be guided by our 
Heavenly Mother and Father onwards through the universes to Paradise 
where we will be welcomed by them, home for us all, as we are all 
Children of God. 
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      Father 
 
 Mother 

 GOD 

M&F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
J&M 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AVO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HUM 

WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME – NOW, HOW TO COMMENCE THE JOURNEY:

For 200,000 years, we have been misled into embracing our mind’s 
distortion of wisdom and truth.  All such traditional understandings 
only lead us in the wrong direction, from which we must turn back 
from.  Our soul based feelings are always in truth.  Our minds are to 
follow our soul based truths and feelings, not the other way round, as 
we have been brought up to embrace. 

 
We are to connect with our deeper repressed feelings. 
We are to long for the truth of what we are feeling. 
We are to live true to our selves; by living true to our feelings. 
 
Use your surface day-to-day feelings to connect with your deeper 
repressed feelings.  Express your surface feelings and your deeper 
repressed feelings to uncover the truth of yourself. 
 
We all have feelings which we communicate and share with each 
other.  And we all have deeper buried and hidden repressed feelings. 
Feelings from our early childhood we felt, yet weren’t allowed to 
express.  These feelings are still within us, waiting to have their say.  
These feelings, because they are repressed, cause us all our problems. 
 
And as we look to uncover, bring out and accept these deeper feelings, 
so we’re taken into new ways of looking at ourselves, our feelings, and 
our life.  We’re setting ourselves free of the controlling patterns that 
govern our unloving behaviour. 
 
In this way, we progressively begin to express the personality that our 
Heavenly Mother and Father gave us, not the one imposed upon us by 
our physical parents and carers.  We are to be our true and real selves. 
 
By living true to ourself, true to our feelings, we are living true to 
God.  It’s that simple. 
 
As we, humanity, long for the truth of our feelings, we can also be 
assisted by the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair who are our spiritual 
teachers for Earth over this coming 1,000 years, to assist us through the 
Great U-Turn, away from mind dominance to being soul based feeling 
lead.  They will assist us through the seven levels of the spirit Mansion 
Worlds. 
 
Then the Creator Pair, Jesus and Mary, will lead us through Nebadon 
and into the greater universe.  Then our Heavenly Mother and Father 
lead us home to Paradise. 
 
Collectively, should we embrace them all, as we are to, then our 
pathway home is a journey in the hands of the Spirits of Truth of the 
Avonal and Paradise Pairs overseen by our Heavenly Parents. 
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Our longing drives our life.  We long with feelings.  We can wish for things using our mind, yet 
long for things with our heart.  These things in the pyramid are what to long for.  Longing for 
them, when the longing comes naturally.  Longing because you feel you really want them.  Long 
to be true with all your heart.  Long to live true to your feelings.  Long to understand the whole 
truth of yourself. 
 

  Divine Love      Natural Love 

HOW TO GET TO PARADISE: 
 
Long for the Divine Love 
Long for the Truth 
Long for the truth of your feelings 
Don’t deny any feelings: accept, express and want to know the truth of them 
Know your feelings are the key; your feelings are the Way 
Want to end your falseness and being untrue 
Want to understand the truth of your early life 
Use your surface feelings to move deeper into yourself, bringing up your repressed feelings 
Want and long to know the whole truth of yourself 
Want to do it all with God, your Heavenly Mother and Father – long to Them for help. 

LONGING 

Truth 
Feelings 

Life 
Relationships 

The Key 
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      Father 
 
 Mother 

GOD

Eternal Son         Infinite Daughter 
  of Truth    of Mind 

PARADISE TRINITY: 
1. Our MOTHER and FATHER  (God)  (MF) – Divine Love  
SOUL (God) – One SOUL that is expressing its two PERSONALITIES, our Heavenly Mother 
and Heavenly Father (Soulmates / Soul Partners) 
2. ETERNAL SON        (ES) – Divine Truth 
3. INFINITE DAUGHTER        (ID) – Divine Mind 
Then:  The Second and Third Persons of the Paradise Trinity (ES and ID) are stepped down to 
the local universe trinity (Mary and Jesus, Divine Minister (DM), and her Holy Spirit. 
 
The LOCAL UNIVERSE TRINITY:  Our MOTHER and FATHER – Love  
1. MARY M and JESUS     – the Living Truth 
2. DIVINE MINISTER     – Mind (and her Holy Spirit) 
3. HUMANITY – Natural love, sons and Daughters – Truth, and our Angels – Mind 
 
PLANETS that engage in REBELLION: 
1.      AVONAL SOULMATE PAIR   – the Feeling Healing process – incarnate  
2.      DAYNAL – TEACHER PAIRS   – they do not incarnate 
 
So in summary:    LOVE 
     Mother and Father 
     TRUTH            MIND 
Eternal Son (ES)      Infinite Daughter (ID) 
Mary & Jesus (MJ)      Divine Minister and Holy Spirit (DM) 
Humanity (H)      Angels, Nature Spirits, Nature (A) 

Consider a diamond:     MF 
 
  ES          ID 
 
        Divine Love             Natural Love 
 
 
  MJ          DM 
 
 
 
         Nature Spirits, and our 
       Humanity      HA       Angels, and Nature 
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The Paradise Pairs are all ONLY concerned with the SPIRITUAL wellbeing and upliftment of the 
planets and local universe.  Currently to do with Earth: 
 
Mary and Jesus – spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of Nebadon region. 
Avonal Pair – Daynal pairs (Trinity Teacher Daughters and Sons) – Spiritual wellbeing and upliftment 
of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds. 
 
The Local universal Sons and Daughters are all about the running of the worlds under their jurisdiction, 
and ensuring the higher spiritual elements can be employed, or sent astray, as in our cases through the 
Rebellion and Default. 
 
Lanonandeks – Melchizedeks (and others, such as Life Carriers and Eve and Adam). 
As the Lanonandeks all rebelled – the Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias soulmate / soul 
partner pairs – so the Melchizedeks have taken over their roles, as well as doing their own. 
 
So the Melchizedeks are the governors, overseers, the administrators and advisors and so on for Earth; 
they are the ‘controllers’, and they will instigate all that needs to be done to do with the ending of the 
Rebellion and Default.  And they will enlist the willing help of ascending mortal pairs, so the mortal 
Celestials spirits (soulmates when available, and others waiting to unite with their partner), and at times 
mortal spirits in the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds.  And the angels help all of us. 
 
Currently the whole of Creation exists for the ascension of mortal souls from their earth planets to 
Paradise.  It’s all one vast Grand Ascension Scheme.  With all the higher and lower spiritual Daughters 
and Sons, together with all the many different angels and other universal spirit personalities, and even 
including nature and our very own pets, assisting women and men with their Ascension Journey.  It 
being: and Ascension of Truth.  Everything we do is done to help us grow in truth.  (Only everything we 
do in our negative state is to deny ourselves our truth from our feelings, which is why we have to do our 
Healing.)  All women and men are ascending (or growing) in truth through their experiences.  And as we 
grow in truth by looking to our feelings to show us that truth, so we’re ascending, moving inwards and 
upwards through all the worlds and spheres of the Grand Universe to one day arrive on Paradise and 
meet our Heavenly Parents.  God is providing us, Their children, with this spiritual journey called our 
Ascension of Truth.  And by living true to our feelings, so we are progressing on our true Spiritual Path 
– our Ascension Path. 
 

Creator Son & Daughter   Avonals   Trinity Teachers  
     Jesus and Mary         as soulmate pairs     as soulmate pairs  
 

Melchizedeks – who have taken over from the Caligastians and Daligastians being also 
all as soulmate / soul partner pairs. 

 

Mortal Souls – human beings who individualise on Earth, then progress through the 
spirit Mansion Worlds, then into the Celestial Heavens, and beyond. 
 

Mortal Souls – also being ascending spirits, upon completing their Soul Healing, join 
with their soulmate, then join their soul group of 24 mortal spirits, being 12 soul pairs.  
It is only as a soulgroup that anyone can progress beyond Nebadon.  
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Consider a diamond:        MF 
 
       (Truth) ES        ID (Mind) 
 
 Divine Love               Natural Love 
      Truth            Mind 
 
    MJ          DM 
 
  (Right pathway)            (Wrong pathway) 
  ( for Humanity )            (  for Humanity   ) 
        Nature Spirits, and our 
      Humanity        HA      Angels, and Nature 

Humanity is to pursue the pathway for Truth through one’s soul based feelings, this is the 
right pathway.  However, humanity commences its journey founded on natural love, which 
we now know is to be perfected through one’s Feeling Healing process and then made 
divine through asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love. 
 
For 200,000 years, humanity has pursued the pathway of the Mind, being that of the brain, 
this is the wrong pathway.  The Mind is the pathway for Angels and that of all of Nature. 

TRUTH PATHWAY      MIND PATHWAY 
Mother Father (MF – God) 

Eternal Son (ES)   Infinite Daughter (ID) 
Mary & Jesus (MJ)     Divine Minister (DM) 

Humanity & Angels (HA) 

Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but 
also true to God’s soul.  So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS 
living the will of God.  And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of 
your Mother and Father. 
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:  
 
God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal 
Deity union of the Personalities: the 
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son 
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of 
Mind. 
 
The soul of each human personality (sons 
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving 
our personality expression in the experiential. 
The soul of each human finds truth by 
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the 
truth of them.  We are to attain the Eternal 
Son of Truth.  We are a creation of Truth. 
 
The soul of angels is experiential, evolving 
through their experience by continually 
progressing in mind development.  Angels 
are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of 
Mind.  Angels are a creation of Mind. 
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate) and 
is created by our Heavenly Parents.  Through 
our Feeling Healing we perfect ourselves 
enabling the union with our soulmate / soul 
partner, as we progress in truth up through 
the Mansion Worlds, celestial heavens and 
all the way to Paradise. 
 
The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the 
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to 
Paradise.  Animals, plants and nature spirits 
are also creations of Mind. 
 
Neither we nor animals reincarnate.  We 
never die; upon death, we move into the 
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to 
Paradise.  When animals and plants die, be 
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants 
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their 
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective 

Energy.  And from this energy are 
drawn other animals and the nature 
spirits, who then in turn move onto 
becoming angels through increasing 
mind experience. 
 
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting. 

      Father 
 
 Mother 

GOD 

 Feeling    Pathway         Mind    Pathway 

  Spirit        Person      Nature     Spirit   

 Soulmate    Pair            Angel 

Eternal Son         Infinite Daughter 
  of Truth    of Mind 
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This is the Great U-Turn.  We are to feel and live by our feelings and express our feelings, our mind 
will follow in support, not the other way around. 
 
Feelings First, you can be sure about that!  Once women get that message and start living it, then the 
tide will really change, with men either deciding to support them by looking to their own feelings or being 
left on the outer wondering what the fuss is all about. 
 
The feminine light is going to sweep through humanity and purge it of all the yuk and darkness, helping to 
bring the whole of humanity back into a nurturing loving mother state of being, from which the supportive, 
caring father can support her and together they can make the world great again, they can bring humanity up 
into its natural love perfection whilst at the same time offer those people who want to spiritually grow the 
truths of how to embrace the Divine Love and move on to the Celestial level. 
 
By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that simple. 
       (Passage in blue calibrates on the Map of Consciousness at 1,500) 

First soulmate 
pair –  
Andon and Fonta 

Humanity increasing its self- and 
feeling- denial, its denial of truth. 
Soulmates getting further apart. 
             Rebellion then Default 

JOURNEY of HUMANITY into and through the GREAT U-TURN: 
 
Humanity reaching its most evilness, the most lost, the most separation of soulmates.  Humanity 
can begin its Healing.  The Great U-Turn begins, the dawning of the Spiritual Age. 

Present 
Day 

The true Healing of humanity.  Humanity Healing  
itself by doing its Feeling-Healing and Soul-Healing 
with Divine Love. Soulmates getting closer together 
as people express all their feelings more truly. 

The Great U-Turn will bring about  
         the Ages of Light and Life. 

The last  
     humans, the  
last soul partner 
pair on Earth. 

Lucifer 
& Satan 

Adam 
& Eve 

Rebellion leaders  
are now removed 

Jurisdiction of humanity and spirit 
worlds is now with Celestial Spirits. 

It begins! 
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WE EACH have a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic Pair: 
 
For those doing their Healing or are interested in doing it will 
from that time have their own personal angels, spirit guides and 
nature spirits with them, with whom they are to develop their 
own relationships should they want to.  It is not about ‘sharing’ 
the same angels or guides or nature spirits, it is about you 
relating specifically to your ‘own’ ones because they are 
provided for YOU.  It’s all for you, to maximise the experiences 
we each need.  
 
We are all to have our own pure relationships.  And it’s the same 
of course in life with your friends, however over there, in spirit, 
dealing with Nature Spirits, Spirit Guides, and Angels, it’s more 
personal and private and ‘JUST FOR YOU’.  So we have our own separate, unique relationships.  
 
For example, Nature Spirit Verna has been assigned to be specifically and only with James, and she ain’t 
going to be assigned to anyone else, so she won’t be sharing herself around. 
 
This is SO IMPORTANT to understand so that in future there won’t be all these people claiming to be 
speaking with Verna or Mary Magdalene or Jesus or Nanna Beth or anyone else who is part of it all in 
such capacity.  Mary M and Jesus have spoken with James as they have, making it quite clear he is all 
they are speaking with.  
 
We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in 
their ‘soulmate / soul partner’ relationship.  Even though we are ascending mortals having a soulmate, 
even our soulmate has his or her own group of six personalities assisting him or her.  Our assigned 
Nature Spirits do not continue with us into spirit, our Spirit Guides may for a time assist upon entry to 
the spirit Mansion Worlds, however, our personal Angelic pair continues with us to Paradise, and then 
even possibly being with us throughout eternity. 
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In a way each person’s Indwelling Spirit, which is really God, is contracting out the work needed to 
be done with you to other agencies, so to us spirits, the angels, the nature spirits, other elements under 
the Divine Minister’s control, even other non-humanity spirits, all of which end up doing increasingly 
more amounts of what your Indwelling Spirit does.  And this ‘out sourcing’ is to affect greater 
personality interaction, increasing your experiences so they are maximised through interaction with 
different personalities rather than just relying solely on God.  We are overall to become increasingly 
at-one with God, but we are to do that by becoming increasingly immersed in the experience of being 
with others.     Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven:  25 December 2018 

We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in 
their ‘soulmate’ relationship.  In addition we have our personal Indwelling Spirit.  
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OUR GUIDANCE to PARADISE, the home of our HEAVENLY PARENTS: 

There are three distinct phases of our progression 
to the home of our Heavenly Parents which is 
Paradise that is within the circle of seven Super 
Universes, each containing many Local Universes.  
 
Once we progress beyond our Local Universe of 
Nebadon, then we are assisted and guided by our 
Heavenly Parents, our true Mother and Father all 
the way home to Paradise. 
 
Before then, once we have completed our soul 
healing, we are guided through the Celestial 
Heaven worlds which are those that interact with 
humanity on Earth, then further on into and then 
out through Nebadon, our Local Universe.  The 
regents of Nebadon are Mary and Jesus. 
 
However, before then, we are to embrace our 
healing.  That is, we are to realise who we truly 
are.  We are not the personalities that our parents 
imposed upon us.  We are to put aside our 
childhood suppression and repression and free our 
true personality that our Heavenly Parents gave us, 
and to do this we are now able to embrace the 
guidance of the Avonal Pair who will lead us 
through our healing here on Earth and through the 
Spirit Mansion Worlds to be able to enter the 
Celestial Heavens. 

The New Way:  learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.
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Lucifer soulmate pair were magnificent beings, a brilliant 
personality as one.  They were designated as one of the one 
hundred most able and brilliant personalities in more than 
seven hundred thousand of their kind.  From such a 
magnificent beginning, through evil and error, they embraced 
sin.  They believed that their minds were all powerful and that 
everyone should be independent and reject the illusionary God 
and those who lead the path to God, namely Michael of 
Nebadon (Jesus and Mary).    
 
Very little was heard of Lucifer on Urantia (Earth) owing to 
the fact that he assigned his first lieutenant, Satan (also a 
soulmate pair), to advocate his cause on our planet.  The 
“devil” is none other than Caligastia (again, another soulmate 
pair).  At the time Michael (Jesus and Mary) was on Urantia 
in the flesh, Lucifer, Satan, and Caligastia were leagued 
together to effect the miscarriage of his bestowal mission.  
But they significantly failed. 
 
About five hundred thousand years ago and concurrent with 
the appearance of the six coloured or Sangik races, Caligastia, 
the Planetary Prince, arrived on Urantia.  There were almost 
one-half billion primitive human beings on Earth at the time 
of the Prince’s arrival, and they were well scattered over 
Europe, Asia, and Africa.  The Prince’s headquarters, 
established in Mesopotamia, was at about the centre of world 
population. 

Caligastia had been attached to the council of the Life Carrier 
advisers on Jerusem.  Lucifer elevated Caligastia to a position 
on his personal staff, and he acceptably filled five successive 
assignments of honor and trust.  The Planetary Prince of 
Urantia (Earth), Caligastia, was not sent out on his mission 
alone but was accompanied by the usual corps of assistants 
and administrative helpers. 

At the head of this group was Daligastia (soulmate pair), the 
associate-assistant of the Planetary Prince.  Daligastia was 
also a secondary Lanonandek Son.  He ranked as an assistant 

h i f hi i C li i ’ i

Lucifer soulmate pair 

Satan soulmate pair 

Caligastia soulmate pair 

Daligastia soulmate pair 

Lucifer, with deputy Satan, and lieutenants Caligastia and Daligastia 
have ingrained into the human psyche to be mind dominated with its 
errors passing down through all parents, being self reliant and rejecting 
one’s own soul based feelings that are to lead us to our Heavenly Parents 
with the truths being provided by Mary and Jesus of Nebadon.  Lucifer 
and Satan were removed two thousand years ago, Caligastia and 
Daligastia have very recently been removed.  Their crimes against 
humanity make Adolf Hitler appear to be a saint!  

LUCIFER REBELION HAS ENDED, and now REVELATIONS for HEALING are HERE: 
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Why did the Lanonandek Daughters and Sons rebel?  Being the Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and 
Daligastias soulmate / soul partner pairs.         James Moncrief     Monday, 12 November 2018 
 
Re The Urantia Book (TUB): there are various orders of Paradise Descending Daughters and Sons.  (NB: 
TUB only refers to the masculine so doesn’t include Daughters.)  The Descending Daughters and Sons 
descend or step down from Paradise to reach out and ‘down’ to the Ascending mortals – men and 
women on the evolutionary worlds, who are reaching out and ‘up’ to Paradise and for such help from the 
descending spirit pairs.  Ascending mortal pairs (soulmates / soul partners) cannot by themselves ascend 
to Paradise, how to do that is not ‘encoded’ in their soul.  So they need higher help and guidance from 
the descending pairs.  So if people don’t have this higher help they will never spiritually and physically 
progress very far.  And if this higher help goes haywire, people are stuffed until other higher help comes 
to rescue them. 
 
One such Descending Pair, the Creator Pair, comes out from Paradise to a section of space when it is 
ready for them – Mary M (Magdalene) and Jesus in our case; and in union with the Divine Minster, 
create, or ‘bring into being’ a Local Universe – Nebadon.  Mary and Jesus then attend to the whole 
(local) universe, with Avonal Descending Paradise Pairs coming as required to the individual earth 
worlds to ensure and initiate the spiritual changing of the ages that is needed to advance the spiritual 
development of mortals in accordance with the Paradise Plan. 
 
Part of the Creation of Nebadon includes the creation of Local Universal Descending Daughters and 
Sons that hold key positions on individual worlds and oversee larger areas or sections of the 
Nebadon.  With the Lanonandeks being these key administrators, guides, overseers, who are the ones 
that ensure the ascending mortals of each world are given what they need in accordance with the 
unfolding phases of their evolution, as well as providing the necessary Mansion World structures and 
organisation of the Celestials spheres, the greater part of Nebadon, all so mortals of the evolutionary 
worlds can find their way up and in through the Local Universe so as to set out on their greater spiritual 
journey through the Super Universe and Central Universe to Paradise.  The Lanonandeks make sure all 
the parts work as they are intended to do, with the Melchizedeks being more involved with the ongoing 
teaching and personal education of mortals about all things through the Local Universe. 
 
The Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias are all Lanonandek pairs.   
 
The Lucifers were the overseers of this sector – System – of Nebadon that includes Earth – Urantia.  The 
Satans were to help the Lucifers, being the main liaison pair with the Caligastias (The Planetary Prince 
and Princess) who oversaw Earth directly from spirit, and the Daligastias being physically materialised 
on Earth so as to oversee and help evolve the local races of Earth on all levels, the practical physical and 
spiritual, this being how it was five hundred thousand years ago.  And for three hundred thousand years, 
everything went well. 
 
The whole of Creation thus far is one gigantic Ascending mortal scheme – The Ascension Scheme.  So 
everything in it works to help slowly evolve humanity along the plans designed for them by the 
Descending Pairs and the Mother and Father, with the idea to evolve through ongoing self-expression 
the people from all the earths up through the Mansion Worlds and into the Celestial spheres and on 
through and out of Nebadon.  So if anything goes wrong in any level of the universe then it causes 
problems for the mortals who are wanting to ascend. 
 
The Lucifers were outstanding members of their Order.  However according to TUB (if I remember 
correctly), they were passed over when they applied to oversee certain parts of Nebadon – and so why 
did that happen???  Then finally they got their chance.  As to why they rebelled – it is said their egos, 
their self-importance, grew, and they weren’t able to control it.  They were seduced by some inner need 
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for greater power – but why did that happen?  And is it just like everything else, there is variation in all 
things and so they went the way of rebelling against Mary and Jesus and the Mother and Father.  And 
not being of a higher Paradise Order, they are more prone to being seduced by their inner biases, 
whereas supposedly Paradise Descending Daughters and Sons are too perfect, being of Paradise origin, 
and so wouldn’t or even can’t, rebel.  And Avonal Pairs can willingly take on rebellion, but that’s their 
choice and they are not technically rebelling or defaulting, they needing to do this so they can heal 
themselves of the Wrongness thereby liberating the world of rebellion, and in our cases, also 
default.  Which means, providing people and spirits in the Mansion Worlds, their Spirits of Truth, so 
everyone in a rebellious state can look to them instead of the Evil Ones, the rebellious Lanonandeks, for 
the way out of rebellion and onto Paradise. 
 
The Evil Ones took over their part of Nebadon, Mary and Jesus allowed them to, allowing the Rebellion 
and subsequent Default on Earth to run its course.  However it continues to cause masses of disruptions 
to the natural way of things, all of which we’ve been and continue to be subjected to. 
 
So because humanity for two hundred thousand years has been increasingly subjected to the Rebellion 
and then also the Default of Eve and Adam (Material daughter and son), we are well and truly 
entrenched in the unconscious belief that the Evil Ones are the Gods, and that we’re to look to them for 
the way to be happy and feel loved – that they are the Living Truth.  And yet, as we can all see from our 
own lives when we start to address our bad feelings, this is wrong, false and misleading, only making us 
feel even more unhappy, unloved and powerless in our negative truth-denying state and being unable to 
do anything about it – because ascending mortals are not able to go against the higher Daughters and 
Sons.  So without humanity knowing it, we have been praying to the Evil Ones as if they are God, even 
with people who pray to Jesus, praying to a mind-created fantasy Jesus and not the real one, as can be 
seen by the Evil Ones strategically denying humanity the truth of the Divine Love, with our need to long 
for it being excluded from the Bible and not found in any other rebellion-created religion. 
 
Mary and Jesus being the highest Paradise Pair, by their coming to Earth, terminated the System 
Rebellion of the Lucifers and Satans.  So that level of evil influence on all the rebellious physical worlds 
ended two thousand years ago.  And then it’s required for each world to be attended to by a bestowal 
Avonal Pair, who take on the evilness of that world and heal it within themselves, thereby ending the 
control in our case of the Caligastias and Daligastias, which has now apparently happened, with the 
Avonal Pair only to finish their Healing so as to signal the complete technical end of the Rebellion and 
Default.   
 
So their – the Avonal pair –  Healing involves dealing with the Rebellion and Default within themselves 
on all levels, so people and the mind Mansion World spirits can then choose to follow them and do their 
Healing.  So by following the Avonal Pair you are going against the Evil Ones (currently it being their 
legacy within you and on the world), looking to end their negative, unloving and untrue influences 
within yourself.  And once done, you become a Celestial, either on Earth or in the Celestial spheres, and 
free to align yourself with Mary and Jesus, which is done by partaking of the Divine Love, and free to 
live your ascension to Paradise – free to become at-one with your Mother and Father. 
 
We’re all living the demented levels of the demented minds of the four Lanonandek pairs that 
rebelled.  And as we do our Healing, so we come to see how fucked they are, as we see how fucked we 
are; how they passed that fuckedness onto us through our parents, how we’ve become so tangled up in 
our Wrongness, not knowing what is true – we live untruth believing it’s true, we feel false love 
believing it’s true love.  We’re all around the wrong way, deeply mixed up, and needing to do our 
Spiritual Healing to get ourselves out of our sinful and evil ways, so as to come back into alignment with 
the Truth.  So all that we are has to go, and we’re to uncover a whole New Way on all levels, personally 
and how to live, as we liberate ourselves from our dementedness. 
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With the Evil Lanonandeks no longer at large, having been detained on a prison world awaiting 
judgement as to what will happen to them, so the Melchizedeks stepped in taking over their positions.  I 
don’t know why other Lanonandeks weren’t appointed, however I guess it’s because of the damage done 
by the Rebellion, we who are here and part of it have to deal with it ourselves, so no outsiders other than 
Mary and Jesus and the Avonal Pair being from Paradise that can override that limitation. 
 
And the Melchizedeks have enlisted the Celestial spirits help.  So together, they now in effect play the 
roles of the Lanonandeks.  And so as the Avonals progressively heal themselves, thereby liberating 
humanity from the dictates of the Rebellion and Default, so the Celestials are being given increasing 
power and authority to do what the Lanonandeks would have done.  So the Rebellion on a positive note 
is providing the Celestial spirits with unique opportunities as part of their ascension, as we hear from 
Helen and Nanna Beth.  And I would imagine, people who finish their Healing and become Celestials on 
Earth will also in some way be given extraordinary opportunities as well, all of which will involve some 
level of healing the world and doing what the Lanonandeks and Eve and Adam should have done.  Even 
to the point of Celestials on Earth who have children, will in some way be like the new ‘Eves and 
Adams’ populating the world with perfect and true children, all who are completely free of the Rebellion 
and Default. 
 
And what happens to the Evil Ones?  I imagine they will have to undergo a long period of 
Compensation experiencing the pain they caused all the people and angels who were under their 
care.  And after that, if they are not extinguished outright, possibly they might be rehabilitated to some 
degree; however as TUB suggests, without ever receiving the power they once had.  However, as all 
works out for the best and ultimately is all-loving, it will be fascinating to see through our own lives 
how all the pain we’ve been made to suffer ends up helping us and being the best thing for us. 
 
And one last thing to note, had there been no Rebellion or Default, then here on Earth we’d still have 
now the Daligastias as well as Eve and Adam, still helping people grow and evolve on all levels.  Still 
being the higher Daughters and Sons that we can look to – knowing that we’re not alone, that we are 
being looked after and loved and that a greater life of ascension awaits us.  And we would by now know 
of the Caligastias and all the help they would be providing on the higher spiritual levels, as well as the 
help they would be giving mortal spirits in the Mansion Worlds.  And we would know of the Satans and 
Lucifers and all the help they were providing on the System level.  And we’ve understood that in a way 
these higher Daughters and Sons are like mini gods to us, yet not our Heavenly Mother and Father.  And 
they would be pointing us towards Mary and Jesus helping us understand that they are the Creator Pair, 
and here we live in their universe of Nebadon, and that all they are doing for and with us is to help us 
evolve and grow on all levels as we look to our feelings for our truth we are to live as we express the 
personalities from our souls on our way through Nebadon and onto Paradise.  It all being a perfectly 
unified and loving experience for us.  We being able to see the higher Daughter and Son as in the 
Daligastias and the Material Pair, Eve and Adam, who would be for us the perfect humans that we could 
strive to be like.  So we would want to be perfect in our humanness like Eve and Adam, and perfect in 
our spiritualness like the Daligastias.  With both pairs showing us that we can be both perfect on the 
material and physical level, as we can be on the spiritual level.  Which is completely the opposite of how 
we’ve been made to live, because all of that perfection has been denied us, with our being so screwed up 
about how we are to live both materially – physically and spiritually – we having no idea about either, 
and with them working fully in opposition to each other.  And with our longing for and wanting the 
Truth, the truth of how we’re to live physically and spiritually, all of which is to come (and ONLY come) 
through each of us individually and as a consequence of properly attending to and expressing ALL we 
feel. 
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Physical 
body 

 

Spirit 
body 

 

Soul 

Our first parents, Andon and Fonta (also called Aman 
and Amon), were the first to exhibit human perfection 
hunger some one million years ago.  Andon and 
Fonta were the most remarkable pair of human beings 
that have ever lived on the face of the earth.  This 
wonderful pair, the actual parents of all mankind, were 
in every way superior to many of their immediate 
descendants, and they were radically different from all 
of their ancestors, both immediate and remote. 

The Lucifer soulmate pair believe that the 
mind is superior to all things. Thus they 
convinced the inhabitants of 37 inhabited 
planets within the universe of Nebadon, 
including Earth, to become self reliant and 
abandon God and Their administrative  
 
 
 
 
Adam and Eve, the Adamite soulmate pair, 
came about thirty eight thousand years 
ago to upstep the gene structure of 
humanity and advance their spirituality.   

Both Eve and Adam mated with local humans and accordingly defaulted on 
the plan.  They were to breed a superior stock that would then interbreed. 
 
Mary of Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth, soulmates, two thousand years 
ago, both retained perfection, and during their sojourn on Earth were 
enthroned as sovereign rulers of Nebadon.  The bestowal of Michael  (Jesus 
and Mary) terminated the Lucifer rebellion.  

leadership.  The Lucifers brought about the Rebellion on Earth two hundred 
thousand years ago.  So for 200,000 years of spiritual darkness, humanity has 
suffered the consequences of one’s error ridden mind. 

The Second Coming, now in 
progress, reveals the 
availability of Divine Love 
and the need for each person 
to engage in the process of 
Feeling Healing.  With the 
Divine Love then this process 
is one’s Soul Healing. 
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END to the REBELLION and DEFAULT – 31 January 2018: 
 
31 January 2018:  Nanna Beth:  Yes John, very good news we want to pass onto you for your 
records.  Earth and the seven associated Mansion Worlds (including the two Earth planes) are officially 
now fully under the control of Celestial spirits.  And this means John, that Earth is now ‘Ours’.  It’s been 
a long time coming, but it’s a huge milestone and marks a tangible and real end to the Rebellion and 
Default.  It’s one of a number of ‘End’s’ that are to occur. 
 
With the departure of the Caligastias and Daligastias some years ago, humanity has been in a state a 
limbo so far as who is doing what with it, it not being allowed to be left alone so it could do whatever it 
liked, it always needing to have a spirit connection.  With the mind spirits, as we’ve told you, basically 
calling the shots still happy to ignorantly carry out C&D’s plans.  But now with our systematic and 
progressive take over, we’re now in complete control. 
 
And what that means is we have our fingers in every pie and we’re on the case so far as what everyone 
is doing.  However it doesn’t mean we’re taking over and telling humanity what to do and how to be, 
although we are able to work more with certain individuals directly and indirectly helping to move or 
point or orientate (depending on how you want to look at it) individuals, groups of people, whole 
societies, the whole world, according to the plans given to us by the Melchizedek Receivers. 
 
So humanity will still carry on outworking it’s unloving, untrue and rebellious state, that has to be 
worked through to its natural conclusion, however we want you to understand and just know that it’s 
another end of things and beginning of the new.  And it’s basically what we’ve been working with you 
in connection with James this past year to achieve.  There is a lot more to it and how and why it’s been 
done, and done as it has been done, however you can find out about all of that when you come over. 
 
So we Celestials will guide humanity now according to what our Mother and Father want, so humanity’s 
got a real tangible safety-net under it now, so no more ‘downside risk’, it all being to move it toward 
doing its Healing. 
 
I’ll speak again soon – love Nanna Beth. 
 
 
 
  

The New Way:  learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings.
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James Moncrief further enquiring about ongoing operations: (part)     Sunday, 12 March 2017 
Hello Zelmar, me again... 
 
Yes James, go ahead. 
 
JM:  So what about the remaining Jews being in control of the world for the one thousand years? 
 
No, they won’t, they will be in control of their own little part, which they’ll be happy with, whilst other 
people and nations will continue to control their parts.  But over all, the destruction and devastation will 
set back humanity so much (together with the Vibrational Change accompanying the Earth Changes), 
that the power-players of today will not have the power to control or determine the future as they have 
been doing.  It will all be far more localised, more concentrated on survival on a day to day basis, the 
whole global network as there is today, being shattered and in pieces. 
 
JM:  But we’ll try and rebuild it? 
 
Yes, but it won’t happen along the lines of those who want it to be as it was, for the vibrational change 
will see to that not ever happening again. 
 
You see James, all that you’ve been reading is about the ending of the gentile age, and so it’s the end of 
the Bible, it’s the end of the Jews being the Promised Ones, the end of the Promised Land, the end of it 
all.  After The Changes, it’s all new, a new one thousand years with massive spiritual input from us over 
here in the Celestials spheres, including the Trinity Teacher pairs, with increasingly more people 
wanting to do their Healing, and so live a higher truth.  It’s the end of the Rebellion and Default – The 
End, and so ending all that is part of it, just as is the Bible, so no more Bible, no more prophecy 
everyone is trying to fulfil.  And the Jews themselves believing they are superior and the Chosen Ones, 
the Christians believing they are the ones Jesus favours, will all gradually fade away.  These man-
contrived religions are doomed, they will end, they have to end, for if they don’t humanity will never 
free themselves of their control.  And humanity’s spiritual evolution is soon to take a huge leap forward, 
look at how advanced your writing is, how advanced spiritually you and Marion are, and you’ve not 
even finished your Healing.  And yet you are setting the pace, you are what people will aspire to be as, 
you being Celestials on Earth when you’re Healing finishes.  And that is the future of mankind, not still 
bound up in the current religions giving their power to the institution; it will be complete empowerment 
of the individual.  And all to be done whilst the Divine Love remains available through the coming one 
thousand years. 
 
Then the Divine Love will be withdrawn as humanity works on perfecting its Natural love, for by then it 
will be back in alignment with how it should have been before the Rebellion occurred; by which I mean, 
it will be in a way as if the Rebellion and Default never happened, so humanity at those future times will 
be free to evolve themselves and the world truly, lovingly, without the horrors that have afflicted you 
all.  And then when that natural love perfection has reached the seventh level, equivalent with the 
seventh Mansion World, everyone having done their Feeling-Healing and advanced to that level, then 
another Avonal Pair will come and reintroduce the availability of the Divine Love, it all happening as it 
should have happened on Earth.  Then with the Divine Love available once again, humanity will 
advance through the seven stages (ages) of Light and Life, with the Morontia Temple being earthed 
from Jerusem, and direct translation of souls into the first Celestial sphere being what happens at the 
time of one’s death. 
 
So you and Marion and many with you will be around in spirit through the one thousand years with the 
Divine Love, then when that is withdrawn, so too officially will your involvement end; and as you leave, 
so too will many of the mortal spirits associated with you leave, they to carry on with their ascent to 
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Paradise.  And I will add, one thousand years is nothing time wise in spirit, all but the blink of an eye, so 
a lot is going to happen fast for humanity, all being carried along by the new incoming uplifting 
vibration from the Galactic Core as David Montaigne and others have rightly concluded. 
 
JM:  Thank you for all of that, which confirms what I’ve been told and puts the last stuff into a more 
relevant context.  So really all we identify with as being separate race and nationalities is going to 
change, so the Jews won’t see themselves as being so important. 
 
That’s right, more a blending of nations, the seeds for which are currently happening now in many 
countries, such as in Australia.  And when people understand that their religions are bogus, that they are 
not saving them and are in fact doing the very opposite and are hurting them, stopping them spiritually 
grow, so they will get rid of them, then they will just be ordinary people who’ve come from different 
countries and backgrounds, but who can all seek to live happily together through the truth that comes to 
light from their Healing.  There won’t be the Muslims, Jews, Christians all wanting to keep separate, so 
without those titles, there will just be people all freely able to mix and work on healing themselves of all 
their yuk.  And they will say, just as you and Marion do for example, we went to Christian schools, we 
went to church, we grew up as Christians, but we let all that go, it becoming irrelevant as we started our 
spiritual investigations, and now through our Healing, we’re healing all the problems that they all caused 
us.  But we are people of the world, of one humanity, as we’re all children of the same Parents, and 
we’re more than happy to love one another as we love ourselves, all truly through our feelings, and all 
because we have healed all the unlovingness out of us. 
 
The so-called Age of the Gentiles is coming to an end, it being the end of the Rebellion and Default, and 
the Jews believing they are going to end up being the chosen rulers of the world are going to be sadly 
disappointed. 
 
And the enclaves of religious believers will shrink away into oblivion, however within their little mind 
worlds they will still believe their day will come and new prophecy will be added and they will wait, 
whilst the rest of the world moves on, slowly bringing them closer to their final extinction.  And oh what 
a glorious day it will be for humanity when the last person gives up his adherence to these truth-denying 
religions.  Then it will be a time of planetary celebration.  The old relics are finally dead and buried, and 
humanity is completely free to perfect its Natural love and then ascend to Paradise. 
 
Thank you Zelmar, that helps me understand it better. 
 
You’re welcome James. 
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Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 

OUR FIRST TEACHERS: 
 
Descendants of Andon and Fonta (also called Aman and Amon), our First Parents, not being Adam 
and Eve, delivered teachings that were faithfully memorised and later recorded as the SACRED 
and INSPIRED WRITINGS.  Through later generations, writings were progressively preserved 
via way of hieroglyphic symbols that are the basis for the writings on temples in Mexico, South 
America, Cambodia, India and Egypt.  Six sets, each of about 10,000 tablets, were carried from Mu 
(Lemuria), these were then located at:  Tibet, Deccan Plateau in central India, Gobi Desert in 
Central China, Upper Egypt, Babylon in Mesopotamia and Mexico City.  Further copies of each of 
these original sets were further made. 
 
However, from the teachings of the leaders of the Rebellion, 200,000 years ago, stem all of the 
world’s major spiritual and religious teachings, all being in error and contaminating the sacred 
and inspired writings, all suppressing one’s soul based loving and truth based feelings and bringing 
about dependence upon one’s erroneous mind.       BC=BCE  AD=CE   
    Note: Lunar cycles were considered years, then seasons as years. 
First Parents, Andon & Fonta, also known as Aman & Amon 1,000,000 years ago 
As a result of Lemuria (Mu)we have Sacred Inspired Writings  300,000 BC (Chaldi College) 
As a result of Master & Mistress Lucifer we have the Rebellion 200,000 BC 
As a result of Adam & Eve  we have the Default               38,000 BC 
As a result of Osiris,  we have Osirian               20,000 BC  (born in Atlantis) 
As a result of Thoth,  we have Osirian in Lower Egypt     14,000 BC  (coming from Atlantis) 
As a result of Krishna, we have Hinduism    3,228 BC  (birth dates) 
As a result of Abraham, we have Judaism    1,750 BC   (+/- 250 years) 
As a result of Moses,  we have Judaism and Moses books  1,200 BC   (approximately) 
As a result of Zarathushtra, we have Zoroastrianism        630 BC   he lived for 242/4 years 
As a result of Lao Tzu, we have Taoism      604 BC 
As a result of Varadhamana Mahavira we have Jainism     599 BC   he lived for 72 years 
As a result of Buddha, we have Buddhism      560 BC 
As a result of Confucius, we have Confucism      551 BC 
As a result of Jesus via Paul we have Christianity        born August  7 BC died age 35, March 29CE 
  Mary of Magdalene, born 2 BC, died age 48, and Jesus of Nazareth, both born free from error. 
As a result of Muhammad, we have Islam      570 AD 
As a result of Topiltzin Ce Acatl Quetzalcoatl –Toltecs Lord        923 AD to 947 AD period of reign  
As a result of Hiawatha we have Iroquois Confederacy  1550 AD 
As a result of the Second Coming we have Divine Love and then Feeling Healing  

which with Divine Love then is Soul Healing 31 May 1914 AD to around the 2040’s 
As a result certain restrictions of the Rebellion and Default are now lifted.   
 
From the above ancient clay tablets can be found the Lord’s Prayer and the Ten Commandments, 
though there were 42, Moses was a practical man and condensed them.  Also Moses five books are 
derived from the ancient clay tablets, possibly the set that was in the southern region of Egypt.   
Those writings had been heavily contaminated by the teachings resulting from the Rebellion.   
 
By longing for the truth of one’s feelings and for our Heavenly Parents’ Love is the way forward. 
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James Moncrief further enquiring about ongoing operations: (part)   Monday, 13 March 2017 
 
Hello Zelmar again, John has asked me to ask you some questions – is that all right with you? 
 
Yes James, ask away. 
 
John would like to know how the First Payee is being assisted by you over there? 
 
She has her own group of Celestial mortal spirits who are linked to yours John and other people on Earth 
who are all involved in the goings on.  Even, you might like to know, to some of the protagonists, for 
they are also to play their key roles.  The Celestials have their fingers in every pie in the world, and 
more so every day, and they are able to increasingly exert more influence than they have ever done; and 
soon, more than the mind spirits can.  It’s a gradual take over, the mind spirits being usurped by the 
Celestials, whereas up until now it’s always been the other way.  (*see below) 
 
You see, it doesn’t even really matter anymore as to one’s spiritual status, as in the amount of truth one 
is living, the Celestials are more than aware of, and very adapt at, helping one move deeper into their 
wrongness, or come out of it, all depending on the person involved. 
 
The overall plan is to ‘save’ humanity, it is to move humanity into starting to do its Healing.  And that 
plan is gaining power and momentum.  And so all yourself and Crystal and others involved with you 
will be doing is helping that process along in whatever capacity you are to do so.  And should someone 
not want to continue along those lines, so you will feel like you did with Nicholas and Zara, and others 
in the Divine Love movement, and so leave them out of it.  Its natural life, as you honour your feelings, 
you being moved one way or the other by and through your feelings, so it all gets done as it is meant to. 
 
So as long as you feel like moving with James, and he with you, so the two of you will remain in step 
with each other, both doing your separate things but still in sync.  And so it’s with Crystal and all who 
are involved in the money thing, which you still feel like persevering with.  However should you feel 
you no longer want to, then such feelings of being involved would dissolve away and you’d end it.  And 
it’s the same for Crystal or anyone else.  You are all being guided and supported by your own souls, we 
merely learn how to fit in with that, which when you come over here and ‘look down into life on Earth’ 
being able to look at all the participating players, and having access to all their thoughts and feelings, 
you can very easy discern the direction of things and so set about having a discreet influence in it.  And 
as I said, up until now, until relatively recently, we Celestials have ONLY been allowed to help further 
the Rebellion and Default with individuals on Earth, we’ve not been allowed to go against it, we being 
somewhat as the angels have been.  However now we’ve being freed up to move directly in opposition 
to it, something that’s new to us, but something we’ve wanted and long planned for.  And although this 
might be hard for you to understand, still it’s what it is. 
 
Jesus came to James Padgett laying the groundwork, but still we could only participate in helping people 
further their self-denial, as is seen by people receiving messages from the Celestials in the Divine Love 
movement.  But now with James and Marion, so we are to help directly in other ways, and that not just 
being only with people who are doing their Healing, but with the whole of humanity. 
 
Unbeknownst to James and Marion, although James has had inklings of this, their lives as they progress 
in truth are also laying down the law you might say, for how humanity is to conduct itself.  And so the 
truer they become, so the pressure is building for humanity to have to follow and respond in kind, so the 
truer the world is having to become.  But at the moment, which will continue up until The Change, there 
is considerable resistance to this, with the wrongness starting to fight because it’s starting to feel 
pressured and scared of losing its power – however it’s only going to fight amongst itself, and not 
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against you.  But it’s going to lose, only blowing itself up in the process, and that is all what’s going to 
happen but not so much directly affect you, you being able to work around it. 
 
And I know I can only speak generally, the specifics still I can’t come clean on, however it’s enough to 
alter your line of thinking, this being what I’m impressing on you.  And it’s the same with James.  It all 
being part of your inner changes. 
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A.            B.              C.        D. 

A. We all arrive into the 1st sphere before being drawn to where we are suited.  Living on 
Earth is typical of living in the hells – being the Spheres of Disharmony.  With one’s 
natural love and mind dominance, one can pay their compensation – being pain 
equivalent to the pain they have caused others and one’s self.  In this manner, one can 
progress through mind Mansion Worlds 1, 2, 4, and 6.   With natural love only, one 
cannot progress beyond the 6th mind Mansion World.  The mind Mansion Worlds are self 
reliant experiences. 

B. Should one embrace the Mother and Father’s Divine Love while advancing within any of 
the natural love mind Mansion Worlds / spheres, then one will be draw to the 3rd Divine 
Love Mansion World to commence their soul healing which is doing their feeling healing 
whilst longing for and receiving Divine Love.  This process overrides the Law of 
Compensation as the soul healing is experiencing one’s repressed childhood injuries and 
liberating one’s soul will.  Progression is through spheres 3, 5 and 7, and then into the 
Celestial Heavens.  With the receiving of further Divine Love, one evolves even further. 

C. Presently, we can embrace Divine Love here on Earth, on transitioning into the 1st spirit 
world, we will continue with our Feeling Healing while longing for Truth and the Divine 
Love and progress through worlds / spheres 3, 5, 7 and into the Celestial Heavens. 

D. For those who do not embrace God, one can embrace their Feeling Healing and perfect 
their soul whilst paying their compensation and reach the 6th Mansion World.  With a 
perfected soul, having also resolved their childhood repression, one may then embrace the 
Mother and Father’s love and progress directly into the 7th Divine Love transitional 
sphere and then into the Celestial Heavens and onwards.  This is how it was meant to be. 

SOUL GROWTH UP THROUGH SPIRIT 
MANSION WORLD SPHERES: 

CELESTIAL HEAVENS 

7th sphere Transitional 

6th sphere Mansion World 

5th sphere Mansion World 

4th sphere Mansion World 

3rd sphere Mansion World 

2nd sphere Mansion World 

1st  sphere Mansion World 

1st Plane of Disharmony 

2nd Plane of Disharmony 

 EARTH 

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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James Moncrief further enquiring about ongoing operations: (part)   Tuesday, 14 March 2017 
Okay Zelmar, please go ahead. 
 
All right James, first I’ll tell you want I want to say, then I’ll hand you over to another spirit who will 
answer the new list of questions from John. 
 
JM:  Okay, speaking with spirits answering such a list of questions that I have no feel for, is new for me.  
At first I didn’t want to do it, however after speaking with Marion about it – oh well, why not, so I 
thought I’d give it a go.  So I’m looking forward to seeing what comes.  So please Zelmar... 
 
As you are aware, I’ve been impressing certain feelings and thoughts upon your mind because of your 
interaction with John and now Crystal, about what’s going on over here in spirit.  And so I want to 
expand a little more on that.  I understand Marion wants you to do things for her soon, so this will be an 
introduction, then later we’ll talk more as it’s quite involved; and after you’ve done what Marion wants, 
I’ll hand you over to the spirit who’ll answer the other questions. 
 
What I want to talk to you about is the ‘war’ going on in spirit, concerning all the Mansion Worlds, but 
really is between the Celestial spirits and the mind spirits, with the Divine Love Mansion World spirits 
more focused on doing their Healing than participating in these ‘troubles’. 
 
As I said the other day, up until now we’ve basically had our hands tied in what we can do with people 
on Earth and in the mind Mansion Worlds, however all that is currently changing, and part of that 
change is now going to be lived out, if I can put it like that, through Crystal and her dealings with these 
people who want to stop her from having the money. 
 
Those behind the scenes want it all for themselves, they want full control of humanity, this all coming 
from various semi-united groups in the mind Mansion Worlds.  The controlling people on Earth, have 
unbeknownst to them, very little say in their own affairs, for they are all very heavily controlled subtly 
and in some cases not so, by these overriding spirits.  And there are vast numbers of these mind spirits 
exerting their negative influence over various sectors and segments of humanity, all from the lowers to 
the highest levels.  And as you might imagine a lot of these mind spirit controlling groups are in conflict 
with each other, partly by design from yet higher spirits, partly because they can’t organise themselves 
well enough to be united, with their being too many conflicting thoughts and beliefs and desires as to 
how humanity should be.  And now without the highest overriding and most powerful influence of the 
Caligastias and Daligastias, their control having being removed, so they are even in more disarray and 
yet also beginning to lash out realising there is a power vacuum that needs to be filled, and if they can be 
in there first, then they will get the control they seek. 
 
And as to why these spirits want such control over Earth is simply because having control is all they’ve 
known, they had it when on Earth and still want it, with them seeing in their spirit lives that they are in a 
far better position to have such control now they are dead than when they were alive. 
 
Anyway, as you know most of this, so what I’m leading to is, that we, via the Celestial mortal spirits, are 
slowly taking back the rightful control that is ours, and that is putting even more pressure on these mind 
spirits, which is going to cause all the weird goings-on on Earth leading to war and other problems. 
 
And it’s all come down to, believe it or not, Crystal, who is something like a modern day David, 
standing up to Goliath.  She is going to be the arrow that pierces the heart of the beast, and it’s all going 
to start very soon.  And all she has to do is keep going as she has been, she will be led and guided by 
these higher good spirits thoughts and feelings and everyone else who is on her side, and the way will 
open for her to move into becoming in the power position rather than always feeling the outsider and 
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powerless one. 
 
Certain pressures are going to be brought to bear on the ‘baddies’, they will not feel as comfortable as 
they have done, they are already beginning to feel their power is slipping away, and it’s only just starting 
for them and it will get much stronger until it’s fully taken from them, all by their own doing, all of 
which Crystal will see as things begin to unfold from this point on. 
 
Crystal is going to be empowered by the light of the overseeing spirits and angels that guide her, and 
that light is literally going to pierce the heart of the beast, and although she won’t know about any of this, 
on our level it’s fascinating how it’s all coming down to this point.  And she is going to puncture the 
balloon, even slay the beast, and all is going to come tumbling down around her.  But it won’t effect her, 
she will get what she wants and more, but it’s going to have ramifications all still behind the scenes, 
which will mean the writing is on the wall for the power-players.  This all playing out over the next 
couple of years. 
 
And I won’t talk anymore about it now, that is my introduction, and later I want to tell you how you’re 
influencing it and how you will continue to do so with all the Healing you and Marion are doing, so 
we’ll talk again soon. 

Oh, to long for and know the truth of each 
and every one of our childhood repressed 
injuries so that we can liberate our soul 
and allow our will to be freely expressed in 
the truth that it is in.  Each core emotional 
injury that is expressed and the truth of it 
that is released, then the stack of related 
injuries loaded on to it will be destabilised 
and readily collapsed.  Core childhood 
emotional injuries encapsulate and 
imprison our soul as if it is imprisoned 
inside of a steel wrecking ball! 

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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James Moncrief further enquiring about ongoing operations: (part)   Sunday, 19 March 2017 
Helen? 
Yes James, please go ahead.  
 
JM:  Is it true that the world powers are positioning themselves for The Change? 
Yes James, that’s what it’s all about.  
 
JM:  Is there any truth in the Zeta’s predictions or in David Montaigne’s time line? 
No, it’s all speculation by both of them.  The Zeta’s being a band of mind spirits who’ve received some 
information about the coming event and believe they understand what’s going to happen; and David’s 
time line is relevant to yourself as you’ve recently become aware of.  The Change, the cataclysmic 
changes, are, as Zelma has informed you, coming shortly after you and Marion have died.  The other 
changes, as in the End Time changes, relate specifically to humanity, as in the end of Mary’s and Jesus’ 
Age and all the prophetic goings on to do with that, some of which will undoubtedly come true.  
 
JM: So the world powers are juggling both these events? 
 
Some of them are, however most of them have got them both confused believing they are one and the 
same, with only the Russians understanding that they are both separate events and are making plans for 
such things.  
 
JM:  Why only the Russians? 
 
Because they have listened to the wisdom of many of their Seers and clairvoyants, taking such things 
seriously.  They are the only country prepared to ‘think outside the box’ and so will be in a good 
position to deal with everything as it transpires.  You understand that currently they are actually 
enjoying the sanctions the West have imposed on them, and that’s because it’s forcing them to come 
back to themselves, to be more self-reliant, and not to be dependent on the West or anyone else, this 
making them feel that they will better be able to cope when the shit really does hit the fan.  They are a 
very interesting people the Russians, with much good that could come from them were they encouraged, 
however their way of thinking would break apart the current controlling powers, so they are kept at bay 
and in their little box.  But as I said, it suits them for the time being able to get on in their preparations, 
and they are far more advanced on the military level than anyone understands, they have lots of 
undisclosed and secret weapons, far more than the complacent Americans, and if push came to shove, 
the Russians would annihilate the American’s and anyone else for that matter.  
 
JM:  And what about the Russian’s orthodox Christianity, won’t that prove a stumbling block for them? 
 
No, because it will be wiped aside by the flood of new information coming from the good minded mind 
spirits that will feel more empowered with all the changes that are coming.  The whole Christian thing 
will change, evolve, even integrating in time a lot of what you have revealed.  In the end it will just be 
seen as something that’s from the past and irrelevant, like how you look upon the Roman Empire – 
something that had power, but really had no idea.  
 
JM:  And do you have bands of Celestials supporting the Russians? 
 
Yes, we have bands supporting all the good that humanity is that will be needed for the future.  Not all 
Russia is good, so we also have bands of Celestials soon to start blocking much of the bad relationship 
they have with the mind spirits.  And this is the same in every country.  
 
You understand James that we are soon, as by Wednesday your time this week, to implement our TAKE 
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OVER move, and so stop all negative mind spirit input, and this huge move is going to shake the mind 
Mansion Worlds to their core.  For you see James, this will then cause many disruptions over there, 
stirring things up no end, causing such spirits to wonder what’s suddenly gone wrong, when things are 
no longer as they have been for eons, and to have it all happen so suddenly taking them all by surprise.   
Basically they have no idea about what’s going to happen, although they’ve believed they had all the 
ideas, they being the master controllers; however when the rug is pulled, so they will flounder and this 
will ultimately over the next few years bring about many of them having to seek new ways of 
understanding, which will in turn lead many of them into the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds and 
eventually onto becoming Celestials.  
 
The mind worlds need to be reduced in their populations because of the massive influx of new spirits 
into these mind worlds that will occur through The Change.  Earth’s population will be dramatically 
reduced, and all systems destroyed and on many levels of human growth, new beginnings found.   All of 
which is needed, necessary and good.  
 
And the block on the mind spirits will continue for the next one thousand years.  The controlling mind 
spirits will not be able to gain traction again, whereas the un-controlling mind spirits will be able to 
contribute to the new world on Earth.  And this is all to ensure that more pressure is exerted on the mind 
worlds so as to keep making the spirits within them look toward their bad feelings and doing their 
Healing, for how it has been, mind spirits being able to live in their wrongness for hundreds of thousand 
of years is now a thing of the past.  With the Rebellion and Default officially ending, so too is the end to 
these spirits living aimlessly in the mind worlds for the rest of eternity.  It’s time for them to get on, and 
so that’s the pressure that’s being applied, it all coming about because of the steadily growing influence 
of yours and Marion’s Spirits of Truth.  For the moment, it’s through the unseen light of these Spirits of 
Truth, and when they are released, by the Spirits of Truth themselves.  
 
JM:  So you too think Marion and I are who other spirits say we are? 
 
Yes, you being the Avonal pair, because if you weren’t, or if there was no such bestowal Avonal pair, 
then none of this would be able to happen.  They’d be no official end to the Rebellion and Default, and 
we’d all be still sitting around twiddling our thumbs, and we’d not be working our butts off trying to 
make Crystal and John’s money be released to them.  
 
The releasing of this money you could in a way liken to something crudely as having an orgasm.  It will 
be a flood of positive energy, or light, as expressed by money, and all it represents, washing out over 
humanity; and although most people won’t hear about it, if it is all kept quite, still that’s what’s going to 
happen.  Because it will be in a sense the forerunner or even wellspring of the new, of what’s to come, it 
however being more symbolic than anything, because it all ends with The Change, but still, until that 
time, it being what it is showing there is new energy, new light shining on humanity, and along with that, 
new hope and so on.  It all being a ‘sign of the times’.  
 
JM:  So it will be like a crack of light opening up in the darkness? 
 
Yes, the door way will open a little letting in new light, and that will show that something has gone 
wrong, the normal controlling powers have started to lose their power.  I can tell you James, after this 
Wednesday, they are going to be in turmoil, even the Russians won’t understand what’s happened.   And 
they will all set about blaming each other, accusing each other of everything, and the hidden Zionists 
will be incredibly rattled because all their normal spirit/mortal controlling avenues will suddenly stop, 
disappear, cease to function, and they will wonder what power greater than them has suddenly stepped 
into the fray; and that because of it, they’d better hurry up implementing their plans, which will all 
become screwed up without the smooth oversight and far reaching control they’ve always had.  
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JM:  From those of their kind in the mind worlds you mean? 
 
Yes.   They were the ‘Chosen Race’ because the Lucifers via the Caligastias chose them to do their dirty 
work, so have kept them on course all through these years working steadily away to come to fruition 
with the coming of their Mashiach which was meant to be the Daligastias and in particular Daligastia 
himself, as the women don’t get a look in on the world stage, yet with Mrs D working behind the scenes.   
However as they no longer are coming, it being what the Second Coming was going to be about, they 
coming back to Earth in material form, so the controlling Jews have had to improvise by selecting 
certain people to fulfil the roles, or else look very stupid by announcing that their whole reason of living 
no longer exists.  And all their secretive manipulation of controlling the worlds major corporations and 
so on, having their fingers in every financial pie, is all about being able to control the whole world when 
the time is finally right, which is about now by their reckoning.  However as I said, things are soon to go 
haywire for them, their minds will be in a spin, their so-called great spiritual teachers and priests, the 
ones who are able to work with the mind spirits, will fail, and then as pressure will be kept on them to 
keep coming up with the goods, so they will have to start making things up and so guessing and 
generally making a hash of it all.  
 
JM:  And will I be able to see any evidence of this? 
 
Probably not, not enough is reported as it is, and even less will be when things start to go astray.   
Possibly by your not being able to make any sense of anything the world press says will be a good sign, 
the more mad it all becomes.  
 
But it won’t matter to you James, because very soon you will be moving beyond it all anyway, your 
spiritual life and growth simply evolving through it all, and so all the mad goings on in the world won’t 
concern you.  And by then John and Crystal will have their money, and it will be more about – now 
what shall we do with it; and your Healing will be at a point of you feeling so much better about 
yourself, and knowing and perceiving the unseen impact you are having on the way of things.  
 
And all of us over here will be aligning our light with you more, like you’ve been feeling these past days, 
but even more so.  And eventually to being so intense that you are effectively calling the shots on the 
spiritual level – you and Marion; and believe it or not, but Marion will also feel the same, feeling her 
true power and understanding how her light is effecting everything and everyone.  
 
JM:  Yes, well I’d love to see that, and the look on her face, as she is still moving towards not having 
anything to do with anything, particularly if John gets his money.   She’s saying John will want me to do 
this, that and the other thing, calling me away, and so that will be the end of our relationship.  
 
Which it won’t, because as you know yourself, it’s not going to happen, you can’t separate, even if you 
wanted to, however of course you have to keep expressing all those bad feelings like you were this 
morning about not being able to be with people you can get along well with, and you both having to stay 
together because that is the unloving pattern of your early lives.  But those patterns are breaking through 
your Healing, so the whole way you are both relating to each other is changing, and will only increase, 
as you can sense, and all for the better because you are becoming truer to your wrongness, so there is 
ironically greater love and understanding between you both.  
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Wednesday, 22 March 2017 
 
Helen, I’m too tired tonight to go into too much, however, how did it go today for you all? 
 
It’s done James.  We did what we wanted to do, it was easy to implement and I’ll tell 
you about when you are ready. 
 
Okay, Wednesday and Thursday are not good they being my work days. 
 
I understand, so we’ll speak soon.  Crystal has the green light now. 
 
 
 
 
James Moncrief further enquiring about ongoing operations: (part)   Thursday, 23 March 2017 
 
JM:  Hello Helen, I’m still tired, though not as bad as yesterday.  I don’t expect you to say anything to 
me when we write, I don’t believe it will happen as I have no real interest in what you tell Crystal, as it’s 
not really spiritual stuff that’s come up for me that I want to ask you Celestials about, however I do 
enjoy it as an exercise of letting go more and seeing what happens without trying to control anything. 
 
Helen:  All so long as you keep expressing your negative expectations James, then I can keep talking 
with you as such.  And you don’t need to know about the intricacies of what’s going on, Crystal can 
decipher my information to her from you as it all helps her gain a feeling for what she is doing.  And so I 
will say to her now:  Keep going with our Feelings Crystal, your feelings will lead you more now as 
things are going to start happening toward final resolution. 
 
Yes, we have instigated our control, we’re still asserting it, it’s a vast plan affecting the whole of 
humanity, your money being only a small part in it; nevertheless still very important for those of us over 
here who’ve been working with you every step of the way. 
 
We are continuing to ‘roll out’ our blocking control on the mind spirits, and it is a joy to finally have 
such power and to see the almost instant results, which unfortunately you can’t see from your side, but 
for us it’s obvious and so more progress toward real change. 
 
It’s now a progressive steady increase in our light shining into the world, it’s going to stir up things, the 
darkness will start to shake and quake, whereas those in the light will feel more secure growing 
progressively in strength.  This continuing, from now, for a long time to come.  Humanity is turning the 
corner in its rebellion and default, but it will be a long haul up from the depths it has fallen to.  But at 
least things are now working in its favour and the Fall has ended. 
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Helen speaks with James Moncrief      Friday, 24 March 2017 
 
Helen, Samantha (lives in England) said she was interested in how you Celestials are working to 
block the mind spirits, and will she be able to see anything resulting from what you are doing?  Is 
there, please, anything else you can add that I can send to her? 
 
Yes James, I will add more as it’s very relevant to all you are going though and what will concern you 
for the remainder of your life. 
 
The Rebellion and Default have been evolving as you understand through Jesus and Mary’s age, with as 
you would imagine, it having to get at some time to a point of final evolution.  And that point is when 
the negative or destructive influences driving it, stop influencing it.  And all the way along the Rebellion 
and Default has been driven by spirits, the Evil Ones down to mortal mind spirits, with everyone 
wanting to have their way and say instead of looking to their feelings so as to live true to their soul 
and so God’s way and say.  So all these spirit influences have been taking matters into their hands and 
then affecting humanity on Earth in one way or another. 
 
And what we’ve been able to do, and are still ‘rolling out’, as I said yesterday, is ending that spirit 
influence, which means, it’s the END of the Rebellion and Default, meaning, it can’t evolve any 
further because there won’t be the driving spirit influences.  So all it can do is ‘spin its wheels’, and 
effectively go nowhere other than implode under its own lack of love and truth.  That which is now able 
to happen, has officially started to happen, will accelerate, until it being like humanity hitting the dead 
end and coming to an abrupt stop. 
 
So the effect of what we’ve done and are continuing to do – as it will be done in a methodical procedure, 
done in stages of limiting, then fully stopping, the mind spirits input altogether, and all of that which is 
helping to drive the Rebellion and Default (as we won’t be interfering with that which is trying to heal 
the effects of it, so we won’t stop anything positive coming from the mind spirits, and in particular ones 
who might want to do their Feeling Healing without the Divine Love), will be seen as increased strain 
on all negative systems of belief, on all anti love systems on Earth, both collectively and 
individually.  So people will find it increasingly harder to deal with the everyday difficulties of life, with 
more pressure being put on them so as they can’t avoid their bad feelings as much as they used to.  And 
all businesses, governments, corporations, national structures, anything that is controlling, also feeling it 
more difficult to deal with all the everyday problems, they seeming to mount and increase in intensity, 
causing the people controlling them ever more difficulties. 
 
And so many of the highest controllers will start losing their way, their direction will become unfocused, 
they will feel like other forces are interfering yet they can’t put their finger on what it is.  Inspiration, 
that which would have come from the meddling mind spirits, won’t be there for them to access and 
enjoy, so they will have to rely on themselves more, which will give a lot of people a bit of shock when 
they realise it’s just not happening or working for them as they used to.  Whereas on the other side, other 
people wanting to do good will feel more inspired and able to do things which they’ve always felt 
difficult, because unbeknownst to them, the mind spirits were working against them.  The playing field 
is becoming more balanced so to speak, and gradually tipping, and then moving substantially in favour 
of the good side of the Rebellion and Default.  All so the people who want to seek the truth of 
themselves through their feelings will be able to do more easily, and without any unseen spirit negative 
influence. 
 
You see James, this you’ve not been told yet, but the controlling spirits worked particularly on people 
throughout history who naturally wanted to look to their feelings for the truth, or on people who came to 
the conclusion that their feelings were the way and key to the truth, even the way to heal themselves, all 
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so such people found it simply too overwhelming to push on up against the mountain of negativity that 
would rise up within them, some of it often being added to or increased by these controlling mind spirits 
who didn’t want such truth to come to light through people’s feelings.  And from our vantage point in 
spirit, as we can see the aura and so truth of everyone, and so anyone who starts to 
make any progress in the way of truth discovery through feelings stands out like a 
beacon and can easily be focused on by those controlling higher mind spirit who knew 
what they were looking for.  But none of that can happen anymore, all because of the 
healing work of yourself and Marion along with Samantha. 
 
Samantha being the first person to take on what you and Marion have revealed and commit herself to her 
healing, is leading the way out of the darkness, and so we are to come up behind her in a way, and with 
each level she reaches, that then becomes a certain benchmark with which we can work.  So we can 
limit all the mind spirits who’d be working to thwart people below her, because she has now healed 
those levels within herself.  And so it will continue as she progresses.  And should she stop, then that’s 
the level we can work up to, until someone else takes it further.  And then it’s the same with you and 
Marion, only you are working at the ‘head of the coal face’ so to speak, breaking through the controlling 
beliefs and mind circuits set in place by the Evil Ones, all so people like Samantha can then set to work 
on Healing themselves and contribute their part. 
 
So Sam, you are doing a huge amount to help everyone by doing nothing more than working steadily on 
yourself.  And it’s the angels that tell us what levels you’ve worked through and where you’re at, which 
we can then relate to by what we went through as we ascended the Divine Love mansion or, Healing 
worlds, as we affectionately call them. 
 
So back to the question, will you see anything resulting directly from our actions, probably not, however 
as the whole world seems to start to implode, then you’ll know it’s because the controlling ways and 
influences of the unseen mind spirits has ended, and people on Earth have been left up to their own 
initiative, which will be shown to be very little.  You have no idea how much direct and indirect 
influence has come from the mind spirits, and some of the Divine Love Healing spirits.  There has been 
MASSES of influence, nothing has happened on Earth without their influence, they’ve been in the thick 
of it all.   
 
Countless people die all the time, come into spirit, wake up realising their new life begins and then 
wonder what they want to do.  And as they are still basically the same as they were on Earth, yet now 
with renewed vigour and vitality – they are ‘young again’, so they set out trying to do more of what they 
did on Earth – control.  However they quickly see that there are masses of controlling spirits already 
ahead of them, and so many of them have to start out all over again, at the bottom of the controlling pile, 
working their way up, having to understand just how one does work one’s control on people back on 
Earth, if that’s what they want to do. 
 
So there are vast networks, many competing, many are family driven, all what you have on Earth, but a 
million fold increased in the mind Mansion Worlds.  And mostly these sorts of spirits keep themselves 
secret from the other block of mostly do-good spirits and the ones who want to ‘better’ themselves, all 
those you read about in the spirit / mortal accounts of people talking with spirits, because the spirits 
involved in what they believe to be the ‘spiritual upliftment’ of humanity connect with those on Earth 
wanting the same thing.  And so what you don’t get is any real idea or insight into the top controlling 
mind spirit organisations, cults, groups, families and so on, and the like-minded people on Earth they 
connect with and exert control over. 
 
And even you James have only very briefly touched on these controlling spirits and what they get up to, 
however now I can tell you more about them as I am doing.  And they control humanity, it’s as simple 
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as that, and have done for eons; they with help from the Evil Ones, the rebellious higher spirits, 
‘earthed’ all the controlling world religions, they developed business to where it is now, government, all 
areas of power, and they instigated all the wars and so on all trying to gain the power they are after. 
 
So the Jews through the Zionists and others in league with them, being the ‘Chosen One’s’ were giving 
the most power and control, the smallest group controlling the masses.  However we’ve just blocked all 
their influencing mind spirits, so they are really going to be spinning their wheels in thin air wondering 
why they can’t get the traction they once had.  So they will weaken, and that will cause their power to 
waver and others will step in and so with the whole smashing into the brick wall at the end of the 
Rebellion and Default which is now set and ready to happen.  This being the real End Times.  So 
officially, from a technical point of view along the lines of what we can do, the end times have begun – 
we started them, however it’s all really coming from you doing your Healing on Earth.  And anyone else 
who does their Healing, fully committing to it, will be empowering us even more, and gradually 
humanity will be made to face its bad feelings, to no longer do all it can to run away from them and hide 
them – reject them, all so the truth can come to light from such feelings, and it’s that truth that will Heal 
the whole of humanity. 
 
So the tide, having been going out for all these eons, is now ebbing and just starting to come back in.  So 
it’s got more eons of coming back in, and you people are right on the change over, doing your parts in 
the whole. 
 
Should things start to happen that are a direct result of our positive interference, that come to James’ 
attention, I will point them out, however I’m not going to say, what happened to Trump today was 
because of what we did, and all that sort of stuff, because it’s all interconnected; however with time, and 
overall, you’ll be able to see things aren’t travelling as smoothly as they have been.  And although from 
your limited view, the world seems like it’s in its usual mess, from the mind spirits side of things, and 
even though they don’t all agree on everything, still they understand it and they are working (were 
working) it along the lines that’s suited them. 
 
JM:  So Helen, all the New World Order and One World Religion and all that, were the aims of these 
mind spirit? 
 
Yes, and they still are. 
 
JM:  So what are these mind spirits going to do about what’s happen, surely they are not going to take it 
lying down- 
 
No, however they are powerless to do anything on Earth anymore, so they are busy trying to work out 
what’s changed, which they’ll never know because they don’t even know the likes of us Celestials even 
exist, let alone why we’ve done such a thing to them.  And in time they will readjust to their new, new 
lives, having to work out other things to do with themselves, which will basically from what we can see, 
mean, set about planning for the day when they will get their power and controlling ability back.  So 
they are busy looking to their prophetic writings trying to work out what’s going to happen, and 
eventually many of them will tire of it and move on; that being, work to move up the mind worlds 
advancing their mind, as in trying to perfect their negative rebellious state; or start their Feeling-Healing; 
or even move outside their box and embrace the Divine Love, moving into the Divine Love Healing 
worlds as they start their Soul-Healing. 
 
And they will also try and corrupt those mind spirits still able to communicate with Earth, however we’ll 
also be monitoring all of that and stepping in should they start to interfere there too. 
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So you see James and Samantha, it’s all about what’s going on over here in spirit, we are where the real 
action is.  However by severing such controlling input from these mind spirits, humanity is now free to 
Heal itself, so at least to decide if that is what it does want to do, and do make that decision based 
squarely on people’s own feelings, and not feelings being negatively influenced or interfered with from 
the hidden spirits.  Humanity needs to be given a chance from the ground up to decide what it wants to 
do – either continue on its rebellious ways by default, or heal itself of such unloving ways.  And it now 
needs to be able to take responsibility for itself, and all without any such interference. 
 
So the mind spirits have basically been just an extension of parental control and interference, the mind 
spirits being the parents to all you children – the people – on Earth.  But now it’s time for the ‘children 
of Earth’ to step out into life themselves without such heavy parental influence, and do whatever they 
want.  Which, in most cases, is to make a complete hash of things, because you don’t know how to exist 
without such heavy unseen ‘guidance’.  So the rug has been pulled out from underneath you, and 
humanity is going to fall in a heap of its own doing.  So this breakdown, Samantha, you might be able to 
see for yourself, even in your personal relationship with people.  So things will get harder for them, 
whereas for you, you’ll see how obvious it all is, the mess they are making and why they are doing it to 
themselves, yet whilst all being completely unaware. 
 
And so the scene is set for the likes of what John and Crystal (via Pascas WorldCare) want to do, that 
being to provide a way for people to feel better about themselves and their lives, on all levels, from the 
basic nutritional level right up to the top spiritual level, including how to truly Heal themselves by 
looking to their feelings. 
 
So the pressure that’s to be exerted by these systems coming under pressure because of the sheer weight 
of their own greed and ineptitude, now without the unseen guiding direction and control from the mind 
spirits, will be what opens the way for the money to come.  For that money is to be used for the good 
(within the bad, within the remaining rebellion and default) all with the aim of helping those people who 
want to help themselves in some way, truly better themselves, and even, Heal themselves. 
 
So Sam, I hope I have painted something of a picture that will help you understand what’s going 
on.  And every day you keep submitting to, expressing, and seeking the truth of your feelings, so every 
day we too can work with you up-stepping the vibration of light that we can work with. 
 
If you want to know anything more, have other specific questions, please ask James and he can ask me. 
 
We love you all, we are very close to you all, for you are making your way out of the darkness and into 
the light. 
 
With love and blessings – Helen, a Celestial spirit.  And no, I am not Helen Padgett, we just share a 
common Christian name. 
 
 

The above are extracts from  ‘Pascas WorldCare – Against the Odds’ 
 

By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that simple. 
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The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings         by James Moncrief 
Message 33 (part) Jesus          9 January 2003 
 
At the moment of conception your soul activated your will to become of your Earth parents, 
you in effect, agreed to accept all that they were; to partake of their negative states, which 
they subjected and impressed on you through your formative years.  By the time you became 
an adult you were a product of them, wholly a part of the negative mind state of this world.  
Currently you are imperfect and will only regain perfection of soul once you have completed 
your soul-healing.   
 

 
Only by following what Mary says regarding the doing of your soul-healing, the honouring and 
living true to your bad feelings and exposing all your childhood repression will you be able to heal 
all such pain and problems. 
 
You are hopelessly bound up in your parent’s lives.  They have made it that way.  The freedom and 
self-control you may feel you have is only relative to them.  If you feel you have power it’s because they 
allowed you to have it within their power structure.  If you feel you have no power it's because they took 
it all from you.  But having no power need not be the end of the world, and it can in fact be just the 
beginning of a new way of life, and entry into another world.  Power in a negative governed state of 
mind will only inhibit your soul’s advancement.  And it will be hard to divest yourself of. Power as you 
understand it is an illusion, it’s not true power, not power that comes from love, but a false power 
derived from fear and lack of love.  Through your soul-healing you will give up such falseness, it will be 
most difficult to do, but it will be what’s required of you if you want to be free.  The meek shall inherit 
the world, meaning, those who relinquish all such false power.  But the meek will not be powerless, 
for they will rise up in their true power, the power of the love of the Mother and Father residing in their 
soul. 
 
Your mind is a very powerful tool.   It can contrive feelings, it can contrive love, it can believe anything 
you want it to; and it can make you feel that there is nothing else in the world other than how you are and 
what you believe.  And because you have given up your feelings and allowed your minds to take over, 
they are now your rulers.  They – your very own mind – is the evil one, you are the evil one living 

Like Father      –      Like Son 
 

Like Mother – Like Daughter 
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with your mind overpowering you in every moment.  It is making you do and say things only to 
maintain its power over you; and when you threaten its power with the notion of change for the better, 
change that will deprive it of power, then it will present untold barriers to you.  It will make things harder 
for you trying to get you to give up, but all you need do, as all you need always do, is keep expressing all 
you feel: honour and accept how bad you feel and speak about these feelings, all whilst you long for, and 
want above all else, to know the truth of why you are feeling them.  The active expressing, speaking, 
about all you feel is taking control back from your mind that is preventing you from expressing them.  
Want to know what’s going on in you.  Make you the most important person in your life.  If you feel 
scared, or angry, allow yourself to feel so, and want to know why.  Ask the Mother and Father to help 
you to see and uncover the truth of why you feel these bad feelings.  Long with all your heart for the 
truth: to know the whole truth of yourself.  And keep going.  The going will become very hard but keep 
expressing your bad feelings, keep speaking about them, don’t let any of them get away.  It is the only 
way to stop living rebelliously against your own soul and God. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Golden rule is:  Never interfere with another’s will. 
 
 
 

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings         by James Moncrief  
Message 34 (part) Alice          10 January 2003 
 
I believed I was God, the All-Superior One.  I had in effect disassociated myself so much from my 
true self, that I had completely lost touch with the rest of me.  I was so far away from my soul, 
being concerned only with my own greatness, that I was in fact not God but The Great Selfish 
One.  I existed and no one else did.  And even God does not exist this way.  I had only my own 
self-importance.  I was the One, Creation was I; I was Creation – the beginning and the end, and 
I was so pleased with myself.  I’d attained the acme of self-denial, I had mastered control over all 
thought and feelings, I could do and be anything and anyone.  I could go no further, but thankfully 
my soul had other ideas. 
 
And it showed me the end result of rebellion against love: there is nothing.  No life, no love, no 
feeling, no truth, only you and your empty meaningless mind.  Just yourself and no one else.  No 
one to relate to.  No relationships to have.  No experiential stimulation, no growth, no progress, 
no purpose – NOTHING.  And that's where we are trying to go in our negative mind states.  It's 
what humanity is collectively trying to achieve: Nothing.  Globalisation of our negative mind 
condition; living in a state of Nothing: no nature, no people, no God – only you.  Only you and 
your desolate island – Earth.  And in this state of total love rejection and nothingness you can only 
believe you are love and loved – just what we face, and are forced to accept as children being 
rejected by our  parents and not feeling loved. 
 
I went up the road of self-glory, and 
had I ever considered the road of 
selfless glory? 
 
My guide explained about my soul-
healing.  I understood and wanted to 
begin.  I wanted to find the whole truth 
of myself, and I wanted Them to help me 
find it. I had no idea about what would 
happen or surface in me.  I had once 
controlled myself to the absolute level 
of mind over soul, so now to turn it 
around and allow my soul to lead 
through my feelings was so totally 
different.  It took a long time for me to 
stop interfering with myself wanting to 
take over praying for Their Love with 
my mind, using thoughts rather than 
simply longing with my soul without any words involved.  I wanted to feel everything, not think it.  
And gradually I got there.  I have progressed in my truth to the highest Divine Love Mansion World. 
My guide friend revealed her true colours when I asked her if I could meet a Celestial spirit.  She just 
smiled and said, “I am one”. 
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The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings         by James Moncrief  
Message 35 (part) Mary M         11 January 2003 
 
I was able to feel my feelings, as I was not trained too heavily to deny them, and then with and 
through them, find out the truth my soul wanted me to see. 
 
Intuitively I knew feelings were the key, they were just a natural part of my life, but as I matured I began 
to see that other people treated their feelings differently.  They were mostly afraid of feeling bad, afraid 
of any bad feelings, even other peoples, and did all they could to keep them away.  I was more interested 
in the emotional state of myself and people than was Jesus, but Jesus gave me the mental pictures – 
understanding – within which I could apply all I was feeling. 
 
I was able to set about advising spirits how to do their healing.  I was able to help spirits see that it 
was all about rejection, that which was causing them pain; and rejection that had occurred to them 
during their forming years resulting in their negative patterns which would dictate their adult lives. 
 

We (Mary and Jesus) would like to see people consider what we are saying, thinking about their soul-
healing and even possibly doing it; and longing to their Heavenly Mother and Father for Their 
Divine Love, and for the Truth of that Love. 
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The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings         by James Moncrief  
Message 35 (part) Zelga          11 January 2003 
 
Events taking place on Earth are contributing to a feeling of new awareness, and in certain circles, like 
something is in the wings.  The most important part of it will be that people understand about doing 
their healing and longing to God for Their Love and Their Truth.  The evil can only go so far 
before it begins to destroy itself, to implode, and when that happens, doors will open as new people 
look for new ways to live, ways different from the past. 
 
We all have to heal the rebellion and default within us.  We are all of it, and so it will forever 
control us until we heal ourselves of it. And now you can.  It sounds simple, but the reality is 
something very different.  How do you do it, and how do you know you are going in the right way?  
How can someone who is completely wrong, self-deluded and evil, look objectively at themselves to 
know if their actions, feelings and thoughts are true or untrue?  And the answer is you can’t, all you 
can do is strive to accept, and speak about your bad feelings.  Your bad feelings are the way into 
your self-denial.  They are what you are denying, so to accept them and allow them to have a say, 
will definitely start you off in a new direction. 
 
And the healing of your soul will be very hard. We want to impress that upon you. It’s been a long hard 
slog for all of us, and we’ve got lots of support from Celestials who’ve actually done it, for 
encouragement. You don’t have anyone but yourself.  All thoughts, feelings, hopes, fears, worries, 
confusion, problems, criticism, expectations, doubts, pain, more problems, illness, trivialities – all that’s 
wrong with you, will need to be accepted and expressed with the truth looked for and really WANTED. 
You have to want to see and know and feel and express all that you are – all that you FEEL.  
 
Underneath the self-imposed negative and superficial you is the hidden real and true you.  It needs 
to come out or else you will forever be only a fake, a contrived you – false person.  You are not 
currently real, no matter what you believe or feel about yourself, and this is what you have to 
accept.  You have to see for yourself that you are pretending to be someone you are not, and then 
see how and why you are acting this way, and then how acting falsely really makes you feel.  You 
have to see who made you be how you are, and why?  What was going on in them at the time: the 
state your parents and grandparents, and other people who negatively influenced you from 
conception through childhood were in.  It will all mysteriously come up from somewhere within 
you as you speak about it.  It is an incredible process, the soul-healing and transformation with 
Divine Love, and it hurts.  It hurts because your parents hurt you, and you need to find the truth 
of such pain – what really happened to you.  Were you loved by your parents and carers, or 
weren’t you. 
 
Your healing will be the most difficult thing you do in your life, however it will never be any more 
difficult than what you’ve already experienced as a child.  The only problem being you’ve mostly 
forgotten how much pain you were in and suffered as a child.  The worst is over, you have already 
suffered the nailing to your cross, now all you need do is learn how to love yourself through the 
ongoing acceptance of your feelings, easing yourself down off the cross, healing your wounds, and 
discovering the real and true you, and what love really is. 
 
We begin where Jesus and Mary left off.  Jesus left us from the cross.   He died to show us the truth 
of ourselves.   We are he nailed to the cross, and we are Mary unable to express her true self and 
rise up to be Jesus’ soul-mate in her full glory, giving us all the wonderful truth we need to know 
about life and the Mother and Father.  We are who denied them: we are the denied. 
 
We deny ourselves their love and truth, so to do we deny ourselves the Truth and Love of the 
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Mother  and  Father; and  because of this we deny  ourselves the truth  and  love of our children,  and  
we deny our children the love and  truth they require.    We live in self-denial, we 'love' without love; 
we don't feel love.  We are the Rejected Ones. 
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WE TUMBLE INTO THE ABYSS BY SUBMITTING OUR 
WILL TO THAT OF OUR PARENTS: 
 
At the moment of conception your soul activated your will to 
become of your Earth parents, you in effect, agreed to accept all 
that they were; to partake of their negative states, which they 
subjected and impressed on you through your formative years.  By 
the time you became an adult you were a product of them, wholly 
a part of the negative mind state of this world.  Currently you are 
imperfect and will only regain perfection of soul once you have 
completed your soul-healing.   Jesus    

Message 33 (part)    9 January 2003 
 
NOW WE CAN CLIMB OUT OF THE ABYSS BY 
EMBRACING OUR FEELINGS: 
 
Life IS ALL ABOUT FEELINGS.  YOUR FEELINGS ARE YOU – 
ACCEPT THEM, AND YOU'RE ACCEPTING YOURSELF.  
 
Only by following what Mary says regarding the doing of your soul-
healing, the honouring and living true to your bad feelings and 
exposing all your childhood repression will you be able to heal all such 
pain and problems. 
 
The Truth of your world is all about you. Many generations have 
believed in and tried to live how the Bible says, but has it healed all ills?  
Have wars and hatred stopped?  And why have Christians done so 
many bad things?   Why does all the self-criticism and self-denial still 
exist?  Why are people mostly only interested in gaining power; and 
why do the rich still dominate the poor? 
 
The religions and spiritual systems of humanity have failed to deliver life in the promised land, living 
free from all pain and suffering. And they will continue to fail because they themselves are founded on 
the negative. They are not true; do not teach the Truths of Divine Love; do not encourage people to live 
true to their feelings.   
 
You are hopelessly bound up in your parent’s lives. They have made it that way. The freedom and self-
control you may feel you have is only relative to them. They – your very own mind – is the evil one, you 
are the evil one living with your mind overpowering you in every moment.  The Golden rule is: never 
interfere with another’s will.   
 
I, Mary, was able to feel my feelings, as I was not trained too heavily to deny them, and then with and 
through them, find out the truth my soul wanted me to see.  The truth of your negative state is what’s 
missing from your world.  It’s the only thing that will open the way to show the right and true and 
correct way to live.    The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings      by James Moncrief  

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings         by James Moncrief  
Message 36 (part) Mary          12 January 2003 

 
You have a child, bringing it into your meaningless life and expect it to give you love, truth and the 
meaning you don’t have – that which your parents didn’t give you. You expect the child to fill 
your horrible void of nothing, to give you all the love that your parents denied you. That is a 
terrible amount of expectation to put on a little thing who itself needs all it can get from you to 
survive. A child is battling in its every moment with survival.  It needs all love to feel secure and 
that it doesn’t have to be afraid.  But instead of giving love to it you take love from it. You leech 
your pure little child of all its goodness, truth and love. It becomes in a very few years just how 
you are, a dead person, an unreal false person, a complete nothing doomed to only find 
meaningless things to busy itself with, tying to make the pain go away. Meaningless things like: 
making money, having sex, and having a family of its own. 
 
You have a very serious problem – YOU. How do you stop all the bad feelings you have and all the bad 
things that happen to you? How do you actually live so that you are happy? Really happy – truly 
happy? All the spiritual systems and religions that exist on Earth only perpetuate the negative, teaching 
their followers how to allow it to gain a firmer hold over them. Where is the truth they teach? Why are 
they not encouraging people to long to their Mother and Father for Their Divine Love? Why are 
they not helping you become truth revealing, your own personal living experience of truth? Life is 
not a game; it is very serious. You are all pathetic retarded children; with all you do only serving to keep 
you in your self-denial state. 
 
You as a soul came into life full of expectation to be loved so 
that you could grow up freely expressing yourself.  You 
expected to be happy and fulfilled.  You expected it all to be 
for you.  And you expected your parents to help you until you 
were old enough to look to the Mother and Father and receive 
directly Their Divine Love.  But instead you were crushed, 
rejected, and denied love.  All you expectations were smashed, 
ruined.  
 
Look at the face of a baby, look at its hope and natural open willingness to accept everything.  
Then look at it as it grows into a child and see the disappointment; and then look at it as a young 
adult and see the anger and the show it’s putting on trying to hide its pain and frustration.  Look 
at it being 'successful': successfully self-denying, nature destroying and God hating, as it acquires 
more material wealth.  Look what happens when they retire and begin to crumble and rot, disease 
ridden, being eaten away from the inside out.  Look at them arrive in the spirit worlds, as 
shattered people now spirits, and with no idea that life still goes on.  Look at them trying to pick 
themselves up in their new free life, trying to gather together new things to make them happy.  
Look at them ascend the natural love Mansion Worlds deluding themselves even more as to their 
new found happiness and complete control of their mind.  Look at them finally break, give up and 
collapse, only to begin to face the truth of themselves: that they feel bad, unloved and rejected.   
Look at how long it takes, and what you put yourself through, before you begin to face the truth of 
how you feel.  The truth that they have been running away all this time, nothing more than a 
terrified, scared, lonely, lost child, unloved and full of misery, yuk, and self-hatred.  
 
Your parents turned you against yourself.  They did it because they had it done to them.  You do what 
was done to you.  You are all in the same situation and it is desperate.  You need so much help 
particularly  as  you’re standing  on  the threshold  of a new  technical and  mechanical age,  ready  to 
blast  off further  into  the oblivion of your negative minds.   Do you want to lose yourselves even more?   
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Do you want to move away further from your soul?  Children now are being left with their computers 
and its games to amuse and entertain them.  Children of parents who themselves were left to be amused 
and entertained by the TV.  And so what are the children of the computer age going to leave their 
children with?   More advanced computers?  And where is it all going to end? 
 
You can’t learn how to do it.  It can only be lived.  You parent as you live; you parent with the truth 
you live.  You parent as you were parented, even if you don't copy your parents; even if you think 
you're a better more open minded, caring, attentive, accepting parent – you still parent with the 
same underlying motives.  Your negative parenting patterns (what was done to you and what you 
now do) are still the same, only superficially might you appear to parent differently.  The higher 
truth you become the better and truer parent you’ll be.  The aim is to become of Celestial truth so 
you will parent your child with Celestial perfection.  As you heal and ascend in truth so too will 
you live it parenting in a different way.  A Celestial parent will live and be true to truth high 
enough to allow its child to be free, to be fully loved and to never feel rejected.  
 
To live true to the Mother and Father and your soul, is to face the truth of your bad and negative state.  
There is no other way.  Singing your mantra, or saying your prayer to Allah, or going to church and 
being one of the faithful, is only helping you believe that you are not feeling how you really do.  If you 
were true and happy and living with the Mother and Father of Heaven, and full of Their Love, you would 
not have to do any of these other meaningless things.  Such things are wrong, they are all creations of 
the mind and will do nothing for your soul.  They will only lead you further astray.  The truth of your 
negative state is what’s missing from your world.  It’s the only thing that will open the way to 
show the right and true and correct way to live.  
 
Men and women hate each other.    Romance is a childhood delusion, nothing more than fantasy.    
You all hate each other.   Jesus was the only true person of love.   Jesus truly loved you.   What you 
call love is only a uniting of two negative minds in the hope that they will be nice to each other.    
How can you be of an evil and negative mind state – anti-love – and truly believe that what you feel 
is love?  It doesn’t add up, it doesn’t make sense.  
 
Men and women come together, two people who hate themselves, who are denying large parts of 
what they feel; two people who feel in the core of their being, unloved and rejected; they have 
'great sex', and say they love one another.  Perhaps this 'love' is loving each other with the no love 
they both have, this I could understand, giving rise to a sense of security, happiness, peace and 
love, however it's all based on unsteady foundations.  Do two negatives coming together make 
positive love? Do their children feel loved? Do your children feel loved to the core of their beings? 
Do you? 
 
Men and women unite in the hope that each will provide for the other: the love they didn’t get 
from their parents.  This puts a lot of strain on relationships, particularly when things aren’t 
going so well.  How many people come together making promises based on compromise, then 
convincing themselves they are leading a fulfilling life?  How many people have loving relationships 
and yet neither speaks freely their bad feelings to each other?   How many people say they love their 
parents and yet can’t talk openly to them about how bad their parents make them feel?  What is all 
this love?  What is it when no one is allowed to express all they feel, freely.    Surely if it were true 
love, you'd feel you could openly speak about all your feelings.   What is it when all effort is put into 
keeping one’s bad feelings hidden?  How can you say you love one another when you won’t tolerate 
the other person feeling bad or speaking about how bad they feel?  When there is denial of self, any 
part of the self, one bad feeling, there cannot be love, not a true all – feeling love.   There can only 
be something that is a poor shade of love, perhaps some affection or fondness, a friendship of sorts, 
but not true love.   And this is what I want to alert you to.    I want you to understand that the quest 
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for truth, the truth of yourself, and of your soul, is a quest for true love.   Your natural love is 
impure, it needs purifying.   It needs you to heal your soul finding the truth of why it’s not true.   
That is your spiritual quest; that is the great challenge that awaits you.  
 
How can you say you love yourself when you are full of anger, rage, fury and hatred? How can you say 
you love yourself when you feel depressed, miserable and full of guilt?  How can you say you love 
yourself when you are lying and deceiving yourself about how you feel? How can you say you love 
yourself when you are denying yourself all you truly feel? How can you say you love yourself when you 
are deluding yourself, when your life is nothing more than a fanciful game of make believe? And how 
can you love another, when you don’t love yourself? It’s impossible; it’s not how love works.  
 
What I am asking you to do is consider what I am saying.  You don’t have to agree with me, but think 
about the reality of your life and try and be honest.  If you can admit and accept the truth of what you 
feel, then you will have taken a big step forward.  Your soul-healing, as you will find out, is all about 
self-acceptance: accepting the truth of your negative state; accepting that if you don’t feel loved, 
then those bad feelings are true: you don’t feel loved.  And once you’ve accepted your bad 
feelings, you can then take the next step and seek the truth of them: want to find out why you feel 
this way.  This is what a lot of your healing will be about.  Acceptance, acceptance, more self- 
acceptance; acceptance of what you feel.   Your feelings will tell you the truth of what you feel, when 
you choose to live true to them, they won’t deny you and pretend they are something else.  
Acceptance is the first step to true self-love: acceptance of all the bad, and wrong, and evil and 
unlovingness that you are.  Acceptance of your feelings, good and ALL your bad feelings, IS 
LOVING YOURSELF.  
 
One aim in your intimate relationship should be to be able to stand face to face yelling at each  other; 
arguing, telling each other that you hate each other, and why; being able to express all the anger, hatred 
and vileness, all whilst longing for and wanting to know the truth.  As you uncover the truth by allowing 
your bad feelings to come up and out, then you will start to get to truly know each other.  Then you will 
start to establish a foundation of a friendship upon which love can come.  
 
So do you see what I am saying? You are full of repressed bad feelings and these all need to come out.  
At times that will be harsh, even violent in the words used, but its all poison festering away inside you, 
and until you own up to it, acknowledge, honour and accept it, and then speak about it all; until you do 
all this while you long for the truth and allow it to come, you will never be free of it.  All the blackness, 
the vile, putrid, evilness; all your sin and error will remain within you unless you start to express, speak 
about it, it longing to find the truth of it.  Your healing is the accepting of all the badness you feel.   The 
admitting and owning up to it, and not running away from it.  It is doing the opposite to what you do to 
your bad feelings; it is loving it through acceptance, through acceptance of yourself.  YOUR FEELINGS 
ARE YOU – ACCEPT THEM, AND YOU'RE ACCEPTING YOURSELF.  
 
True forgiveness comes only through self- acceptance, and only through self-acceptance will you 
find true love – acceptance of your feelings.  
 
Remember to always look for the ways you might be denying yourself your bad feelings.   By feeling 
sorry for your parents and not wanting to blame them, when all you feel is to blame them, is only another 
way to avoid accepting and being true to how you feel.  It’s okay to hate your parents; it’s okay to hate 
someone who doesn’t love you.  And when you do, then you have another opportunity to discover the 
truth of these hateful feelings: why do you hate? 
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The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings         by James Moncrief  
Message 37 (part) Rosemary         13 January 2003 
 
Expression of your feelings is all that matters.  
 
Overall, it’s more about the feelings and underlying things going on in each situation that the Mother and 
Father draws to your attention, because your healing is about your seeing the truth They want you to 
see. It is not just a matter of you having these problems or things wrong in you, and you fixing them.  It 
is about your whole relationship with yourself, your parents and other influential carers during 
your early childhood, and God. The truth is the driving force.   
 
We have to know what feelings we have repressed within us. By expressing them you become 
familiar with them, they become real, and not just these unwanted things you tried to dismiss.  
And then, as you know, every feeling is a part of you, so if you ignore one feeling, then you’re only 
ignoring yourself. We have to get to know ourselves completely inside and out. Every repressed 
feeling you need to re-experience. They all need to come up in you. And if you want to know the 
whole truth of yourself, they will. That you can count on. 
 
If you are not serious about wanting to get to know yourself, then forget about attempting to do your 
healing, you’ll only be wasting your time giving your negative mind more fuel. You have to want to 
really delve into yourself and uncover all that is within you that you don’t know about, all the really bad, 
nasty and yucky stuff.  You become your own analyst. And you have to WANT to do it. Wanting brings 
your will into play, it activates it into helping you find the truth of yourself. And without you really 
wanting to look into those parts of yourself you don’t want to remember – all the repressed bad feelings 
– you will not WILL yourself to heal yourself; and you will not WILL yourself to see the truth.  And 
unless you really want to know the whole truth, the Mother and Father can’t help you. 
 
 
 
The Rejected Ones – Living True to One’s Feelings         by James Moncrief  
Message 38 (part) Jenny          14 January 2003 
 
I must be purifying myself by seeing and feeling how bad I am, by accepting the ugly evil truth of 
myself, by accepting how truly bad I am, and so I guess this is me becoming true. This is living true to 
my feelings, true to my negative unloving self-denying fucked up state, being how I really feel 
underneath it all; how my parents made me feel from conception through to about six or seven, or 
whenever my Indwelling Spirit came –when my mind was fully formed. So it’s all about being true 
and honest and owning up to how bad I am with myself, by understanding and feeling and 
accepting all the bad that I have been. I can’t run away, I’ve already been doing that, now it's time to 
face the music. 
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WE ARRIVE DETUNED! 
 
Our souls are a divine creation of our Heavenly Mother and 
Father.  They could not be any other way!  And are designed (such as 
how it has been for us) to begin incarnation in a Natural love condition 
reflecting the Natural love state of our world.  
 
And we have also been provided with the opportunity to experience 
what is being ‘evil’, to live denying our Natural love, as seen through 
the denial of many of our feelings.  So we here on planet Earth live on 
a world that has Rebelled (and then also Defaulted), of which there are 
only 37 within the local universe of Nebadon, consisting of 3.8 million physical worlds under the 
regency of Mary Magdalene and Jesus – the spiritual parents of truth of all of Nebadon!  And we 
assassinated Jesus, and completely denied Mary not allowing her to have her say about the truth. 
 
As a consequence, we are ‘detuned’ from our Natural love state 
and divine origin.  You could say we arrived with all parts 
functional, however, in our untrue, dysfunctional and distorted 
state, we’re badly in need of a severe service, tune up or a 
complete reconditioning.  Our goal being to bring our true self to 
the fore by doing our Feeling Healing, and then to progress 
beyond our Natural love state by further advancing our soul 
condition through the process of Soul Healing and receiving our 
Parents’ Divine Love – becoming divine. 
 
In our feeling- and truth-denying untrue Natural love state, we have been made to use our minds to 
dominate our feelings, becoming more like that of mind-based creatures of nature than of human souls 
of truth and feelings.  And this is the wrong way for us to develop.  So to step beyond this limitation, we 
are to live true to our feelings.  Our heartfelt feelings being the guiding lights to our evolution and 
growth of truth. 
 
Feelings are what guide us through our ascension of truth.  So they are really our Supreme 
Guides.  Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all 
right there already built in and can be found through our feelings – our soul based feelings. 
 
By living true to our self, true to our feelings, we are living true 
to God. It’s that simple. 
 
Thus we are detuned once our incarnation begins.  However, 
the way is now open for us to bring about our full divinity.  To 
completely Heal all that’s wrong within us on a Natural love 
level.  To embrace and then transform that Natural love into a 
divine state through partaking of our Heavenly Parents’ Divine 
Love.  All the while attuning ourselves to divine perfection and 
enjoying the fullness of our divinity and love, as we ascend in 
truth on our journey all the way to Paradise – the home of our 
Heavenly Parents. 
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BECOMING DIVINE: 
 
We are not Divine to begin with.  Our soul, 
personality and true self are of Natural love, 
created by Divine Parents, and with the 
POTENTIAL of becoming as They are, at-
one with Them - divine. And we begin to 
realise this potential by longing personally 
to Them for Their Divine Love.  
 
Our physical parents, from our conception, endeavour to mould us into being ‘little me’s’, that is, 
replicas of themselves, imposing their beliefs and personality traits upon each of us.  They crush our 
individuality and free will.  They destroy our personality, our true self.  They inflict upon each of us 
their ways, all of which are a result of the Rebellion and Default of many, many generations ago.  They 
drive us into believing and subsequently becoming dependant upon our minds.  This is not the way for 
us to express our true selves and evolve along the path towards our true parents, our Heavenly Mother 
and Father. 
  

No, we are not in the image of our physical parents.  
Though we may look like them, and act like them 
because they have dramatically and successfully 
crushed our true personality, we are each very unique 
and independent of our parents and all other family 
members.  When we begin to progress along the path of 
engaging with our soul based feelings and seek for the 
Truth of our feelings, we will become free of our 
parents’ impositions and suppression. 

 
Upon starting our physical life experience on Earth, our divinely created soul 
begins to express us as one of our soul’s two personalities in Natural 
love.  However because of Earth being in Rebellion, so we are parented into a 
rebellious and anti truth and anti love state of mind control over our feelings and 
true self. 
 
Natural love is good, just ‘less’ or different to Divine Love.  And it’s that in our rebellious state, we’re 
rebelling against Natural love, and Divine Love by not taking Jesus and Mary up on their offer and 
allowing the Divine Love to transform our soul, as we perfect our Natural love by doing our Healing. 
 
By living true to our self, true to our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that 
simple.  The revealing of the Feeling Healing process is the commencement of 
our ability to begin the Great U-Turn and go the right way.  Should we then also 
embrace our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, we can also commence our Soul 
Healing and becoming divine – this is our destiny. 
 
 
 
 

      Father 
 
 Mother 

GOD 

Eternal Son         Infinite Daughter 
  of Truth    of Mind 
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CREATED in THEIR IMAGE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
James:  Mary, what does ‘we being created in the image of God’ really mean? 
 
Mary M:  It means that our Mother and Father used Themselves as the model or template if you like, 
upon which to bring us into being, those of us who have existential souls with the potential of expressing 
their two personalities in Creation.   
 
And although our souls are divine, as in being divinely created, still whilst we start our personality 
expression in Natural love, so we need the Divine Love to come into our soul and bring it into the levels 
of Celestial divinity.   
 
Natural love, so basically the whole of Creation, is of the image of God, and we being divinely created 
souls can be part of God’s Divinity becoming divine ourselves.  So through your Healing, James, you 
become progressively divine by partaking of the Divine Love and healing yourself into perfection – your 
true self.  And by the time you’ve completed your Healing, your soul is of the Divine Love level of 
Celestial truth, and your personality is an expression of that level of truth, it all being ‘confirmed’ and 
cemented – fused – into place upon the direct soul-union with your Indwelling Spirit.  Then you are of 
the essence of God, true and perfect to the level of the first Celestial sphere, the first sphere of true 
divinity.       Mary Magdalene communicating with James 20 November 2017 
 

  Father 
 
 Mother 

GOD

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 

Marion and James Moncrief have recognised the need for one 
to engage in Feeling Healing and, by their actions, removed 
restrictions that James Padgett and others above endured, 
thus JM is able to critique the writings of the past 100 years 
resolving points of confusion as well as expand on what has 
been written.  Revelation 2 is humanity’s turning point. 

REVELATION 
James Padgett 1914 – 1923  

REVELATION 
Marion and James  
Moncrief  2002  

    – ongoing 
 

James Padgett bravely introduced the availability of the 
Mother and Father’s Divine Love and a great deal of 
additional guidance and information, all of which has been 
supplemented by Samuels, Judas, Reid and Arnold.  All 
writers were under restrictions of personality and 
circumstances.  Revelation 1 opened the door for humanity. 

Due to the extra-ordinary nature of Revelations 1 and 2, humanity with the first Revelation would 
have continued on into its negative pathway of living, however, combining the first Revelation with 
Revelation two, now humanity can embrace this turning point and commence its evolutionary 
growth that has required two thousand years to put in place.  This is the greatest event in the 
history of humanity and very few are aware of such, until we enable others to become aware. 
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PSYCHIC BARRIERS:  
Tuesday, 21 November 2017 – Note from John – Hi Nanna Beth and James 
 
“That there are very real restrictions that act like very real 
barriers impeding the normal functioning of us all because of the 
Rebellion and Default.” – Nanna Beth 20 November 2017 
  
I gather that the Psychic Barriers have nothing to do with spirits 
from any of the mind Mansion Worlds or from the planes 
referred to as the hells.  Are these Psychic Barriers all remnants 
of the Rebellion and Default controlling ways and contracts, and 
as we break through them, then are they finished for ever? 
 
Nanna Beth:  That’s right John, the Psychic Barriers don’t have 
anything to do with any of us spirits, however, we are all limited 
by them in what we can do with you, even including those spirits 
in the mind worlds. 
 
The barriers are imposed circuits of mind and feeling dictated to us by the tenets or ‘laws’ of the 
Rebellion and Default.  If you like, humanity has Fallen from the Celestial level down through the seven 
Mansion Worlds, so through every plane and subplane and subsubplane and so on through seven 
subplanes of every plane in every Mansion World.  And even then still being divided up into the 
negative relationship between the mind and feelings down to what you might see as a microscopic 
circuit level, that which we can’t see, yet the angels can. 
 
The angels are ‘wired’ into all the mind / feeling circuits, so know exactly where we are in our rebellion 
against these circuits, that being, how we should truly and lovingly live them and yet how we’re not 
doing so whilst we’re in our unloving and untrue states, and then where you are in your Healing of 
them.  And each of these circuits, from the smallest and building up into the biggest, are what we call 
psychic barriers. 
 
And they are all within you, and you have all to heal them all through your Healing.  And that’s on the 
personal level, which then also has to be done on the combined level for the whole of humanity. 
 
So through your Healing, each bad feeling experience you have really equates to having to deal with one 
or more of these damaged mind / feeling circuits, 
which are then represented on all the levels within 
yourself, on the feeling, mind and will levels, and 
all in between.  So when you express all the pain 
and submit to the bad feelings, no longer trying to 
control or fight them, you are effectively falling into 
the pattern of how you live and express your 
negative circuit, thereby de-powering it, short 
circuiting it if you like, which then liberates more 
pain and truth, which then allows the circuit to be 
made right, this being the progress as you ascend 
through your Healing up through the Mansion 
Worlds. 
 
So these barriers are the dysfunctional mind / feeling circuits on all the varying levels.  And what 
Marion and James are doing is crushing them all by taking them all within themselves, which they did 
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through their early life, just like we all do, then Healing themselves systematically of them, each in their 
separate ways, which then opens the doorway for others to do through their Healing. 
 
And for us Celestials, we have had to wait for them to work their way up through these circuits before 
we can act, because their breaking through and breaking them down means there are no longer 
barriers.  And so as their Healing advances, so we’ve been able to do more by taking over as we’ve told 
you, and that’s continuing on a daily basis.  However the difficulty we still face, is, there are still some 
significant ones in place, so our hands are tied concerning them, and these are what we’ve been referring 
to that are causing problems for you and Crystal. 
 
To achieve the cancellation of the Psychic Barriers, it feels as though a few field mice are up against 
Goliath. 
 
So in all your different ways, you’re pushing up against the coal face so to speak, you John, Crystal and 
Samantha, and there’s nothing that can be done other than allowing the process to happen, because it’s 
all being driven by the Mother and Father through your souls.  So the real so-called fight between good 
and evil – Satan and Lucifer and the Devil and forces of Darkness, has actually been going on these past 
twenty years or so by each of you in your own separate ways taking on the bad within you and looking 
to Heal yourself.  And even though you, John and Crystal, might not be actively doing your Healing like 
Samantha is, still you’re taking on the Healing and all that’s involved on the mind levels by accepting all 
James (and Marion) reveal.   
 
By you not rejecting them, so you are doing your bit to 
stick it up the Rebellion and Default, which is in fact the 
Great U-Turn – you are doing it in yourselves, which can 
then be followed by the rest of humanity.  So you are, as 
you say, little mice trying to scratch a hole in the brick 
wall, slowly working away at the barriers.  And this is 
being reflected by these unseen barriers at work with the 
Couriers, who of course don’t understand anything about 
this, but it’s why they simply think it’s just another job and 
one that shouldn’t pose any problems, so why not just get it 
done, when in fact they are embroiled in this monumental 
struggle because it involves you and Crystal. 
 
And we Celestials are not powerful enough to break such 
hidden and unseen barriers.  Only the Paradise Pairs are 
powerful enough to do that, that’s what they are all about, 
and in particular the Avonals, because it’s what they are created to do, no one else can do it.  And they 
can only do it by doing it within themselves, they can’t see or know where these barriers are and deal 
with them through their minds, anymore than the Lucifers could see and control them by smashing 
through and breaking down the positive circuits as they rebelled.  It all happens on the organic human 
level, with the rebellion being systematically passed on, getting worse, generation after generation, 
through the ages.  And now it’s all starting to reverse, all to change generation after generation up 
through the coming ages as humanity heals itself of its woe. 
 
So I hope I’ve explained it better for you, it’s all what we call ‘technical’ as it’s all to do with the Mind 
side of things, that which is organised by the Infinite Daughter and Divine Minister, being carried out by 
the angels.   
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You can look at it like a matrix, that is often talked about, being created by the Daughter providing the 
inner mind-matrix or mind-circuits of Creation, about which and within which everything has its 
being.  So your personality expression is built up around this matrix, being expressed in how your 
physical and spirit bodies are expressed in Creation.  And so you can’t do anything more than the mind 
and feeling levels you are on, other than increase their denial by moving deeper into your wrongness, or 
do your Healing and go the other way working your way out of it by changing your inner circuits.  And 
these inner circuits are the templates for your whole being in Creation, so the laws of the physical body 
and all the rest run along them.  And at best you can identify the laws or circuits, and live with them, but 
you can’t change them.  We can only change them within ourselves by doing our Healing.  And as 
enough of humanity Heals itself, so then the greater changes will take place too.  But that’s more for the 
future.  Right now it’s about you few individuals doing what you need to do. 

2 December 2017

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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The hounds of the Rebellion and Default have fallen, 
the psychic barriers have forever been cracked.  The 
sheeple, the mice of humanity, now have the freedom 
to evolve through Feeling Healing and Divine Love. 

Things are pushing ahead, we’re working them from our side, and more so every day 
now.  Many of the soulgoups involved in this are getting a feel for what it is they are to do and 
how they are to do it.  So the barriers are giving way on multiple fronts. 
 
There are actually barriers preventing people and humanity as a whole moving deeper into the 
wrongness, just as there are barriers preventing people and humanity moving out of it.  It’s all 
very tightly controlled, the Evil Ones put in a vast amount of controls and on all levels, which, 
unless you are shown by those spirits who can see them, such as the Melchizedeks, you’d never be 
aware of them. 
 
So the cracks are appearing as the Divine Love Healing worlds start to ‘descend’ onto Earth – 
into the physical.  For that’s what is going to happen, the Divine Love Healing worlds, from the 
first introductory sectors on Mansion World one, to the truth of all the three main Healing 
worlds, being lived by people living them whilst on Earth.  All to give rise ultimately to Celestials 
on Earth.  That’s what our goal is, to have people living on Earth who have fully Healed 
themselves. 

PSYCHIC BARRIERS MAINTAINING the REBELLION and DEFAULT are CRACKED! 

Nanna Beth and 
Helen 
2 December 2017 
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Friday, 8 December 2017:  WOOOWEE   End Times 
James:  Hello Mary? 
 
Mary Magdalene:  Yes James, I’m here, I know you want to discuss some things with me, so please, go 
ahead. 
 
James: Yes, thank you Mary.  As you know, I was earlier speaking with Graeme, John having suggested 
Graeme call me (which was earlier in this afternoon), and he brought up some interesting points I’d like 
to ask you about.  Firstly regarding the soul, as Graeme, and Marion after I spoke to her about what 
Graeme said, reminded me, the Padgett Messages says our soul separates into two halves for 
incarnation, and at some point, reunites again, the two soulmates / soul partners coming back together 
and becoming one. 
 
As I’ve evolved my understanding about the soul, the picture I’ve now got in my head is that it is the 
one soul, that expresses its two personalities in Creation, which each personality perceiving its soul, with 
the two soulmates / soul partners presumably feeling or sensing the same soul that they are.  And then 
I’ve not really understood about the getting back together part, what that actually means, which I think 
we’ve discussed before; as in: do the two personalities somehow merge to become one, reflecting the 
now united soul?  Do the two personalities give up their individuality becoming something of them both, 
as the two soul halves unite?  Can you please go over it again, and sort me out if I’ve got it 
wrong.  Because if I have, then there’s a lot of correcting I have to do. 
 
Mary M:  You’ve got nothing to worry about James, it all works in fine, which I’ll explain to you.  And 
it’s just that you have evolved your concept and understanding of the soul and its relationship with its 
personalities in some way further than the Padgett Messages, which in part has been inspired by us 
spirits. 
 
It is all the one soul, and it is said that it separates, because we want you to understand the notion of 
soulmates, that the soul is duplex in nature and not just one person, one soul.  However the separation, 
which is what you suspect and understand it to be, is more like that which happens to the newly 
fertilised egg of the woman, when the zygote first separates through mitosis becoming two separate 
daughter cells, yet still within the one same overall egg. 
 
It’s a crude image, however that’s sort of what the soul does.  It doesn’t separate as into two distinct 
halves, each being its own whole soul and separated by space or time, it is all still one soul that has two 
distinct halves that function united as one and yet at the same time as two distinct and separate halves, 
with each half expressing its personality in Creation. 
 
You’ve simply just said it’s one soul expressing its two soulmate personalities, which is correct, not 
worrying about the soul separation part, because you just understand that’s what’s happening within the 
one soul itself, so as to express its two personalities.  It’s something you’ve assumed everyone would 
understand, not even what you’d call an oversight, you just moving on with your understanding about it. 
 
So when it’s said the soul separates, it is actually created that way, with its two halves separated, yet still 
together as one.  Something like the picture of the yin and yang symbol (yet not what it stands for), and 
without the two halves actually physically separating.  The soul doesn’t split in two for example, the two 
halves separating apart being independent of each other, the single soul is always with its two halves, the 
two halves always in perfect unison with each other. 
 
James:  Okay, yes, that is the picture I have in my mind; so what about the getting back together part – 
what is that, or how does that happen? 
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Mary M:  That happens at a certain point of soul development; which means, it has expressed its two 
personalities in Creation for an amount of time that has enabled it through its personalities to live a 
predetermined amount of life experience that gives rise to a predetermined level or amount of truth; so 
when the soul has evolved or grown in truth to a certain level, then the separation within itself of its two 
halves, ends, the two becoming wholly one.  And yet at the same time, it keeps expressing its two 
personalities in Creation, the two personalities always forevermore maintaining their unique self-
expression and not somehow uniting to become a sort of blended new personality.  And this point of 
soul-union, as it’s often referred to, is when the soul has reached the level of truth when its two 
personalities are to move beyond the Local Universe, and out into the greater Superuniverse.  So it 
signifies the end of one’s morontial spirit experience, that being what you would refer to as the end of 
one’s ascension through the Celestial spheres, for those Celestial spheres technically are all Local 
Universal.  And beyond them, out in the greater Superuniverse, there are no such planes, worlds or 
spheres as such, there are still levels, however they are not as heavily defined, and have nothing to do 
with the soul’s evolution of truth as they do through the Mansion Worlds and Local Universe Celestial 
spheres, such as through Nebadon. 
 
Out in the greater Superuniverse, you are then a real spirit; which means, you are a united soul 
expressing its two unique personalities.  You are really Two who are One.  And being a ‘true spirit’ you 
are free to move about the Superuniverse wherever your continued ascension of truth takes you, all on 
your way to Paradise.  So if you like, your Mansion World experience including that of the physical 
Earth, can be likened to your forming years, in which you become untrue and have to do your Healing to 
become true.  Then as Celestials and right the way through Nebadon, mortal spirits from Earth are like 
adolescents, yet now true and perfect ones because of having completed their Healing.  Then upon 
leaving Nebadon, it’s like you are leaving home, that being the ‘home’ (Nebadon) of your ‘spiritual 
parents’ Jesus and myself, free as adults to roam the far flung regions of the greater Superuniverse on 
your way to Havona, the Central Universe, and then onward and inward to Paradise itself. 
 
So the soul union signifies that you’ve really come of age, you are a full universal spirit citizen, with 
you and your soulmate setting out with your soulgroup to live all sorts of different higher universal 
experiences, all that your soul will need so as to keep you both having experiences, so you can keep 
revealing the hidden truths contained within your soul to yourselves, this giving you the feeling that you 
are growing or evolving in truth. 
 
Our relationship with our soul is a very intimate experience James, the most truly intimate you can 
have.  Each personality of it, the two soulmate personalities, relate intimately to it, getting to know it, as 
you get to know yourselves.  And after soul-union, then you both feel that you are getting to know the 
same soul, and not just your half as it were; which then in turn brings your personality relationship much 
closer, making it even more intimate as you feel so in sync with your partner, feeling so connected on 
the soul level, knowing that together as both of you fully express how you are, you are both contributing 
equally to the evolution of your soul – the revelation of your truth.  So you don’t feel separate at all, 
with the many Celestial spheres designed to steadily harmonise, bring about, prepare you for, that soul-
union. 
 
So to summarise: Your soul in its ‘divided’ state, incarnates its two soul-personalities in Creation.  Each 
personality being uniquely bestowed on each ‘half’ by the Mother and Father, that happening at the 
‘separation’ after the soul has been created by Them.  So They create the soul, then it ‘separates’, then 
they bless each half with a unique personality. 
 
Then when ready, as deemed by our Mother and Father, the two personalities expressing each ‘half’ start 
life in Creation, and in your cases, being born into anti-truth and an unloving condition, so one of 
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complete soulmate rejection.  So the two soulmates CANNOT under any circumstance, find each other – 
know about each others existence, have any positive union whatsoever, while you’re of the Rebellion 
and Default and living untrue to yourselves.  So anyone who claims with truth they are with their 
soulmate, is in error, for until you, at least begin your Healing, you can’t know truly of each other.  You 
could be in the same room, you might even oddly have a relationship together, yet you won’t have any 
feeling or inkling about TRULY being soulmates, even if you say and believe with your mind that you 
feel you are.  The truth will be withheld from you, because you are living in an anti-truth state, so you 
have to live against the truth, doing all you can to deny it. 
 
As you progress through your Healing, then your chances start to increase that you will meet your 
soulmate, together with coming to know the truth that you really are true soulmates, and not just 
soulmate wishful thinking and believing made up by your mind, dreams and fantasies. 
 
And by the time you are fully Healed, so of a Celestial level of truth and fused with your Indwelling 
Spirit that ensures your soul will forevermore express its fused personality, then you will be with your 
soulmate and know the truth that you are soulmates, yet still you will be ‘divided’ within your soul, 
you’ll not really be able to feel that you actually are of the same one soul, you’ll just feel increasingly 
that you are getting closer and closer to each other. 
 
And then by the time you are ready to leave Nebadon (to qualify for leaving), you will have united the 
two ‘halves’, the full soul-union having taken place, and you’ll both feel you are now of the same one 
soul that is expressing its two full spirit personalities in Creation. 
 
And within each of your two spirit personalities, you’ll have the connection between your personality 
and soul cemented by your soul and personality fusion with your Indwelling Spirit of God, this having 
taken place personally for each of you at the Celestial level when you finished your Healing.  And now 
at the soul-union level as you leave Nebadon, so you will each still feel completely at-one with your 
Indwelling Spirit, thereby enabling each of the two personalities to have their own unique and separate 
relationship with the Mother and Father on the personality level, even as you feel on the united soul 
level that your relationship with the Mother and Father is as if you are one with Them.  And soul-union 
is another incredible experience of love for you, one that binds you both together for eternal soulmate / 
soul partner destiny – it’s an absolutely sublime and wonderful experience. 
 
Think about all of that James, and should you want to know anything more or things still don’t add up, 
don’t hesitate to ask me. 
 
James:  Thank you Mary, I like the sound of that.  It all makes sense.  Now if you don’t mind, I’d like to 
ask you about the other thing Graeme brought up for me, and that’s about AJ Miller, and AJ saying he 
and Mary Luck are the reincarnation of you and Jesus.  And although we’ve been over it before, I was 
wondering why is it that they are claiming to be Mary and Jesus, and at this time, and in Australia; and 
according to Graeme, we having a lot that’s similar in what we’re saying.  As Graeme said, it’s a bit 
like, well, who do you choose: Jesus and Mary up in north Australia, or Jesus and Mary still in 
Salvington speaking to me?  So why the need to have such confusion?  To make it just that bit harder for 
everyone?  It’s not as if it’s not hard enough already. 
 
Mary M:  It’s necessary James, as part of the outworking of the Rebellion and Default.  The Truth, is to 
be presented to humanity at this time.  And at the same time, there is to be also presented: the 
Untruth.  And most people, wrongly, believe that this means there is the Truth and the Anti-Truth, so 
there is the true way, the Christian way; and the coming way of the Antichrist, the wrong way.  However 
that’s not really what’s going on, that’s only something that is a microcosm of what is actually 
happening, and is confined to the ‘Christian Universe’, which as usual, is not where the real problem 
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lies.  It’s not where the real action is taking place. 
 
The real heart of the matter is the Lucifers and Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias (each with their 
soulmate, thus being four soulmate pairs), all in their different and yet in the same way, usurped Jesus 
and I.  They all said: We’re the ‘new’ Mary M and Jesus, as it were.  We are your new spiritual parents, 
we’ve taken over from Mary M and Jesus who were deficient.  Mary and Jesus were leading you astray, 
they were lying to you, that we’re making you have to toe the line and live the Will of God; when we, 
your truly loving parents (as Mary and Jesus didn’t really love you, they just said they did, unlike we do) 
are telling you that you can be your own god, just do whatever you want to do, you’ve got free will – so 
use it!  Which is as you understand James, the way of feelings verses the way of the mind controlling 
feelings.  So the Lucifers became the false parents of humanity, taking over Jesus and my role, using the 
mind to dominate and thereby shutting down people’s natural way to use their feelings to uncover the 
truth for themselves – the very truths Jesus and I are living. 
 
So the Lucifers and the others said: Follow Us, we know the real way (which is the mind way) to the 
promised land, don’t listen to Mary and Jesus and all that feeling rubbish stuff, that’s all too hard, look 
to your mind, as it’s much easier.  And so humanity moved deeper and deeper into the truth-denying 
mind ways. 
 
So, as far as the Truth is concerned, and the Truth being fully presented to humanity at this time, what is 
also required, is the equivalent anti-truth to equally be honoured.  And so you have a pair of individuals 
who’ve come together, taking it upon themselves to say they are Mary and Jesus, and they know the 
way, so follow us, and we’ll lead you to the promised land – to the Heavenly Mother and Father, to 
Paradise, and so on.  So they represent the closest, truest and even the highest expression of the 
wrongness you can have, the most wrong so far as the truth is concerned by denying Jesus and I, that 
humanity can live.  Far more insidious than something so obvious and with nothing to do with the Truth, 
as that of the supposed coming Antichrist for the Christian’s to deal with.  The Christian’s are not about 
the truth, and so neither will be their Antichrist, however Mary Luck and AJ are about the truth, or so 
they purport, and are helping people to understand that liberating one’s repressed pain and childhood 
bad feelings, helps people set themselves free of their pain.  Which sounds very admirable, and of a 
great help to those people wanting to look deeper into the truth of their pain and suffering. 
 
So here is the greatest deception of them all, and the hardest for some people to reconcile.  And so, who 
does one choose, as Graeme was saying, and how does one really know who is right and who to 
believe?  And so that’s where it comes back to how each individual deals with the truth for 
themselves.  People can say: believe that one, and not that one; yet still, it’s for each person to work out 
for themselves which way they are to go.  And one’s feeling are all you’ve got to go on, however they 
being so distorted by your controlling minds, so then what do you do?  And that’s for each person to 
come to terms with within themselves. 
 
Jesus and I are not going to say: follow us and not AJ and Mary Luck.  That is not our place to do 
so.  That would be out trying to interfere with the Rebellion and Default which we don’t want to do.  We 
want it to run its course, to its natural conclusion, knowing the Mother and Father have it well in hand, 
and are implementing steps to end it, now allowing humanity to have access to the truth of how to Heal 
themselves of it. 
 
So Jesus came again through Mr James Padgett to re-present enough of the truth of Divine Love, so as to 
enable this last phase of the Rebellion and Default to play itself out – through those people in the Divine 
Love Movement, and more importantly, through AJ and Mary L. 
 
So to answer another of your questions James, who is behind Mary Luck and AJ, for they are surely 
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being led along, fed higher truths of a Celestial nature... so, are the Celestials behind them... but surely 
that can’t be, surely it’s the mind spirits at work again, only the mind spirits are still mind spirits because 
they don’t understand the higher Celestials truths... so what’s going on?  That being one of your thought 
patterns James. 
 
And what is going on, is, and as hard as it might be to accept, the Celestials are helping AJ and Mary to 
move along in their denial of truth.  They are supplying them with many higher truths and deeper 
understanding and insight into the need for people to do their Healing, all but mirroring your work 
James, and yet also with some very different parts, the most notable, being Mary Luck and AJ claiming 
they are Jesus and myself, whereas you don’t do that. 
 
And that then brings us back to the crux to the matter, the Rebellion by the Lucifers against Jesus and 
I.  And so you have Mary Luck and AJ rebelling against Jesus and myself, so you can see the 
connection. 
 
James:  I see what you mean Mary, so they for intents and purposes are the Lucifers on Earth, being the 
closest to the truth, and yet not quite it, because they keep pretending to be you and Jesus.  Why did they 
go that way, why not read The Urantia Book and claim to be Avonals, then although they would have 
gone against the book, it would have been easier than pretending to be you and Jesus? 
 
Mary M: Then it wouldn’t have been the fulfilment of the Rebellion and Default.  They, or some other 
couple, had to become the ‘personification’ as it were, of the Lucifers.  AJ and Mary Luck are nowhere 
near being like the true Lucifers, they are ascending mortals just pretending to be Jesus and myself, they 
have no higher universal soul power and authority like the Lucifers do, and sadly, Mary Luck and AJ 
actually want to help people in their misguided ways, whereas the Lucifers didn’t, they just wanted to 
control them for their own power and glory.  And yes, by default, that too is actually what Mary L and 
AJ are doing, for their own power and glory, as it can’t be any other way whilst pretending to be Jesus 
and myself. 
 
And as to why they are Australian’s living up north, well James, there’s a little more to it that’s yet to be 
revealed.  Suffice it to say, what a coincidence it would be were you and Marion to actually move up 
north yourselves, like you at least James, want to do.  And being so close to AJ and Mary L, well, you 
can see the irony and sense of humour in that. 
 
James:  We may as well move in next door!  Why not go the whole hog. 
 
Mary M:  Graeme said to you that AJ feels he’s near the end of his healing, and when that happens, then 
something very profound is going to happen to humanity.  And as you were thinking, that would mean 
he’d have to be empowered by his controlling spirits, which are the correct thoughts to have, because as 
he’s not Jesus, he doesn’t have any real soul power in that way.  So, will the Celestials empower him... 
and is he even nearing the completion of his healing as he says he is... or is it all something else, just 
more delusion?  And it’s even more interesting that you feel you, James, are moving through the same 
levels soon to possibly complete your Healing.  Wouldn’t it be interesting if he and you finished your 
respective healing around the same time?  Interesting times would you not say James? 
 
James:  If it were any more interesting Mary, I’d have to go to bed for the duration because my mind 
would have exploded with the tension and amazingness of it all.  Could it be more complex, exciting and 
stressful?  Who thought all this up Mary? 
 
Mary M:  I think you know the answer to that James.  Still, the sticky point with AJ and Mary is: can 
Mary M and Jesus incarnate taking on the full yuk of Rebellion and Default?  And that is the problem – 
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because, as we’ve explained to you, we can’t.  Our souls are too perfect.  Were Jesus and I to somehow 
manage to incarnate becoming ourselves fully of the evil, at the precise moment of our incarnation, our 
souls by power innate within them, would instantly perfect the evil, because we – our soul – can’t 
become evil.  The Creator Pair soul is incorruptible, it can’t become imperfect, untrue, false, wrong, 
evil.  It it’s not created to.  So were we to impose our soul completely on humanity, such as by taking on 
all the wrongness, we’d instantly cause all your souls to be brought into the same perfect condition of 
our soul.  We’d not become evil; you’d all become Healed.  Which of itself would be a miraculous feat 
to behold, however that would then instantly deny you all of doing your Healing. 
 
James:  I don’t think many people would complain about that Mary. 
 
Mary M:  I daresay you’re right James, however look at how much truth and experience you and Marion 
have got out of doing your Healing, all of which would be denied you were Jesus and I to take that 
opportunity away from you. 
 
James:  It would certainly bring things to an abrupt halt, god, instantly everyone is Celestial and no more 
wrongness, that would be a spectacular change.  Still, I understand what you’re saying; and oh yes, my 
Healing has been such great fun, I wouldn’t have wanted to miss one moment of it!  So thank god you 
and Jesus didn’t come taking on the wrongness! 
 
Mary M:  As I said James, we can’t do it, it’s what the Avonal pairs do.  Jesus and myself can incarnate 
whilst maintaining our perfection, which we did, but that also means we’re not going to reveal any truths 
concerning how to Heal the imperfection; because had we done that, then we’d be doing the same as if 
we incarnated fully into the wrongness, only it would be in slow motion.  We’d not instantly cause all 
humanity to be Healed, had we revealed the truth of the Healing, however by providing the way for 
humanity to Heal itself, slowly by people being able to do their own Healing, all amounts to the same 
thing: our interfering with you.  Whereas the Avonals can interfere in that way. 
 
James:  So what if AJ and Mary switched camps and said they were now Avonals, that would fit better... 
or what if other couples say they are Avonals, there could be lots of different Avonal pairs all standing 
up saying we’re the one’s, follow us, we’ll show you how to Heal yourselves. 
 
Mary M:  True, that would add further complications, however it wouldn’t complete the full outworking 
of the Rebellion and Default, and that’s what’s needed.  You need to have at least one couple claiming 
to be Jesus and myself for the Rebellion and Default to be completed.  Then you’ve worked it right 
through James, don’t you see, then you’ve got the higher spirit couple, the Lucifers, saying they are 
taking over from Jesus and myself, so effectively saying we are now Mary M and Jesus, that being at the 
beginning of it all; and now at the end of it all, you’ve got humanity fully taking it on, as in a human 
couple claiming to be Mary M and Jesus, which also means you are in the real End Times. 
 
James:  So why has it taken so long for a human couple to come claiming to be you and Jesus, surely 
there must have been others through the two hundred thousand years of the Rebellion? 
 
Mary M:  There have been others, but they’ve not had access to all the truth that Mary Luck and AJ 
have.  Mary L and AJ are really coming up on the back of you and Marion, James.  They are taking from 
you, directly and indirectly – even without them knowing it at times, taking from all you are 
revealing.  So in a way, you could even say you’re like one of the Celestials helping them. 
 
James: Yeah, well if they are using my work, they can, I’ve put it out there for anyone to use.  And even 
if they are not openly doing it, but are getting it by osmosis or from the Celestials as you say, they are 
free to do that too. 
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Mary M:  That’s right, you’re not about to say they can’t, and neither are Jesus or myself. 
 
James:  So what’s going to happen in the end Mary, surely it has to end somewhere? 
 
Mary M:  That’s where you have to stay tuned to the next exciting adventure... 
 
James:  I don’t think you should watch so much TV! 
 
Mary M:  We can’t ruin it for you James.  We’d be interfering, which as I said, we can’t do.  So you’ll 
all work it through.  The ‘camp’ of truth is being formed; in opposition to the ‘camp’ of untruth... 
 
James:  And what about all the Antichrist stuff? 
 
Mary M:  It will flare up, a conflagration, then die back, having no effect upon what’s really happening 
– with what’s really going down.  That is a mere sideshow, it might take up a lot of space and create a 
lot of hot air, but as I said, there’s no truth involved, so really it’s just a mind distraction, mere 
entertainment shall we say, something for those not seeking truth to watch on their TVs. 
 
The Christian abomination is to die out, along with all the truth-denying religions of the world, and 
mostly they’ll do that by killing each other.  And there is nothing that can be done about that, many 
people believe they need to ‘die for their beliefs’ and so they will be given the opportunity to do 
so.  And they will move into their respective religions in their mind spirit lives, there to carry on their 
‘good works’ until the time when their soul says it’s time to start their Healing. 
 
James:  I’m still amazed that no one else has picked up on being Avonals... why hasn’t that happened 
Mary? 
 
Mary M:  Because they are second rate, they are only Avonals.  They are not the Great Ones, Jesus and 
myself.  And why bother being Avonals when they are lesser than the Creator Pair, so can’t do what 
Mary and Jesus can do, so would be ineffectual compared to them.  Not that anyone has really thought 
this through James, but that’s about what it amounts to unconsciously for such people reading The 
Urantia Book (TUB). 
 
They don’t understand the significance of the Avonals being the actual ones to reveal the truths to 
humanity so it can Heal itself, and that Jesus and I can’t do that.  However when people do understand 
this point, it’s conceivable that being the Avonal pair might be more appealing, provided they can get 
past what TUB says about there not needing to be such a pair coming to Earth because of Jesus and my 
coming, which is not entirely correct, however was necessary to be put into the book to ‘keep people off 
the scent’.  Which is a cryptic message to your readers James, that which you understand, and which I 
will end with.  You’re getting tired from my light James.  If you want me to clarify anything let me 
know.  Otherwise, until next time you want to talk – all my love to you James; and to all the people who 
are involved with you who might read this, Mary M. 
 
James:  Thank you Mary, that was great. 
 
 
Later, having thought it all over: 
 
James:  So Mary, my role I feel is to present both cases so people can decide for themselves.  I know 
what I think and feel, and obviously I don’t support AJ and Mary Luck, however at least I can present a 
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little more of the truth that might help people decide for themselves.  So, who do you follow: AJ and 
Mary Luck – Jesus and Mary on Earth; or, Mary and Jesus in spirit? 
 
Mary M:  And it’s for people’s feelings to decide.  And when people sincerely long for the Truth and 
start their Healing and want to live true and want to know what is the real truest and highest truth one 
can strive for and be of – live, then such people will start engaging Jesus’ and my Spirits of Truth, which 
will help them feel more like moving toward us and less inclined to go along the path of AJ and Mary 
Luck; who are really reflecting the path of the Lucifers pretending to be Jesus and myself.  And neither 
the Lucifer’s nor AJ and Mary Luck have Spirits of Truth to help people, despite what AJ believes about 
himself and his liberated so-called Spirit of Truth. 
 
 
 
John YOU’VE DONE IT AGAIN!  I can’t believe it!  I am having a major evening, link ups all over the 
place, IT’S ALL SLOTTING INTO PLACE – I FINALLY GET IT, WHAT THE END TIMES ARE 
AS YOU HAVE READ ABOVE. 
 
It’s the APEX, the real end of the Rebellion drawing to a close.  It’s all to do with AJ and Mary Luck, 
can you believe it, that’s why you were sent to see what they were all about.  And speaking with Graeme 
about them today has brought it all into place.  I thought, who will I ask about it, Jesus or Mary, and then 
went with Mary.  And OF COURSE it was to be Mary, it’s part of the feminine coming in and 
completing yet more of the Revelation. 
 
You are getting me to work my bum off, writing, every day more writing, yet WOOOWEE what a 
ride.  I’ve got it now, the whole picture, and what I reckon I’ve been trying to ‘extract’ out of poor 
Nanna Beth these past weeks.  There is probably still more to come, always more, however as far as I’m 
concerned, BRING ON THE MONEY, it can come now for you if it’s meant to come, we’ve got the 
whole picture, what the whole Rebellion has been leading up to – it’s HUGE, I can’t believe it, can’t 
believe I hadn’t put it together myself, and yet I know why I didn’t, I see it all so clearly.  And it’s 
because it was you, John, who was to orchestrate its happening, to make me reach for that truth, because 
I’m happy with it all as I’ve understood it, and it’s now you making me reveal what you want, what 
humanity needs to round it all off.  You unwittingly are calling the shots mate, and how wonderful, 
working Nanna Beth to the bone, wow, it’s all so incredible, I’ve had goose pimples all evening.  I 
haven’t finished reading through what Mary wrote, and I want to write more with Nanna Beth about it, 
but possibly tomorrow, as I want to get this off to you tonight. 
 
Thank you again, and wow, we all love you John and all you are doing for us all – what a ride!  What a 
pace!  And if it keeps going like this... shit! 
 
 
8 December 2017 9:41 PM, James Moncrief wrote to Graeme: 
 
And why NOT you!  You out of everyone in the world – ha!  It was lovely speaking with you Graeme, 
and shit did you help a lot come up for me and to help John, as he’ll no doubt pass it onto you.  Boy oh 
boy! 
 
And thank you again for reading through my stuff so carefully.  You are a dream come true in that 
regard.  I can’t believe it.  The Mother and Father have always said I’d get help with my writing, that 
people would help me sort it out and fix it up.  I can’t believe it, I have to keep pinching myself.  And 
the fact people like it...well that’s too much too. 
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Love James. 
 
It's the startled look, or is it one of complete rapture! 
 
And Graeme in response:  Why not indeed James! 
 
It's my absolute pleasure (and complete rapture) reading, absorbing 
and proof reading your amazing writings. As I said to John yesterday 
afternoon, there are really no words that fully relay the feelings I 
have when readings these works...amazing, wonderful, OMG, gob-
smacked... none of them do it justice. So thank you for your courage, 
tenacity and humbleness as you journey forward. It is a privilege to 
be among the first to absorb these messages from Jesus and 
Mary...and it was a special moment when we connected for the first 
time yesterday. So, "believe it, keep pinching yourself" and know in 
your heart you are not alone (especially in the spirit world) and help, 
guidance and support are some of the gifts you'll receive for your 
life-changing work. 
 
Your friend and brother 
Graeme 
 
PS I adore your photos and in particular the dogs in rapture! 
 

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST 
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          Father 
 

Mother 

Our HEAVENLY PARENTS 
have any number of spirit 
instruments assisting at any 
time. 

Holy Spirit 
conveys Divine 
Love from our 
Heavenly Parents 

Spirits of Truth 
of Mary Magdalene 
and Jesus 

SPIRITS of TRUTH and HOLY SPIRIT: 
 
More from James regarding Spirits: 
 
The Holy Spirit provides differing support and guidance to 
that of the Indwelling Spirit.  The Indwelling Spirits guides 
one to God, our Heavenly Mother and Father; the Holy 
Spirit brings Their Divine Love into our heart. 
 
The Spirit of Truth becomes active ONLY when we choose 
to follow the ‘owner’ of that Spirit of Truth.  So in our 
cases, Jesus and Mary Magdalene.  We have to want to live 
the same truth as they are living, so ‘be like them’ and in 
doing so this activates their Spirit of Truth.  And so if we 
choose to be as they are in truth, to live how they live the 
truth, to be of truth and the same truths they are, then with 
their Spirits of Truth assisting us we will come to relate to 
our Mother and Father just as they do.   
 
We are growing spiritually in Mary and Jesus’ universe.  
We have to want to be as they are in truth, if we don’t want 
to do that then we’re rebelling against them.  And if we 
don’t embrace them, then we’ll never leave Nebadon, the 
region of the universe that encapsulates Earth.   
 
The whole idea about having Spirits of Truth coming from 
Paradise Pairs is so the ascending mortals (us) of that 
universe (from the Creator Pair) and specific worlds (from 
the Avonal Pairs), all end up living the same truths.  And if 
we didn’t live the same truths, we’d all still remain all over 
the place and have nothing we can all connect with and 
relate to in each other.   
 
So we can come from all over the planet, from very diverse 
races and cultures, yet because we all end up embracing the 
Spirits of Truth that are to help reveal the truths we are to 
know, so we’ll all be able to connect and relate to each other 
through the truth we’re living, all being able to live happily 
together as Celestials, and eventually as Celestials on Earth.  
It’s the Spirits of Truth that bring us all together, 
homogenises us if you like.  And if we all lived true to them, 
we would not need any rules or laws because we would all 
be living and knowing the same truths – so all living the 
same way only expressing those truths individually. 
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Saturday, 9 December 2017: 
Hi John and James, 

Well, it's late on Saturday night and I couldn't get to sleep...something kept "nagging" me – check your 
emails, there's something you must read – and there it was sent at 5.34am and I'm reading it at 11.40pm!  
WOOOWEE!  Thanks John! 

And thank you James. I had no idea that some of my questions and statements concerning AJ and Mary 
L would lead to such a complete (and yes complex) explanation from Mary M (and dare I say the REAL 
Mary). 

And again we have to thank John for his role in this unfolding story...his "casual" way of suggesting I 
give you (James) a call and "have a chat".  So innocent – yeah! 

I guess it's my style to be upfront and straight forward (John already knew this) so it was inevitable that 
I relayed "my story" of first meeting AJ at a talk he gave in Nerang, Queensland (26 & 27 September 
2009), and me jumping to my feet and asking him a question about "reincarnation" – oh so innocently. 

This of course opened up our conversation where I told James some of the things I remember AJ saying 
in his talk – the stuff about souls, how they incarnate, AJ's explanation of how "the 14" decided they'd 
return to Earth to "help humanity" etc, etc. 

Little did I realise that this lead to more questions in James' mind (after he felt them first) and what 
better way to get answers to the questions than speak to Mary M! 

Once again I'm in awe of this telephone line you have to – and I'll state it for the record now – the REAL 
Mary...and only the real Mary M could provide such a complete explanation to some of my dilemmas 
(and others I'm sure) within hours of our conversation. 

I have to believe THIS WAS NO COINCIDENCE – our conversation, the questions, the doubts in my 
mind and finally THE TRUTH. 

I said earlier that mere words are inadequate to express my feelings – WONDER AND AWE – don't 
even come close. But I will say, and continue to say, thank you John, thank you James. And thank you 
Mary M and Jesus.  WOOOWEE...that's a great word. 

My love to you both 

Graeme 
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Saturday, 9 December 2017: 
James:  Good morning Nanna Beth, I can’t wait to discuss more of what Mary said yesterday, with you. 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven:  Go ahead James; yes, we’re ready for you. 
 
James:  There was so much in what she said about AJ (Miller) and Mary Luck.  I don’t know where to 
begin, things have been going through my mind all evening and this morning, so many different aspects 
to it.  The best part is yet again I feel like it’s completed my whole Revelation, seeing that it’s the end 
result of the Rebellion and Default.  As Marion said, the Lucifers didn’t pretend to be Mary and Jesus, 
like AJ and Mary are, but it’s the truth that’s corrupted – or the finding of it.  The Lucifers stood in the 
way of our being able to relate truly to Mary and Jesus and connect with their Spirits of Truth, just as AJ 
and Mary L are now doing by pretending to be Mary and Jesus.  If we are to follow AJ and Mary L and 
look to them for their truth to see us right the way through Nebadon, accessing their Spirits of Truth 
(which they don’t have), then we can’t access the real Mary and Jesus’ Spirit of Truth, with AJ and 
Mary L stopping people, blocking all humanity, saying follow us and not the real Mary and Jesus.  And 
that is so wrong, couldn’t be more wrong, because then no one would be able to ascend out of Nebadon, 
which is what the Lucifers wanted, so they’d not lose all their followers, keeping everyone limited and 
bound to the Mansion Worlds.  Which would get a bit cramped after a while. 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, the important part being they are taking over from Mary and Jesus; and no one is to 
take over from anyone else, let alone from them. 
 
James:  Yes, which is what I’ve been seeing more about myself this morning, how I want to possess and 
control the world – my world, having everything as I want it, just as AJ and Mary L want to control their 
world, the whole of Nebadon in fact, having it be all how they want it to be.  And as I wasn’t allowed to 
actually assert my control, so I’ve not been able to do anything in my life other than get angry with 
everyone in my mind for not being how I think they should be, whereas AJ and Mary L have been able 
to do something toward asserting their control. 
 
Nanna Beth:  Which is what we’ve all got to work through in our Healing.  As we all want such false 
power and control. 
 
James:  Yes, and is it hard or what, to give it up, because to do so, then you have to accept and go into 
all those shocking feelings of feeling so powerless, and who wants to feel all that yuk!  So really the best 
thing would be for AJ and Mary L to give it up, to call it quits, submit to their deeper feelings of feeling 
powerless, which would help them see the truth of why they want to have such power by claiming to be 
Mary and Jesus.  So if AJ completes his healing, as Graeme said he reckons he might do soon, and were 
he to really be true and access those deepest powerless parts of himself, then he’d give it all up, and not 
be the Great One suddenly assuming all-power, which he obviously hopes will happen for him when he 
completes his healing or whatever he calls it.   
 
I guess he wants to be the all-powerful Jesus and ACT, sort out the Rebellion and Default once and for 
all, whatever that might mean – heal the whole world, no doubt, and possibly stop everyone being cruel 
to each other and wrong (all things I’d like to be able to do where I all-powerful).  Yet something Mary 
and Jesus haven’t even done, and won’t do, as Mary said.  So really I think it’s AJ just wanting to hit 
back at his parents, hitting out at the wrongness wanting to make it all go away so he and Mary L can 
live happily on paradise on Earth forevermore, just like all the same feelings I’ve had along those 
lines.  Am I on the right track Nanna Beth? 
 
Nanna Beth:  You are, and as you said, it’s because of seeing it all within yourself that you can see it in 
them.  The real Mary and Jesus are not doing anything to ‘save’ humanity, they are not making you 
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change in any way, they are only offering you the truth to help yourselves.  So at best people can offer 
that truth to each other, but not enforce it or make anyone stop being how they are.  And if you were all-
powerful and could instantly perfect everyone on the world, would you really do that James, denying 
everyone their experiences of being evil and doing their Healing? 
 
James:  So what will happen when AJ reaches that point he reckons is coming? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Nothing.  It will be a flop, which will put pressure on him to question everything, as he’ll 
also be questioned by his followers.  If you’re Mary and Jesus, you’ve got to surely follow through, and 
yet what does that really mean?  Mary and Jesus didn’t follow through because their was nothing for 
them to do.  They have made their Spirits of Truth available, and that’s the help they are offering, 
something very subtle and not very outspoken. 
 
James:  This morning in the car going shopping I felt that this with AJ and Mary L is the final barrier to 
do with all of this that I had to break through, and I felt so good, that being what I’ve felt was pressing 
on me these past weeks all to do with the Couriers.  And now that I’ve seen the truth of it, I feel I can 
move past it, and it would be great to think; so too can John and Crystal with SI and all they want to 
do.  It would be amazing to see it all being related.  I might be jumping the gun, it might only be the first 
part of the barrier I’m moving through, yet still – what do you reckon? 
 
Nanna Beth:  It’s what you are feeling James, we can’t go ahead of you.  And as to whether it has any 
positive affects with John and Crystal, that waits to be seen.  We can’t tell you what’s going to happen, 
only expanding on what does happen.  But because of what happened with Mary (Magdalene) yesterday, 
you have freed us up tremendously, we’re now all systems are go, we no longer have any such barriers 
preventing us doing what we want to do.  You’ve got the whole truth, you know the score, you can see 
the problems, the whole rest of the world has faded into insignificance so far as what Mary said about 
the Antichrist stuff, that has nothing to do with anything of what you’re doing and going through, 
because as she said, it is not concerned with the truth. 
 
James:  Yes, that was incredible, I felt it all slide away, like she said, it’s just a side issue, like what the 
whole of humanity is mostly doing.  Reading the news this morning suddenly it was inconsequential, 
Trump stirring up the Arabs by moving the American consulate to Jerusalem, bring on WWIII, get it all 
over and done with, so the rest of humanity can finally set about doing its Healing and getting on with 
the real work that lies ahead.  And it has nothing to do with the truth, it’s all just factions of the mind 
fighting against themselves for top spot, when the real ‘fight’ is between AJ and Mary L and myself, as 
that’s basically what it boils down to.  I used to think it would come down to between Nicholas and 
myself, we two brothers, he going his way and me going mine, yet he fizzled out because he didn’t want 
to move deeper into the truth of the Healing; whereas AJ and Mary L have at least taken that one to 
some degree.  And to think that you lot up there are orchestrating it all, that’s pretty amazing. 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, we’ve got various soulgroups helping AJ and Mary, it’s all under our control, Mary 
and Jesus giving it to us Celestials when they came to James Padgett.  They told us what was going to 
happen, how it was, and what we were to do for them.  So that’s what we’ve been working at, 
orchestrating the whole so-called ‘Divine Love Movement’ and AJ and Mary L, and anyone else who 
has similar aspirations using the higher truths. 
 
James:  It’s incredible the timing of AJ and Mary L and myself, Nanna Beth.  And why haven’t there 
been other people making such claims using the Divine Love, and even my stuff with Mary and Jesus? 
 
Nanna Beth: Because it’s very high truth James, and hardly anyone has been able to deal with it.  AJ and 
Mary L in that regard are amazing themselves, to have been able to keep going taking it all, working it 
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into their wrongness, developing such a picture of themselves, working the denial mind levels as well as 
integrating such higher Celestial truths in it, all of which we find very fascinating. 
 
James:  I don’t feel bad or threatened or anything like that about them.  I agree with you Nanna Beth, 
they’ve taken it on so far, which is incredible in itself.  So I see what you mean – not many people 
would be able to do that? 
 
Nanna Beth:  No, and humanity only needs one such couple.  More people will be potentially be able to 
do it in the future because of all you are revealing, using your work, and even they taking some of what 
AJ and Mary L have brought to light, however that’s not going to happen because other things are going 
to take place that will disallow that.  And besides, by the time that happens, too much will be out there 
and revealed so people will be able to see more easily through such falseness.  People will only need to 
see and hear Samantha, and they will understand the differences between the Healing that you and 
Marion are advocating and anything else anyone is talking about, including what healing AJ (Miller) and 
Mary Luck are doing. 
 
James:  So what exactly is the healing AJ and Mary Luck are doing? 
 
Nanna Beth: They are working their way up through part of their Feeling-Healing moving toward the 
upper levels of the sixth world, yet with also the Divine Love integrated into that.  It’s a distorted way 
compared to what you and Marion and Samantha are doing, so it doesn’t strictly fit into your labels of 
Feeling-Healing or Soul-Healing.  It’s something that’s just for them, and won’t exist anymore when 
they give it up.   
 
And people following them are doing their Feeling Healing at best, and a few even moving in their Soul-
Healing, yet others are mostly just a mess in their healing because they aren’t accessing Mary and Jesus’ 
or any other as yet undisclosed Spirits of Truth, to streamline and help them keep pointed in the right 
direction – toward Paradise, such as you can see with Samantha.  Sam is ‘on course’, she has not 
deviated one iota, whereas most other people who look into the truth of their early life are all over the 
place, using what techniques and therapists they can, yet all without the united and consistent help of the 
attending Spirits of Truth.   
 
If you want to truly Heal yourself, and do either your Feeling-Healing, or Soul-Healing with the 
Divine Love, then you need to embrace truly the right Mary and Jesus, longing for the Truth with 
all your heart, and being open to move with your feelings no matter where they take you, because 
they are going to take you out of your minds control.   
 
AJ and Mary L are hanging on using their minds, they are refusing to let go, to give up and give in and 
submit entirely to the Healing process, and all because they are refusing to embrace Mary and Jesus’ 
Spirits of Truth, because they are putting their own minds between Mary and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth by 
believing they themselves are Mary and Jesus.  So that’s their own self-contrived mental limitation, 
which effectively still keeps them in the mind spirits camp, even though they are including a lot of 
Divine Love truths.  And so it’s the same for everyone who still wants to heal themselves, yet also 
remain controlling their healing using their minds.  And that sort of healing is not real or true Healing, 
which you and Marion are revealing.   
 
So people have to align themselves with your way of Healing, which then links them up with Mary and 
Jesus’ Spirits of Truth, so they can do what Samantha and others who are setting out to do their Healing 
are doing. 
 
There’s lots to it James, and you know yourself, there are mind barriers all the way along, which you’ve 
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had to break through with Marion’s help.  And yet still, should someone fully give over and strive to do 
their Feeling-Healing or Soul-Healing as you are doing, or at least wanting to do it, then they are giving 
themselves the best shot at doing it, because the spiritual forces are aligned with them.  Those people 
who are sincerely wanting the truth, and that is more than just on the mind level, will find in the end, AJ 
and Mary L falling short or letting them down – ‘they just won’t do it for them’.  And that’s because AJ 
and Mary L are preventing those sincere truth seekers from connecting directly to Mary and Jesus via 
their Spirits of Truth.   
 
And it’s more than just reading the Padgett Messages or even your work James, it’s what’s deep within 
your heart; like John for example, he’s not actually wanting to embrace doing his Healing just yet, 
however he soon became disenchanted with AJ and Mary L because he is intent on wanting the truth and 
through his feelings.  He didn’t feel right with them, whereas other people still do because they are still 
more mind active and using their minds to control the healing they are doing with AJ and Mary’s help, 
so they keep going with them.  Some people are more mind orientated, so with their minds more in 
control, whereas other people might seem like they are more of the mind and yet deeper it’s actually 
their feelings that govern them more, they not being so controlled by their mind, their mind not having 
so much control over their feelings.  So again it’s not what’s on the surface but what is happening deeper 
within someone, which is all to do with one’s upbringing. 
 
And it’s even further complicated by people coming to you who seem to be on the ‘same page’ wanting 
to grow in truth and even do their Healing, and even saying and seeming like they are, yet they are not 
really; or that they are, yet still their mind is still more in control of their feelings.  And you’ve been 
working of late seeing and sensing and feeling that difference in people, like the man you recently said 
you couldn’t help, because you knew he was only doing it for his own mind gratification, which was 
true, and you didn’t want to waste your time with that.  You now only wanting to be involved with 
people who are seriously wanting to grow in or understand the truth. 
 
James:  But what about the difficulty for people in knowing if they really and truly are longing for the 
truth – how can they get around their barriers if they are causing them problems? 
 
Nanna Beth:  Yes, it is very difficult James.  And all they can do is keep begging the Mother and Father, 
or however they relate to God, to help them see and uncover the Truth through their feelings.  And keep 
reading your work, and at some point something might occur to them that might move them past a 
resistance point or help them see something in a slightly different light.  Many people as you know, will 
first need to take it all on mentally, and then with their mind, consider the time and place to begin their 
Healing; whereas other people might want to jump straight in like Samantha did, knowing it was what 
she wanted to do – needed to do, and can’t stop doing it, even if it were to remove her from the physical 
world.  And your work allows for both extremes and all in between, all so everyone can connect with 
some element of it, which if they keep longing for the Truth and the Divine Love, will move them 
progressively toward the Mother and Father and the truth of their soul. 
 
James:  Thank you again for all you’ve done to help me Nanna Beth, all of you up there, and for helping 
us all.  I’m going to make lunch and will continue later if that’s okay with you. 
 
Nanna Beth:  I’ll be here James. 
 
 
From John:  Saturday, 9 December 2017: 
Several hours before Crystal was able to read James writings with Mary Magdalene – Wooowee, End 
Times, she felt / knew that all the barriers and interference had been withdrawn.  The psychic barriers no 
longer are in place. 
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Courier Brian had returned from the doctor.  Yes, he has fractured his knee cap, he will have braces and 
be on crutches for at least 3 weeks.  He cannot put any weight on his leg.  He is now entrenched into his 
whiney condition.  He cannot do the job on time.  His $10 million fee is in jeopardy.  (Now that could be 
English Pounds, Euro or US Dollars.)  He has appointed Courier Anna as his replacement! 
 
Courier Anna now has a three point plan – as well as the ultimate weapon! 
 
Plan A:  She has a conference room at the library scheduled for Wednesday.  She does not understand 
why it has to be so big.  The room was not available Monday or Tuesday, these being the days she 
prefers. 
 
Plan B:  Call and ask Crystal out to lunch.  This, we consider she will focus upon.  Anna is stuck in a 
city in which she has no friends and is looking to connect up with someone.  Crystal has her French 
tuition on Monday which is from noon for an hour and a half. 
 
Plan C:  Walk up to Crystal’s home and make the delivery. 
 
Courier Anna now has a red, white and green box to put the package into.  She is yet to choose the 
ribbon to create the bow.  Interestingly Courier Brian, being Swiss / French, is not accustomed to giving 
presents at Christmas to anyone other than family members.  He is having difficulty with this concept of 
giving a gift to a stranger. 
 
Courier Anna is now stuck with whiney Brian who now cannot fly his plane, and will have difficulty in 
travelling on commercial planes due to his leg needing to stretch out.  Courier Anna wants this 
done.  She will now impose her ultimate weapon.  No sex for Courier Brian until this is done, one way 
or the other.  We suspect that by Monday morning the way forward will be clear.  Courier Brian is 
fixated upon sex! 
 
Nanna Beth, 3rd Celestial Heaven:  The lid is coming off James.  And once again I can’t say any more 
than that, however things are all changing and the change is gathering pace.  You’ll see it start to unfold 
around the world, everything as we’ve said will eventually be turned on its head.  The barriers have to 
come down, as we’ve told you they have on our side, and now it’s simply a matter for you to keep 
working on yourself to see where that takes you. 
 
We women are going to take matters into our own hands, and with the support of various 
men.  We will work to enable women who want to be true to understand that true women’s 
liberation, which is also true men’s liberation, is liberating oneself from one’s own controlling 
mind.  It’s the mind representing the masculine that needs to be done away with, so the true 
feminine expression of feelings for both women and men can be lived and brought into the 
world.  And the truth brought to light from feelings, will carve a path through the darkness for the 
light to shine. 
 
It is interesting in speaking about AJ and Mary L: Could it be said that AJ is deferring to Mary L in all 
they are doing?  Or, is he the definite leader?  Is the mind still in control of true feelings?  And would 
Jesus, were he and Mary to actually materialise in flesh, do all the leading; or do you think he would 
defer to Mary allowing her to finally have her say? 
 
James:  Yeah, I see what you’re saying Nanna Beth.  She’s had something of a say through my writings, 
as I’ve tried to let that happen, which has been part my own doing because of my relationship with 
Marion and being so heavily dominated by women when growing up; and partly Mary and Jesus’ doing, 
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because I always, which might not be apparent in my writing, ask them before I start, unless it’s 
obvious, which one would like to speak with me.  Occasionally I’ve wanted to ask one of them 
specifically, but that’s usually after in my mind I’ve already asked them as to which one would like to 
talk.  And mostly it’s Mary whom Jesus defers to wanting her to speak.  And she asking him to say more 
to bring in the balance. 
 
And I can now see it’s all these things that might seem like minor differences, but are most 
important.  And how I was, shut off and so insensitive to such feeling subtitles, I used to miss 
them.  And probably still do miss a lot of them. 
 
Nanna Beth:  And it is as you say James, the sensitivities of feelings have all but been deadened on the 
world, and feelings are very sensitive, and so much so that most people would find that if they did 
honour all they felt at any one time, they’d be tied up in all the intricacies of their feelings for days 
without getting anything else done – just as you and Marion have experienced.  And yet what else really 
is there other than expressing feelings so as to gain more truth from them, and leaving all else to remain 
undone because most of it is not necessary to do, and is only being done to give the mind something to 
do and to make it feel like it’s in control.  So as to whether there is any leadership in the relationship 
between AJ and Mary L is very important, because both parties are meant to be equal; however that’s all 
very well too, and can only be achieved when both have completed their Healing.  So until that happens, 
as you know with Marion, it’s through her that the truth is coming to you, nothing would happen without 
her lead and light and feelings, which is the true way it is meant to happen. 
 
And then that’s also where I fit in and Mary M, herself, the whole feminine aspect of truth, for you are 
not just talking with male spirits trying to reveal all the necessary truths concerning the Healing. 
 
James:  I like it how it is, that women must be included the right way (I hope that doesn’t sound to 
patronising), by fully honouring and respecting their’s and men’s feelings, because that’s what all the 
other religious and spiritual systems don’t do, it’s what none of us really do in our lives, how it’s all 
structured in our man’s world.  However, it is a struggle coming up against the sensitivity of feelings 
when you’ve been made to be insensitive to them, being a block-head that is just like Courier Brian 
trying to assert himself in his stupid man’s way, when Anna would probably have had it all over and 
done with by now.  Does she really want to tie herself down to having to deal with that?  And is that 
really how much they are getting paid to do the delivery – shit, how do you become a Courier?  John just 
likes all the big numbers. 
 
Anyway Nanna Beth, I think that’s all I wanted to say about AJ and Mary L.  There were more things I 
thought about, but I can’t remember then now, so possibly I’ll bring them up over the coming days as 
they come back to me.  Do you have anything else you want to say? 
 
Nanna Beth:  No, it’s all good James.  Things are going to continue to unfold for you all from now 
on.  The hard work has been done, things as I said are beginning to change.  And that change will keep 
building in momentum, both on the inside and outside.  We’ll be in touch, goodbye for now – Nanna 
Beth. 
 
James:  Thank you Nanna Beth. 
 
 
Later (same afternoon), having spoken with John: 
 
James:  It’s not that I think AJ and Mary L are the evil one’s, or more evil than anyone else, it’s just that 
they are expressing their wrongness this way, which happens to be in keeping with blocking out the 
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Spirits of Truth from Mary and Jesus in the most perfect way by their keeping true to the tenets of the 
Rebellion and Default.  By saying they are Mary and Jesus, and using all the higher truths to support 
themselves against the Living Truth. 
 
Nanna Beth:  That’s right James.  No one really is more evil than anyone else, you’re in the wrongness 
together and expressing it in your different ways, there are just as you say within it, various extremes, 
and AJ and Mary L are expressing one of those; just as other people expressing the extremes of their 
personality denial by being so caught up in their mind that it completely dominates their feelings making 
them believe they are superior and full of ‘self-love’; and just as other people are suffering from extreme 
self-hatred, with their mind causing them to feel so persecuted by their bad feelings, right to the point of 
believing they are the most hated, evil ones that no one wants to have anything to do with. 
 
James:  Like Marion believes about herself, that she has nothing, offers nothing, is nothing and no one, 
and no one likes her, and is being left out; whereas look at all the praise and friendship and support I’m 
starting to get because I’m offering my books and so on.  How is it going to work for her Nanna Beth, 
and where are all the women, why are there so many men involved at this stage – what’s that all about? 
 
Nanna Beth:  As the feminine is suffering heavily having been denied the most, so that’s to be reflected 
along the way James.  So that’s the burden Marion is carrying in her self-hate, it’s what Samantha is 
suffering under having little to no support, whereas you being the man have support and it seems in 
some ways easier for you, moving about in the man’s world and so on.  But actually it’s not like that, it’s 
just different aspects manifesting for men and women, yet it’s all the same Rebellion and Default.   
 
And currently the men are moving toward establishing what will amount to a ‘safe space’ for such 
women to come and freely express themselves within.  It will need sympathetic men (even if those men 
don’t have much directly to do with the women) for the women to work at expressing themselves freely; 
men who encourage them to do so, support them, try not to control them unconsciously or consciously, 
as such women allow themselves to feel it’s okay and safe to bring out all their pain and all their truer 
deeper feelings.  And when they do, for them not to feel rejected and unwanted, even if they feel so 
themselves, to just be nurtured and cared for, even by men who are well-meaning and yet can’t really 
offer the full emotional support, like yourself James, being so blocked off to your deeper feelings, yet 
you allowing Marion to go wherever she wants to with her feelings, which has helped her grow in 
confidence in being able to express them.  And she’s thrown the worst at you and still you remain by her 
side, even in your emotionally retarded state, yet you’ve not rejected her and said you don’t want her 
and her feelings.   
 
So structures need to be built up in the physical and on the mental and emotional levels, to allow women 
to move into them and then see where indeed their feelings will lead them; and no one knows, you men 
don’t know, and the women don’t have a clue either because they’ve never been free to just move with 
them.  So that’s all going to be new for humanity; and slowly with such women leading in their feeling-
expression, so too will men follow allowing them to relate more truly to such women and to each other, 
with new ways of relating to each other being evolved. 
 
As you understand James, men and women, irrespective of how loving you might be with each other, are 
living anti each other, and so much with your minds controlling everything, both parties heavily 
controlling their feelings, so neither men or women have any real idea about how to live together truly 
expressing ALL they feel.  And firstly, you’ve got to Heal yourselves to the point of being able to 
express ALL you feel; and then once there, be able to live relating together expressing ALL you 
feel.  So there is a very long way to go in evolving relationships of truth and love between men and 
women.  And along that path, masses of all the yuk stuff has got to be accepted, confronted, and wanted 
to come out, and to come out so both men and women want to see what it’s all about. 
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And then put children into the mix, and as no one is relating true to themselves and each other and so 
neither to their children, so ultimately a supportive, caring and accepting and fully feeling expressing 
environment needs to be evolved to allow children to come into life being free to express ALL they 
feel.  And to provide the space for children to freely express themselves within the family space of men 
and women loving and freely expressing themselves, is something that will be a huge undertaking for 
people. 
 
So I think you can see something of the picture that awaits people who get involved in all you will be 
setting out to do with John and everyone else who might want to contribute to such a ‘program’.  And 
it’s not that everyone will have to do their Healing and complete it before they can be involved; no, it’s 
to include everyone at all the varying levels, from the mind side to the feelings, men, women and 
children, and work it all out in the wash. 
 
Which of course will make it seem like it’s even more of a muddle, for there won’t be any established 
ways of doing things, there will be just what people want to do together as they grow in truth directly 
through their Healing or grow in the mental understanding of it all, and bits of both.  And over the years 
and in the end, giving humanity thousands of years and many generations, the Divine Love Mansion 
Worlds will become manifest on Earth so with all the order and structure they provided us spirits in our 
Healing and spiritual growth.  However those worlds over here in spirit took two thousand years to get 
to the levels of perfection they are at now, and that will happen one day on Earth. 
 
So the Divine Love worlds are not going to instantly manifest themselves on Earth; no, it’s going to be a 
gradual working toward that, yet not by trying to work it out through your minds, but by allowing it to 
naturally evolve through all the feelings concerned.  So if you look at PASCAS for example as the entity 
that will ‘house the future of humanity’, then every feeling that contributes to it will make it be what it 
becomes, rather than every thought, which is how most corporations are run on Earth.  And yet minds 
will still be heavily needed to provide structures and continuity, however with the emphasis on feelings; 
and with increasing numbers of people doing their Healing and looking to their feelings for the way to 
live, so that will evolve over time to reflect the net feelings involved. 
 
You can think of it this way: Creation is built by feelings, not thoughts.  Feelings first, then 
thoughts.  Creation founded on thoughts alone, fails; whereas Creation founded on feelings will last 
forevermore, because it’s really founded on the truth those feelings give rise to.  And as thoughts give 
rise to no truth, as you can’t uncover truth through the mind, so such false Creation would cease to exist, 
which is why the Rebellion and Default is doomed to fail and then one day cease to be.  Any rebellion is 
the mind taking over from feelings, so you start to live using the mind devoid of truth, which can only 
have one outcome.  And even though it took two hundred thousand years before the end came, still, that 
amount of time is a drop in the ocean of Paradise Time. 
 
So what you and John and all who are involved will be doing, irrespective of the structures that might be 
established to do it in, will be looking to evolve truth from feelings, and then to live that truth how 
people feel to live it.  And that’s the beauty of it, because you can’t tell how that will happen, you can’t 
work it all out through your mind.  And you can theorise until the cows come home, yet that’s just a 
waste of time, because one feeling could give rise to one new truth which could upset the apple cart. 
 
So it just starts and then the feelings come into play, just like with any relationship.  And it’s people 
becoming increasingly aware of their feelings and wanting to support and respect them more than their 
minds, which will lead to the evolution of truth of all involved. 
 
James:  Thank you Nanna Beth.  Another very important part to understand. 
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Nanna Beth:  Yes James.  A result of your ‘breakthrough’.  I’ll speak to you soon – love Nanna Beth. 

Spirits of Truth 
of Mary Magdalene and Jesus 

Spirits of Truth 
of the Avonal Pair 

LIVE FEELINGS FIRST 
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Note same day from Samantha in England: 
 
Amazing James, If the world was to follow AJ and ML the world would stay in its Denial and Rebellion 
of Mary and Jesus, keeping them away from their spirits of truth and leading people to believe they are 
the real Mary and Jesus so they could never have any chance of healing, more untruth on top of untruth, 
how hopeless that feels never being able to truly heal and being blocked by two people that are 
convinced they are the real Mary and Jesus.  Like the Lucifer's, standing in our way.  This all feels just 
like my childhood with mum and dad blocking me from the truth of myself so I will never know myself, 
God or any of my own power or truth, shit it feels all so awful and I feel so desperate inside to break free 
from that.  ML and AJ are being the same to their followers as my parents were to me and their parents 
were to them, blocking them from knowing themselves, the real Mary and Jesus and God in fear that 
they will lose power and no longer be revered and respected and looked up to as superiors. 
 
I looked into them both and began to see the way they were treating people, asking them to leave 
because of them being unloving and the people didn't have much of a clue as to what they had done, 
they were not allowed to be unloving and I felt they were being interfered with by Mary (Luck) and AJ 
(Miller) telling them they couldn't be a certain way and banning people from the forum for expressing 
opinions that they deemed unloving, people that had followed them for a long time and become 
friends.  It didn't feel good to me and I didn't want to know any more.  I could feel what was right, I 
could feel inside me the truth of Mary and Jesus working on my soul and I felt nothing with ML and AJ 
that is how I knew they had nothing true or real, it was all mind stuff and information but no connection 
because it wasn't real or true.   
 
I asked my self "How does he know what he knows" being similar to what you have written James, and 
Mary and the other Celestials have said that they will help us go further into our evilness if that is what 
we want, if that is our will, and it made sense that they would help AJ in the way of feeding him 
information to help him in his desire to be the best, to be Jesus and believe he is, to play along with his 
delusions, that being his will.   Only Celestials know that information so that has to be where it comes 
from.  So you are both getting similar information from Celestial spirits one to further humanity in truth 
and one to further humanity in its evilness by two people 'USING' the higher truths and who are denying 
Mary and Jesus and leading others to do so also, a huge sin to have to pay back, I wouldn't want to be 
them.  Their followers will never be able to know truth because they are being kept away from Jesus and 
Mary's spirit of truth and it is essential for healing and when I long for their spirit of truth to be with me 
as I heal, no matter how stuck I am, the feelings come to me and truth is revealed, it is the tool they have 
made available for us to find the truth and it is incredible, and the followers of AJ and ML will never 
feel this beautiful revelation because they are being kept from it all the time they believe ML and AJ are 
the real Mary and Jesus. 
 
I have more to write but I have to go.  I am so excited James, so incredibly excited  and feel that ML and 
AJ will just fizzle out as people leave them as Untruth cannot exist forever, it will lose power and die off 
and be found out and de-powered and faith will be lost in them and their followers will become 
exhausted and tired of trying with their minds, not feeling any change as they get to a certain level but 
no further as in the mind mansions, its all finite then comes the fall and all comes crumbling down as 
you have written in your books by spirits reaching so far in the mind mansions and then having to 
collapse and begin again in truth.   
 
Speak soon. 
Sam 
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We souls are existential, our souls have it all within us, it’s a done deal, we are just unfolding in 
Creation through our personality expression.  So our evolution is our growing in truth, the truth already 
within our soul, with it continually being brought out through our feelings as we live our experiences, 
thereby ‘growing in truth’ as we ascend, as we live that truth. 
 
Whereas the angles are experiential, and their soul starts evolving or developing upon their creation.  It 
all being done through their evolving minds.  They don’t grow in truth like we do, they just grow or 
evolve in mind.  And as they do, the experiences they have individually and then as a created pair, cause 
the soul of their mind to grow and evolve. 
 
However, those people adhering to the ‘Mind Way’, as presented by TUB (The 
Urantia Book), the New Age, and all our religions, is really the angels’ way and 
not ours.  So perhaps, that is why TUB has ‘mucked it up’ because it has to 
adhere to the Rebellion, which is making us look to the God the Mind, the 
Infinite Daughter, as the Way to God, when we’re to look to God the Truth, the 
Eternal Son, as the Way to God.   
 
We can’t attain Paradise and be with our Heavenly Parents unless we first go through the Eternal 
Son.  We can’t do it through and with our minds.  That’s for the angels to do.  So the mind spirits (like 
most people on Earth and spirit Mansion Worlds), unbeknownst to them, are trying to live like angels, 
trying to evolve their soul through and with their mind, which can’t happen.  And if we are like angels 
going first through the Infinite Daughter on the way to the Mother and Father, then we fall short, never 
attaining the Son.  However as we know, we are so wrong by looking only to our minds, that we can’t 
even get out of the Mansion Worlds, let alone get anywhere near the Infinite Daughter on Paradise. 
 
So our Healing is getting ourselves out of the mind, letting that way go, and coming back to our true 
selves, which is through our feelings, the truth we are to live from our soul.  And once we do that 
through our Feeling Healing and divine our soul with the Divine Love, then we are free to move to 
Paradise, up via the Infinite Daughter (with Her and the Divine Minister (and Holy Spirit), nature, nature 
spirits and the angels’ help – all the creations of the Mind), to the Eternal Son and onwards to the 
Mother and Father.  With the Higher descending Paradise Daughters and Sons (Mary and Jesus, Avonal 
pairs, Trinity Teacher pairs), and local universal descending Daughters and Sons (Lanonandeks, 
Melchizedeks, etc.), together with our ascending mortal spirit friends (daughters and sons – each other, 
Nanna Beth, Kevin, etc.), helping us on the feelings and truth side of things. 

Note from James Moncrief 4 November 2017 

      Father 
 
 Mother 

GOD

Eternal Son         Infinite Daughter 
  of Truth    of Mind 

Feeling Healing with 
Divine Love is the key 

to enter the 
Celestial Heavens. 
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God is God, who is our Heavenly Mother and Father, being 
SoulMates.  There is only one Soul that is God’s Soul, that being 
the Soul of our Mother and Father.  Our Heavenly Parents are 
the First Soulmates; The Two Who Are One who have brought 
us all into being. 
 
Jesus and Mary are soulmates and a son and daughter of God. 

   Father 
 

 Mother 

GOD

Mary of Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth, where both free 
of sin.  Mary and Jesus, combined in their love for us, are 
our spiritual teachers and guidance for us to find our way 
home to our Heavenly Parents.  Mary and Jesus have 
liberated their Spirits of Truth who we can long to for 
assistance and guidance.  They are known as Jesus and 
Mary of Nebadon, the universe system in which Earth is.  
They are the Creator Son and Daughter ruling this region.  
 
To start this journey we are to liberate our souls from being 
entombed within our suppressive minds, through feeling 
and longing for the truth of our feelings via our soul and 
peel away our injuries incurred since our conception. 
 

Humanity, all being soulmate pairs, are 
ascending mortal souls who are to reach inward 
and progress Paradise-ward for the God 
experience.  As part of our journey of evolving 
our souls we are to experience evil, that is the 
denial of God and the Creator Pair.  We can 
long to the Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus 
and soon to the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal 
Pair.  Our Indwelling Spirit is our direct 
connection to and with God.  

The Avonal pair, should they be here, are to support 
humanity on Earth exclusively.  They are to continue the 
work of the Creator Pair, Mary and Jesus, and will be 
assisted by them.  The Avonal pair will, during their life on 
Earth, experience the full Feeling Healing process and Soul 
Healing process so that through their Spirits of Truth, 
which they are to release upon their physical death, will be 
able to be called upon by all those who embrace their own 
Healing.  The Earth names of the Avonal Pair may not 
become known. 
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The Council of Elders, 12 Celestial soulmate pairs, being a Soul Group, guide to Founder of the 
Global Humanitarian Fund that is to disseminate Feeling Healing and Soul Healing guidance.  

       while living in 
the physical of earth, are to complete their Feeling Healing whilst 
embracing Divine Love, thus completing their Soul Healing.  
Being the first humans to do so, they will subsequently, upon 
their physical deaths, release their Spirits of Truth so that the 
whole of humanity, for the next 1,000 years, can embrace and 
progress in their soul development through Feeling Healing. 

Through the Global Humanitarian Fund, humanity is to 
be introduced to the processes of Feeling Healing and 
Soul Healing.  Further, they will also become aware that 
our Spiritual Teachers of Truth for the next 1,000 years 
will be the Avonal Pair who will be handed this task 
from Jesus and Mary, and much, much more. 

AVONAL PAIR to be RESPONSIBLE for SPIRITAL WELLBEING of EARTH: 

    The Spirits of Truth of 
the Avonal Pair are to join with the 
Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus. 

    Father 
 
 Mother 

Heavenly Parents The Paradise Pairs, children of God, are 
all only concerned with the spiritual 
wellbeing and upliftment of the planets 
and local universe.  Creator Son and 
Daughter, Mary and Jesus, are focused 
upon the spiritual wellbeing and 
upliftment of the whole of Nebadon which 
involves Earth, one of 3.8 million planets. 

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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This time, in the history of humanity, is the 
most exciting time ever experienced. 

This is the time that man is now able to evolve in its spiritual development.  Man has endured 
200,000 years of Rebellion and compounded this with the Default of some 38,000 years, now it 
has been provided with the guidance to put aside the negativities of the Rebellion and Default. 
 
With the guidance that was provided through James Padgett (1914 through to 1923), man 
became again aware of the availability of Divine Love from our Heavenly Parents.  This also 
heralded the handover.  That is, the commencement of the end times of the involvement by 
Mary and Jesus in the spiritual affairs of humanity on Earth. 

Soul groups that have been in place during Mary and 
Jesus’ 2,000 year involvement with Earth have 
progressively handed over to soul groups that have been 
forming since 100 years ago.   The older soul groups 
have mostly progressed on further towards Paradise. 

The second revelation, that followed from the availability of Divine Love, is the processes of 
Feeling Healing and Soul Healing.  The understanding of the Feeling Healing process is the 
most important of the revelations and should have been the first to be revealed.  Feeling 
Healing and Soul Healing are being revealed through and by Marion and James Moncrief.   
 
The soulmate pair, that are the first to complete their Soul Healing, and upon their deaths, they 
will release their Spirits of Truth which will unify with the Spirits of Truths of Mary and Jesus 
so that humanity, in whole, will have access to these knowings and guidance for the next 1,000 
years. 
 
Mary and Jesus, being responsible for the spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of 
Nebadon, are to withdraw from their direct involvement with Earth and hand over the 
responsibilities to an Avonal Pair who take individual responsibility for the spiritual wellbeing 
and upliftment of individual planets and their associated Mansion Worlds, in this case, Earth 
exclusively. 
 
For the next 1,000 years, via the Avonal Pair and the newly forming Soul Groups, Earth will be 
able to evolve through embracing Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, one’s Soul Healing.  
These newly formed Soul Groups are effectively ‘Council of Elders’ to assist humans living in 
the physical on Earth to enable all to be aware of the way to evolve. 
 
With the absolute end of the Rebellion, this is the first time in 200,000 years that mankind, 
humanity, can take control of his and her destiny and evolve in love and truth for all eternity! 
 
Throughout this coming era, our spiritual leaders will be an Avonal Pair, yet to be identified.

Infographics and diagrams have been added by Pascas. 
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U-TURN for HUMANITY: 
 
Why are we doing a U-Turn? 
 
We are doing a U-Turn because the year 2017 heralded the end of the 
Rebellion and Default.   For two hundred thousand years, humanity 
has been going in the wrong direction. 
 
What is this fundamental step that will change our way of living? 
 
We are to come to understand / know the foundational cause of all our feelings, 
both good and bad.  As we explore and investigate our feelings, each time they 
arise, one by one, we are to talk them through, express them to a companion or 
friend or anyone who will listen.  As we express them, while at the same time 
coming to understand how they have come about, we will find that they will be 
resolved and that they will not come up again. 
 
We will find that all of our feelings / emotions have their foundations from our 
childhood.  And by childhood, that is from the time of one’s conception all the 
way through to about the age of six.  It is the repression of our childhood 
feelings that is the base or foundational cause of each and every one of our adult 
personality issues, pains, difficulties, illnesses and distressful life experiences. 
 
We have to see the whole truth of our negative or self-denial state, before we can heal it and be 
free of it. 
 
The vital difference between emotions and feelings is:   

 emotions have their roots in the past,  
 feelings relate to the present moment,   
 emotions represent feelings not previously expressed,   
 and these accumulate over time. 

 
Many emotional clearing processes encourage us to look into our feelings, however, none go so far as to 
drill down into the core foundation of any emotional feeling to the point that we  strive to KNOW the 
core issue, the origin of the feeling, be it good or bad, and actually come to know what it is!   
 
The Journey Process is generally known worldwide.  It stops short of longing to know, that is asking for 
the knowing of the events that brought about such a feeling.  Yes, we are to acknowledge the feeling, 
say being angry.  Then accept that behind that anger is the feeling of being small, and then look at the 
underlying reason of why we are feeling small.  What is the truth behind that feeling?  Ask our Heavenly 
Parents what is behind all of this feeling.  What is the foundation, the origin of the feeling?  All the time 
talking it out, expressing it, with a friend.  The expressing of the experience is the release of the emotion 
/ feeling, this is what removes it for ever from within our essence, our soul. 
 
Why ask our Heavenly Parents?  I thought God was just God – singular? 
 
This is part of the revealings that have been unfolding for us very recently – that is – since 2002. 
 
We are made in the image of God.  This has been understood for centuries, for 2,000 years.  Our soul is 
duplex.  Our soul expresses itself through two personalities.  One soul ‘subdivides’ into two, one half 

Feeling 
Healing with 

Divine Love is 
the key! 
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always being female and the other half always being male.  We are a reflection of how God is.  God 
being one Soul is expressed as Mother and Father.  God is two personalities.  They are soulmates / soul 
partners.  And each of us has a soulmate, and our soulmate is always of the opposite sex, because the 
Mother and Father are the opposite sex. 
 
Thus, when we long for the truth behind a feeling, then we can long to our Heavenly Mother and Father.  
Only they can tell us.  No spirit personality can tell us.  No canonised saint can tell us, we may as well 
ask our next door neighbour.  That would be just as productive.  Mary and Jesus can’t tell us, as they are 
also spirit personalities. 
 
I was taught that Jesus was God?  And what is this about Mary? 
 
Mary of Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth were both born free from sin.  Neither of them are God.  They 
are both children of God, just like you and me.   
 
History needs to be corrected.  Both Jesus of Nazareth and Mary of Magdalene became at one (At-One) 
with our Heavenly Mother and Father during their physical lives here on Earth in the first century; Jesus 
in the year 26CE and Mary in the year 33CE, or there abouts.  Jesus died aged 35 (born 7BC died 29CE), 
and Mary died aged 47 or 48 (born 2BC died 47CE). 
 
Further, their sojourn on Earth was the completion of their process to become the full Regents of the 
sector of planets that is referred to as Nebadon.  The region within our super-universe that is referred to 
as Nebadon contains 3.8 million inhabited planets.  If you look into the night sky, each star / sun 
potentially has between none to three inhabited planets within its orbit.  Within Nebadon, the soulmate 
pair / soul partners, namely Mary and Jesus, are our Spiritual Teachers of Truth.  Their domain is all 3.8 
million physical planets plus their associated spirit worlds.  Each physical world has seven associated 
spirit worlds, which is the case for Earth being one of the 37 that have rebelled. 
 
Some 200,000 years ago, Lucifer with his soulmate and his deputy, Satan with his soulmate, brought 
about a rebellion on 37 of the inhabited planets within the region called Satania, one of the local 
universal systems of Nebadon.  Earth compounded the situation through the Default of Adam and Eve 
about 38,000 years ago.  Thus the population of Earth, being in the worst condition through the 
Rebellion and Default, became the location for Mary and Jesus to have their physical experience to 
complete their ascendancy to full Regency of the local universal system being Nebadon. 
 
Their lives on Earth was the start of the unravelling of the Rebellion and Default.  Upon Jesus becoming 
At-One with our Mother and Father, he was then vested with the authority and power to have the 
Lucifers and Satans arrested, and they now reside exiled within a prison world. 
 
Notice that there were no records of Jesus and Mary’s teachings and experiences made during their 
physical life.  That was because they did not specifically come here for us, they came for the benefit of 
all peoples of all planets and spirit worlds throughout Nebadon. 
 
As they are Paradise descending spirits, they have Spirits of Truth.  Upon Mary and Jesus’ death, they 
released their Spirits of Truth.  As spirits, Jesus and Mary are how we will be, once we’ve finished our 
Soul Healing.  They can only be in one place at any one time.  However, it is their Spirits of Truth 
throughout Nebadon that we can connect with for guidance.  It is through their Spirits of Truth that spirit 
personalities can progress through and out of Nebadon. 
 
Those planets that have Rebelled need further assistance, and they need it on a localised manner.  This 
can only be provided by another bestowal of a Paradise Pair, and that is in the form and manner of an 
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Avonal soulmate pair / soul partners who come here specifically for us. 
 
What is the purpose of an Avonal pair, and are they here on Earth? 
 
Unlike Jesus and Mary who were always free from sin and did not experience how to heal themselves, 
the Avonal pair are to experience all of the extremes of evilness and then proceed to heal themselves.  
Mary and Jesus through their bestowal on Earth ended the Lucifers spiritual rebellion in Nebadon; the 
Avonals bestowal is primarily concerned with ending the Default of Adam and Eve by the Avonals 
themselves personally healing the effects of such a damaging Fall. 
 
The soulmate Avonal pair are to be, and have been, subjected to the extremes of childhood suppression 
and repression, and then, through their Feeling Healing, are experiencing all the facets of emerging truth 
as they slowly progress through a protracted and difficult healing process.  As they reach specific 
milestones, this also enables those in the Celestial Heavens, (the three worlds where Celestials reside) to 
be empowered to assist us in the physical on Earth. 
 
The first considered milestone was the arresting and imprisonment of the Caligastia soulmate pair and 
the Daligastia soulmate pair.  After the arrest of the Lucifers and Satans in the first century, as nothing 
further occurred, the Caligastias and Daligastias continued on from spirit as if they were kings and 
queens, suppressing all of humanity and with plans to take over the universe.  It was possibly in the 
early 1990s that they were ‘judged’ and ‘removed’.  They were caught unaware that an Avonal bestowal 
pair were on Earth. 
 
How is all this becoming known?  Has Jesus and Mary communicated directly to Earth? 
 
Unlike in the first century, when no records were kept (as the event related to all of Nebadon and it was 
actually setting the stage for the Avonal bestowal pair to arrive on Earth), every effort to retain records 
in great detail of this current series of events is now being attended to.  Consider this.  The New 
Testament of the Bible is some 300 pages.  The records of the Second Coming, which this is, the 
primary records are possibly 6,000 pages, with direct complementary records increasing that to over 
10,000 pages and with all the supplementary records to date, there may be as many as 40,000 pages, 
certainly well over 30,000 pages of material presently. 
 
Jesus directly communicated through James Padgett from 1914 to 1923.  Mary of Magdalene (Mary M) 
has directly communicated through James Moncrief from 2002 and is ongoing.  Jesus has also 
communicated directly through James Moncrief.  Neither have ever directly communicated through any 
one else, however, some Celestial Spirit personalities have provided information through other 
personalities on Earth with the support and approval of Jesus and Mary, thus some confusion, though the 
quality of the information is very reliable. 
 
You say this is the Second Coming?  You say I am living during the time of the Second Coming? 
 
Yes you are.  And it's more than that.  This is the Second Coming, the End Times and the Handover! 
 
In fulfilment of the prophecy in the first century, the Second Coming commenced on 31 May 1914 
through the writings with James Padgett and concluded in 2014 through the writings with James 
Moncrief. 
 
The End Times are well advanced.  Mary and Jesus are well advanced in handing over their direct 
involvement with Earth to those within the Celestial Heavens.  When this is completed, the Handover 
will also occur.  The Hand Over is to the Avonal Bestowal pair and it is they who will guide the 
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population on Earth through their Feeling Healing processes for the next 1,000 years, being the next 
spiritual age.  The Handover will take place after the Avonal pair complete their personal Healing of the 
Rebellion and Default.  Then will follow with their Spirits of Truth being officially liberated in 
alignment with Mary M and Jesus’ Spirits of Truth upon their death. 
 
Major events have occurred with the progression of the Avonal pair's Feeling Healing, which they are 
also doing whilst embracing our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, thus they are doing their Soul Healing. 
 
Early 1990s:  The arrest of the Caligastia and Daligastia soulmate / soul partner pairs. 
22 March 2017:  Negative spirit influence was blocked. 
31 March 2017: Angel assisted healing will become available upon the Avonal pair completing 

their own Feeling Healing, being with Divine Love, thus it being Soul Healing. 
22 May 2017:  Law of Compensation quickening. 
2 December 2017: Psychic Barriers maintaining the Rebellion and Default were cracked. 
8 December 2017: Bring on the money to ‘house the future of humanity’. 
31 January 2018: Earth and the seven associated Mansion Worlds (including the two Earth planes) 

are officially now fully under the control of Celestial spirits.  This marks a 
tangible and real end to the Rebellion and Default.  

 
How does this all fit into our future way of living? 

 
 
 
 

The whole human race is suffering from repressed childhood and mind control. 
 
Through one’s Feeling Healing, and should we embrace our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, then with 
their Love we are doing our Soul Healing, and  eventually we can live totally in accordance with our 
soul based feelings and live free from error – no more fear and no more physical illnesses is possible! 
 
By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that simple. 
 
Our soul is always perfect.  In fact, we are the complete package.  All that we need to know is within our 
soul.  This knowledge has been denied from us since the time of the Rebellion and compounded by the  
Default.  That is what was brought upon us by the Lucifers and his cohorts.  We have always been meant 
to live true to our soul based feelings but we were taught to embrace our error riddled mind – this was 
aided by our parents – unknowingly all parents have taught their children to be mind dominant.  This is 
the Great U-Turn.  We are to feel and live by our feelings and express our feelings, our mind will 
follow in support, not the other way around. 
 
“Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all right 
there already built in – in our feelings.  Feelings guide us through our ascension of truth.  So they are 
really our Supreme Guides.  We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take us where they will, 
expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that expression if it’s there to be 
expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling is making us feel – or, how we 
feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our feelings.  Longing for the truth of 
our feelings is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because: we are our feelings.  So life stirs up 
our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are feeling, always feeling; and when we 
work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then we know the truth of how we are.  And over 
time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands our understanding of ourselves, all being driven from 
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our feelings.”        Kevin of the 1st Celestial Heaven 26 September 2017 
(Kevin Cooper died 10 August 2012, through Feeling Healing became Celestial on 7 August 2017.) 

 
It is through the assistance of the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair, upon the completion of their Soul 
Healing, that we will be guided through our Feeling Healing process, and should we embrace our 
Mother and Father’s Divine Love, then our Soul Healing. 
 
Then should we embrace Mary and Jesus as our Spiritual Teachers of Truth, their Spirits of Truth will 
lead us on the path through the Celestial Heavens where we will certainly meet up with our soulmate 
and join our soulgroup, which will eventually consist of twelve soulmate pairs.  Then as a soulgroup, the 
Spirits of Truth of Mary and Jesus will lead us up through and out of Nebadon towards Paradise. 
 
It is then our Mother and Father in Paradise who draw us to them and we will eventually meet our 
Heavenly Parents. 
 
Meanwhile, while we live on Earth, we will have assistance and guidance previously denied to us 
throughout the era of the Rebellion and Default.  Under the Contract controlling and managing the 
Rebellion and Default, the powers and capabilities of our Celestial Heaven spirit personalities, all three 
worlds of them, were heavily restricted and almost of no assistance to us at all.  Further, Nature Spirits 
and our Angels were heavily denied contact with us physical people because of the Rebellion and 
Default, all of which is soon to change, so we can look directly to them for help concerning healing 
ourselves and understanding all aspects of nature.  
 
As we embrace our Feeling Healing, Celestial spirits will and can greatly assist us.  In fact, during the 
year of 2017 they have blocked all mind spirits from the Natural Love Mansion Worlds: 1, 2, 4 and 6 
from interfering with us.  Celestials have taken control of all facets of living and life on Earth.  
Celestials are those spirits who have completed their Feeling Healing and progressed through Divine 
Love Mansion Worlds 3, 5 and 7 and now live in the higher Celestial Heavens, 1, 2 and 3 (when we 
become At One with our Heavenly Parents then we leave the Mansion Worlds and progress through the 
next three spheres related to Earth, hence the Celestial Heavens are also referred to as being numbered 8, 
9 and 10). 
 
The Nature Spirits of Earth, who live in the third 
Earth plane, can now directly interact with those 
who are embracing their Feeling Healing.  Nature 
Spirits are essentially ‘angels in waiting’.  They 
have been on Earth prior to anything that we now 
see living in nature.  When they first started to 
arrive, there was no life in the seas or on land. They 
have consequently witnessed everything that has 
happened on Earth, including all prior human 
civilisations that we continue to largely remain 
ignorant of.  Their knowledge and assistance is of 
great importance to us.  We are to interact with 
them on an ever increasing scale.  They are to 
become an invaluable source of information for us concerning how we are best to live with nature. 
 
Further, we may become more aware of our Indwelling Spirit, which arrives for each of us during our 
sixth year, as we now progress with our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, our Soul Healing. 
 
And all of this is possible as we embrace our Feeling Healing process, acknowledge and accept the 
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Avonal pair, acknowledge and accept our Spiritual Teachers of Truth, namely Mary and Jesus, and more 
importantly, grow to love our Heavenly Parents, our true Mother and Father. 
 
We do not need intermediaries, rituals, liturgy, dogmas, creeds, fancy clothing, or institutions.  It is our 
soul based feelings and expressions that we may exchange directly with our Heavenly Parents.  Groups 
may form to assist each other, and that is our choice and within our free will. 
 
This is the greatest event in the history of humanity. 
 
This is the Great U-Turn that humanity will embrace throughout the next 1,000 years.         MoC 1,480 
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Feelings First Spirituality 
The New Way 

 
Feelings First 

FF 
Feeling Free 

 

The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality  
Learn to live with God through your Feelings 

 
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings 

 
Be free in your feelings 

Free your feelings from your mind’s control 
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self 

Live true to yourself through your feelings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings. 
Long for the truth of your feelings. 
 
Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most importantly, 
BAD feelings. 
Want to understand why you’re feeling them. 
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed and 
hidden feelings. 
 
 
 
 

LOVE 

LOVE 
TRUTH 

LIFE 
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The Feeling Way is the True Way. 
Your feelings are your spiritual guide. 
Your feelings will take you to God. 
 
Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships, including 
your relationship with God; and if anything is wrong, untrue and 
unloving, then why it is. 
 
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly.  And we should NEVER block 
them out, ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to 
ourselves, as Our Feelings Are Our Self. 
 
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul.  Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul.  Knowing 
the truth of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God. 
 
 
Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity. 
It embraces all people. 
It completely unifies the world. 
Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings. 
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all sharing 
the same truths as we express and have the same feelings. 
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else – we 
are all united in Truth through our feelings. 
So with and through our truth we live our lives, therefore without the need of any man-made mind-laws, 
rules and restrictions that limit self-expression as inspired by our feelings. 
 
 
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man-made, mind-contrived religions 
that so many people have enslaved themselves to.  The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality will set us 
free of all that control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as we do our Feeling-Healing, 
and ending such control and spiritual stagnation in the world. 
 
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with!  Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come again, 
that Prophecy has failed all the mind-controlled platforms.  Allow such false systems of belief to die 
their long-awaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they fade away.  So let 
us show such antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the fresh liberation of 
discovering the truth of how we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally in our lives, and all by 
looking to our own feelings for it.  Self-revelation through our feelings is the way to go. 
 
The Way of the Mind is ending, and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s 
about time!  With the Way of our Feelings replacing it. 

LIFE 

TRUTH 
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The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning.  And that new beginning is a whole new 
Spiritual Age – an age based on self-revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with and 
supported by higher revelations from the Celestial spirits, angels and nature spirits. 
 
 
 
 
The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God, helping 
you to reach out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your feelings.  It is 
the only true way of getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly Mother and Father, the 
Great Soul of Divine Love. 
 
 

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to believe. 
 

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love. 
 

LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being: 
 

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way  

Great 
U-Turn 
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The Prayer for Divine Love: 
      (as given within the first century)       2 December 1916 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pg6p3rivAZw 
I am here, Jesus           P.438 Book of Truths through James Padgett / Jesus 
 
Let your prayer be as follows: 

Our Father, who art in heaven, we recognise that You are all Holy and loving and merciful, and 
that we are Your children, and not the subservient, sinful and depraved creatures that our false 
teachers would have us believe.  That we are the greatest of Your creation, and the most 
wonderful of all Your handiworks, and the objects of Your great soul's love and Tenderest care.  

That Your will is that we become at one with You, and partake of Your great love which You have 
bestowed upon us through Your mercy and desire that we become, in truth, Your children, 
through love, and not through the sacrifice and death of any one of Your creatures.  

We pray that You will open up our souls to the inflowing of Your love, and that then may come 
Your Holy Spirit to bring into our souls this, Your love in great abundance, until our souls shall 
be transformed into the very essence of Yourself; and that there may come to us faith--such faith 
as will cause us to realize that we are truly Your children and one with You in very substance and 
not in image only.  

Let us have such faith as will cause us to know that You are our Father, and the bestower of every 
good and perfect gift, and that only we, ourselves, can prevent Your love changing us from the 
mortal to the immortal.  

Let us never cease to realize that Your love is waiting for each and all of us, and that when we 
come to You, in faith and earnest aspiration, Your love will never be with-held from us.  

Keep us in the shadow of Your love every hour and moment of our lives, and help us to overcome 
all temptations of the flesh, and the influence of the powers of the evil ones, which so constantly 
surround us and endeavour to turn our thoughts away from You to the pleasures and allurements 
of this world.  

We thank You for Your love and the privilege of receiving it, and we believe that You are our 
Father --the loving Father who smiles upon us in our weakness, and is always ready to help us and 
take us to Your arms of love. 

We pray this with all the earnestness and longings of our souls, and trusting in Your love, give 
You all the glory and honour and love that our finite souls can give.        
 
Amen                  MoC  
 
Note:  The ‘false teachers’ are our parents, as they are also the ‘evil ones’. 
Also, the evil ones, being those parts of one’s mind, that are controlling you. 
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INTRODUCTION for a HEALTH CARER ENGAGING ASSISTANCE: 
 
So who am I to heal?    
 
Not everyone, most, but some will need temporary relief from it, so they can do other things with 
their lives, things they couldn’t do when they are in such pain.  But as you understand, that pain 
will still be there in their soul, and one day they will have to return to it and bring it up and out of 
themselves, all so they can see what truths it has hidden in it for them. 
 
For some people its necessary they feel all their pain because it will help them to understand more about 
themselves when they come to see the truth of their pain.  So they need the pain so as to find the truth, it 
all being around the wrong way because of the rebellion against truth. 
 
Possibly the angels might work more closely with people should those people embrace at least the 
notion of doing their Feeling Healing.   
 
So, what is Feeling Healing?  It’s looking to your feelings for the truth of what’s making you feel bad: 
 
 Admit you are feeling bad. 
 Accept your bad feelings, identify what they are. 
 Honour fully your bad feelings by expressing them, speaking about them to someone who is 

willing to hear you talk about them, or tell them out loud to our Heavenly Parents.  Long for 
the truth of them.  Long for the truth of why you feel bad – what deep within you is causing 
your bad feelings? 

 And remember, bad feelings are Good!  Not bad.  They are not to be despised.  And as hard 
as it is to accept them, they are still you, and a very real part of you.  And if you persist in 
denying them and not allowing yourself to fully live them, then you are only going to keep 
yourself in your errors making things harder for yourself. 

 All sickness and suffering, all bad things that happen to you, all your problems, all your 
addictions – your whole feeling-denying and untrue life, is all caused by your denial of bad 
feelings. 

 Every problem in the world is brought about because everyone has been brought up to deny 
feelings, and in particular, most of their bad ones. 

 
And it’s possible that you can heal everything that’s wrong with you on all levels through your Feeling 
Healing. 
 
Relief may occur immediately, or it may be later on.  One’s heartfelt longing for the truth of their 
feelings being good and as well as bad will determine what assistance is provided.  It is up to each 
individual to want to live true to their feelings, and when they do, then the angels will be there to help 
them. 
 
 Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings. 

 
in conjunction with 

 
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love. 

MoC 1,500 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY NOTE: 
James Moncrief has written numerous books and prepared numerous movie scripts.  Incorporated here 
are primary writings. 
Pascas has 550+ supportive ‘Pascas Papers’ accessible in Library Downloads at www.pascashealth.com  
Pascas Primary publications being: 

U-Turn for Humanity Pascas reveals New Feelings Way 
U-Turn for Humanity pathway being New Feelings Way 

   U-Turn for Humanity shutting hells through New Feelings Way  
U-Turn for Humanity through the New Feelings Way 

   U-Turn for Humanity unfolding the New Feelings Way 
   Universal Gift – Feeling Healing with Divine Love 
   Feeling Healing and Divine Love Discussion Prompts 
 
Selected Pascas Papers, as noted below, can be downloaded from www.pascashealth.com .   
 

Primary recommended reading:   consider commencing with:  Paul – City of Light 
       and          Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light  
The Rejected Ones      2002 – 2003   xxx  – James Moncrief  
Messages from Mary & Jesus   2003     xxx – James Moncrief 
Paul – City of Light     2005     xxx – James Moncrief 
Feeling Healing     2017    – James Moncrief  
Religion of Feelings      2017   – James Moncrief  
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'  
comments on the Padgett Messages   2007 – 2010   xxx  – James Moncrief 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus  2013 – 2014    xxx – James Moncrief 
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light  2017    xxx  – James Moncrief 
Road map of Universe and history of Universe: 
  The Urantia Book  1925 – 1935    xxx as primary reading 
Divine Love supporting reading: 
Revelations       1954 – 1963   – Dr Daniel Samuels 
Judas of Kerioth      2001 – 2003  – Geoff Cutler 
The Book of Truths      1914 – 1923    xxx – Joseph Babinsky 
  containing the Padgett Messages or 
Little Book of Truths       – Joseph Babinsky 
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV    xxx – Geoff Cutler 

 
Available generally from: 

www.lulu.com             www.amazon.com              www.bookdepository.com  
For Divine Love focused websites and forums: 
Pascas Health:    http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html   
Spiritual Development: http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/ 
Padgett Books:   http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/   
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm  
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at: 
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS: 

http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html  
All Padgett Messages     (for condensed versions – see below)  1914 – 1923  Pages  945  
The Urantia Book (see suggested papers to read below) 

 
James Moncrief Books:      MoC 
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God    1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228 
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1    1,485 Feb – Apr 2003 189 
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2    1,485 Apr – Oct 2003 170 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1  Aug 2007 164 
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915   1,495 
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2  Sep 2010 177 
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915    1,494 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1  1,490 Jan – Apr 2013 206 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2  1,489 Apr – May 2013 229 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3  1,490 Oct – Jan 2014 187 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4  1,491 Jan – May 2014 191 
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV 1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014   84 
         This group being pages of    1,825 
 
Paul – City of Light       1,488.5  2005 149 
Ann and Terry           2013  235 
Feeling bad?  Bad Feelings are GOOD!    feeling-healing book 1 2006 179 
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!  feeling-healing book 2 2006  159 
Breaking the Golden Rule.      feeling-healing book 3 2006 168 
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.    2009 175 
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.     2010  151 
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality      2006 139 
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying       2009 173 
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing      2010  179 
With Verna – a nature spirit         2008 279 
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend      2010   37 
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website       362 
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light        2017  260 
Divine Love Spirituality       1,500   2017 201 
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings    2017    153 
Religion of Feelings       1,500   2017   47 
         This group being pages of    3,046 

Religion of Feelings   http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/ 
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality   http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/  
Main website of DLS   http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/ 
Childhood Repression website   http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/ 
DLS and CR forum   http://dlscr.freeforums.net/ 

http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus 
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE: 
James Moncrief Publications:         all publications are free downloads: 

http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html  
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows: 
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4  
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by 
James Padgett one hundred years previously.  These four books provide a wide range of guidance that 
has never previously been made available. 
 
Paul – City of Light  
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been 
criticised as being too heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back 
then. 
 
Ann and Terry  
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on themselves and doing their 
Healing. 
 
Feeling Bad?  Bad Feelings are GOOD  
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it 
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example. 
 
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually! 
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings, 
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your 
Feeling Healing. 
 
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light  
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being, 
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth. 
 
Religion of Feelings  Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings 
Feeling Healing   you can heal yourself through your feelings 
 
So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence 
of it all and are examples of James’ work.  Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy.  Other reading to 
consider may include: 
The Padgett Messages being published as: 
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4 
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky 
The Urantia Book 

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings. 
 

in conjunction with 

 
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love. 
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING: 
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other 
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the 
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life.  They 
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues. 
 

Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing. 
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing. 
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.  
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book. 

 
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads    www.pascashealth.com 

http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html 
 
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf           downloadable index to all Pascas Papers. 
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love; 
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love. 
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES:  All  papers below can be found at Library Downloads link.. 

Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn 
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation         
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children 
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way 
Pascas Care Letters Little Children 
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother 

 
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:  

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing     
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control   
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks   
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future  
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself 
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult 

  
PAPERSSCA
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating: 

101 Years:   FEELING HEALING 
and the DIVINE LOVE: 

2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J 
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett 
2005          Paul – City of Light 
2003          Messages Mary & Jesus 
2002           The Rejected Ones 
    Various auxiliary writings including  
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels 
 
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages 

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure 
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book 

As we progressively become 
aware the availability of Divine 
Love and embrace our Soul 
Healing, more and more 
profoundly developed teachings 
will be introduced to us by our 
Celestial Spirit friends. 
 
Divine Truth teachings will 
continue to expand in detail and 
complexity as we become ready 
and willing to receive same 
through doing our Feeling 
Healing.  This journey was 
commenced for us by James 
Padgett and James Moncrief. 

We are a young experiential 
inhabited planet.  As we grow in 
Love and embrace our Feeling 
Healing, then we become into a 
condition by which we can ask for 
and receive guidance in how to 
achieve developments for the 
benefit of all of humanity. 
 
As we apply these gifts freely for 
the welfare of all, then we will be 
provided assistance to advance 
our capabilities.  Energy enables 
communications which in turn 
enables universal education.  
With education everything is 
possible. 

Are we ready and willing 
to embrace what is 
waiting for us to enjoy? 
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perceived truth MoC 880 – relative truth potential MoC  1,480 

Feeling Healing with 
Divine Love is the key 

to enter the 
Celestial Heavens: 

God's Divine Love:  
Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, driven by one’s soul, moves one to embrace 
Feeling Healing so as to clear emotional injuries and errors.  With the Divine 
Love, then one is also Soul Healing.  We are to feel our feelings, identify what 
they are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them 
fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us. 

to OTHERS 

to MYSELF 

 Strive to love others as I am to love myself 

Divine Love 
is the key! 


